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FOREWO RD 	This report contains guidance for the load capacity evaluation of existing steel 
girder and prestressed concrete highway bridges. The report includes recommended 

By Staff revisions to the evaluation requirements presently in the AASHTO Manual for Main-
Transportation tenance Inspection of Bridges, along with a companion commentary. This report can 

Research Board be used in conjunction with NCHRP Report 292, "Strength Evaluation of Existing 
Reinforced Concrete Bridges," to provide load capacity evaluation guidelines for the 
majority of existing bridge superstructure types. The contents of the report will be of 
immediate interest and use to bridge engineers, researchers, specification writing 
bodies, and others concerned with the load capacity evaluation of existing steel and 
prestressed concrete structures. 

Steel and prestressed concrete highway bridges are presently evaluated and rated 
according to the requirements of the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection 
of Bridges. The Manual allows bridge evaluation based on two rating levels: an 
operating rating and an inventory rating. It does not provide any means, however, 
to account for the actual condition of the structure or to quantify other important 
factors that might be considered in the rating process. A more rational and flexible 
methodology for the evaluation of the load capacity of existing bridges is required. 

The report concludes that bridges found to be deficient under the present rating 
procedures should be reevaluated using higher level methods. This higher level rating 
system should permit selection of safety levels in a rational manner based on the levels 
of effort expended on inspection, evaluation, and maintenance. The system should 
also take into account the states of deterioration and distress of the bridge and permit 
the owner to make informed decisions about the pay-off, in terms of higher load 
ratings, resulting from such measures as additional load control, inspection, and 
calculation effort. 

NCHRP Project 10-15 was initiated in 1980 to develop an improved methodology 
for evaluating the structural capacity of existing reinforced concrete highway bridge 
superstructures. NCHRP Report 292, "Strength Evaluation of Existing Reinforced 
Concrete Bridges," summarized the findings of that study and presented specification 
recommendations for evaluating reinforced concrete bridges. 

NCHRP Project 12-28(1), "Load Capacity Evaluation of Existing Bridges," was 
initiated in 1985, with the objective of providing evaluation guidelines for bridge 
superstructure types not covered in NCHRP Report 292. This report documents that 
work and also provides recommendations for revisions to the AASHTO Manual for 
Maintenance Inspection of Bridges. 



The recommended specifications in this report are specifically for steel and pre-
stressed concrete bridge superstructures. The proposed guidelines allow flexibility by 
providing a range of ratings depending on site conditions and the degree to which 
the evaluation is based on available information on traffic, bridge performance, and 
maintenance. The report also contains numerous examples demonstrating the use of 
the recommended specifications. 

A second phase study was initiated in late 1987 with the objective of combining 
the evaluation recommendations from this report and NCHRP Report 292 into a 
comprehensive recommended specification for load capacity evaluation of all major 
bridge superstructures. Additional objectives of the second phase are to work with 
several states in trial implementation of the recommended specifications and to develop 
a series of workshops and training aids on the use of the new evaluation procedures. 
It is expected that AASHTO will review the combined specification for consideration 
for adoption as a guide specification in 1988. 
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LOAD CAPACITY EVALUATION OF 
EXISTING BRIDGES 

SUMMARY 	Evaluation of the load capacity of existing bridges is a major concern for highway 
agencies throughout the United States. Available funds must be expended in a rational 
strategy which allows for bridge inspection, maintenance, repair, posting, or replace-
ment. To achieve a rational cost allocation policy, safety criteria must be consistent 
and uniform for all situations. A flexible approach is needed for the evaluator, which 
reduces the engineering effort for bridges that have excess strength capacity and, 
further, allows for greater effort to improve ratings in other cases, which may avoid 
unnecessary postings. 

Structural reliability methods contain the necessary ingredients for a rational eval-
uation strategy. Safety is expressed in terms of a measure of the probability that the 
capacity will exceed the extreme load that may occur during the inspection interval. 
Structural reliability theory is now being used to formulate safety checking equations 
throughout the world. These procedures, explained in Chapter Two, are appropriate 
for rating bridges and lead to a load and resistance factor checking equation similar 
to AASHTO's load factor design methods. Safety is expressed in terms of the safety 
index (beta), which is the number of standard deviations (depends on uncertainties) 
contained in the expected margin of safety (depends on the load and resistance factors). 
It is shown that these safety indices correlate closely to the risk or probability that 
a bridge member loading will exceed its corresponding strength or capacity. 

In the reliability modeling, the evaluator has two options to provide a target 
reliability level. One method is to use high safety factors that may then require posting 
or repair. The other approach is to reduce uncertainties. This can be done by more 
effort to obtain better site-specific truck data, improved analysis of the lateral load 
distribution, noting the deck roughness which affects bridge impact and recommending 
improved maintenance to control possible section loss during the inspection interval. 

These reliability procedures provide a flexible evaluation strategy and eliminate the 
present AASHTO inventory and operating stress levels for posting which give rise to 
markedly different ratings by state agencies for the same situation, depending on the 
stress level they adopt. Instead, the results show a full range of possible evaluations 
ranging from a level exceeding the operating value to a level below the inventory 
value. The rating depends on the load and resistance factors selected which, in turn, 
depend on site traffic volume and potential truck overweight conditions, girder analysis 
used, observed deck smoothness, inspection effort and maintenance. All selections are 
intended to lead to the same reliability level because the factors were calibrated based 
on review of truck data from weigh-in-motion (WIM) analysis studies, bridge tests, 
and strength studies. A load prediction model is presented in Chapter Three. Thus, 
sites with higher truck traffic and reduced enforcement effectiveness are assigned 
higher load factors than sites with less severe traffic. These choices are carefully 
explained in Appendix A, which contains the recommended evaluation guidelines 
suitable for inclusion in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges. 
Calculation of nominal (unfactored) bridge member loadings is done with the present 
AASHTO rating vehicles. Thus, uniform reliability is maintained by varying the load 
factors with the severity of traffic at the site and the degree to which potential 



information on member condition and impact is utilized. Impact is correlated to deck 
smoothness, while accuracy of girder distribution is correlated to the type of analysis 
(AASHTO tables, finite elements, or measurements) available to the evaluator. Sim-
ilarly, the resistance factors are selected based on the amount of component deteri-
oration, quality of inspection and maintenance, and most importantly on the presence 
of multiple load path redundancy. 

The target reliability index is selected in the 2.5 range, based on a calibration with 
existing practice, which allows operating stress levels to be used. (Use of inventory 
stress levels leads to higher reliability. These higher levels are prescribed herein, 
however, only for structures that do not have redundancy. Comparisons of reliability 
levels are also given for load factor rating procedures.) The performance criteria 
selected (i.e., operating working stress level) for calibrating the target index does 
require acknowledgment from code writers, because the selected load factors are linked 
directly to the performance target reliability. A target reliability index in the range 
of 2.5 should be acceptable for evaluation, provided the structure has multiple load 
paths typically found in redundant bridge spans. For nonredundant structures, a 
higher index of 3.5 is recommended herein. These various reliability considerations 
are all transparent to the rating engineer who uses load and resistance factors in a 
deterministic manner similar to present load factor rating. 

The proposed guidelines are specifically for steel bridges of different types and 
prestressed concrete spans. Reinforced concrete bridges are covered in NCHRP Report 
292. The proposed guidelines allow flexibility by providing a range of ratings depending 
on site conditions and the degree to which the evaluation utilizes available information 
on traffic, bridge performance, and maintenance. The report contains numerous com-
parisons of bridges designed and checked with AASHTO HS-20 and other loading 
criteria and rated by the proposed guidelines as well as operating and inventory stress 
levels. These comparisons show that the proposed evaluation strategy gives a transition 
of rating factors varying from above operating levels to even below inventory levels, 
depending on the condition and redundancy of the structure, the intensity of the 
traffic at the site, the level of inspection, and the maintenance effort. 

The proposed ratings reach or even exceed AASHTO operating ratings for good 
condition, redundant structures having high dead-to-live load ratios and low or mod-
erately severe traffic. On the other hand, the proposed ratings may fall below AASHTO 
operating ratings for nonredundant, deteriorated spans, having a rough roadway 
surface and subjected to heavy traffic with numerous overloads. 

For structures with multiple load paths, the proposed ratings exceed current in-
ventory levels. However, they can fall below inventory levels for higher traffic and in 
the presence of deterioration. 

The advantages of these procedures include: 

I. A more rational rating criteria. 
Consistency among different types of spans and materials. 
A recognition of site condition as a major factor affecting the safety including 

traffic, member deterioration, and maintenance quality. 
A range of flexible options for the engineer to improve the rating by improved 

data collection, rigorous lateral distribution analysis or tests, and recommendation of 
in-depth inspection and maintenance. 

Recognition of the importance of redundancy as a factor affecting rating of 
existing bridges. 

Reasonable consistency with safety levels achieved in present practices. 
A basis for developing an overall bridge safety management system including 

posting, permit, maintenance, inspection, load enforcement, etc. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL 

The emphasis for the highway industry in the United States 
is now centered on maintenance, rehabilitation, and conserving 
the existing road network. Bridges are an important component 
of the highway system and, in part, because of their conservative 
design, bridges have been allowed to deteriorate over many years 
because of deferred maintenance and repairs. The Federal High-
way Administration now estimates that more than 200,000 
bridges are inadequate. Many of these are due to insufficient 
strength estimates that often lead to a posted or closed structure. 
In evaluating existing bridges, the engineer must consider op-
tions including posting, permit regulation, closing, rehabilita-
tion, and replacement. Fortunately, the circumstances of the 
evaluation, such as past performance experience, shorter ex-
pected remaining bridge life, and the opportunity to perform 
further in-depth study on an existing structure, all provide 
greater flexibility for the evaluation calculations. 

Most states utilize provisions of the AASHTO Manual for 
Maintenance Inspection of Bridges (henceforth referred to as 
the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual) in their bridge 
evaluations. Different interpretations of these provisions, how-
ever, have led to a wide range of rating values for similar 
conditions. There is a need for a comprehensive framework that 
covers all bridge conditions, yet is flexible enough for the eval-
uation agency to consider its own needs and willingness to invest 
resources, when necessary, in the evaluation investigation. Many 
states are introducing bridge management programs, which pro-
vide for a long range bridge evaluation process that considers 
bridge condition, site traffic, maintenance and inspection costs. 

Unlike pavement management programs, which can optimize 
all the pavement economic components, bridge management 
must relate to safety as well as economy. In the absence of 
definite criteria for safety evaluation, many bridge engineers 
have been reluctant to deviate from long established bridge 
calculation models (e.g., conservative inventory ratings) (1). A 
major development, however, for structural codes in recent years 
has been the introduction of structural reliability concepts to 
assist code writers to formulate checking models and safety 
factors. For example, the AASHTO load factor design (LFD) 
recognizes that smaller dead load factors and larger live load 
factors may provide more uniform reliability (2). 

A comprehensive approach to safety may combine reliability 
concepts and data provided by the evaluator. The result will be 
a rating format based on the level of effort instituted by the 
evaluator. A range of dead and live load factors and strength 
resistance factors may provide the flexibility needed by the eval-
uator for specific conditions and yet assure that uniform reli-
ability criteria are being met. An initial screening level can be 
developed which can be supplemented by detailed inspection 
and data gathering only if the initial rating is unacceptable. The 
reliability level to be satisfied should correspond to present 
standards of field performance based on actual case. histories. 

BACKGROUND 

Currently, guidelines for evaluating existing bridges are pro-
vided in the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of 
Bridges. Recommendations for introducing flexibility into the 
evaluation procedure are also given therein in general qualitative 
terms. Quoting directly from the manual, "... a higher safety 
factor for a bridge carrying a large volume of traffic . . . espe-
cially if it includes many heavy loads. . . ." This statement rec-
ognizes that higher safety factors are more appropriate for 
bridges subjected to heavy traffic. However, no specific safety 
factors are provided. Similarly, "factors of safety used in rating 
.. must provide for... reasonably possible overloads ... lack 

of knowledge as to the distribution of stresses......This state-
ment recognizes that the safety factors should account for pos-
sible uncertainties in the rating procedure. These quotes and 
other statements do demonstrate the awareness of differences 
between design and rating and also that a rating can be influ-
enced by a variety of controllable parameters (like safety factors 
and impacts) and should be used judiciously to introduce flex-
ibility in the evaluation procedure. However, the checking meth-
ods provided in the manual do not take advantage of these 
statements. The intent then is to introduce in this report such 
procedures using reliability theory and based on recently col-
lected data. 

The opportunity to investigate a comprehensive approach to 
bridge evaluation is due to several circumstances. Recent code 
changes, such as the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code in-
troduced in 1979, have demonstrated that formal reliability 
methods can be used to calibrate safety factors based on un-
certainty levels for all components of the design-evaluation proc-
ess (3). Further, extensive field performance data are available 
ranging from in-service weigh-in-motion (WIM) to full-scale 
ultimate capacity determination (4,5). These data show that 
current design and evaluation parameters represent idealizations 
and approximations that, while broadly applicable, do not nec-
essarily apply to specific conditions of the bridge being evalu-
ated. The flexibility of acquiring and using site-specific 
information during the evaluation calculation becomes readily 
apparent. 

The background to this project is the increasing interest in 
providing a flexible comprehensive approach to bridge evalua-
tion which best utilizes the economic resources available and 
yet maintains consistent and definable criteria for bridge safety. 
An earlier related project, NCHRP Project 10-15, "Strength 
Evaluation of Existing Concrete Bridges," was initiated because 
of a gap in the evaluation of concrete bridges and because of 
an apparently large discrepancy between the observed and cal-
culated live load capacities for both concrete slabs and girder 
bridges (6). 

The final report from NCHRP Project 10-15 (NCHRP Report 
292) introduced a reliability framework and allowed for a range 
of both load and resistance factors. The live load factors were 



based on the analysis model and the information available on 
the truck traffic at the site including enforcement efficiency and 
traffic volume. Further, the resistance or capacity reduction 
factors were made dependent on the inspection report (amount 
of deterioration) and the maintenance effort intended to correct 
any deficiencies. 

In addition to NCHRP Project 10-15, there have been other 
proposals to allow flexibility in the evaluation based on truck 
traffic and inspection data. A comprehensive proposal was made 
(Ref. 7) in which the work specifically adjusts the allowable 
stress in five incremental levels between inventory and operating 
stresses based on site inspection and truck traffic data. 

A major ingredient in reliability-based design is the target 
safety level. This may be established by economic justifications, 
but it can also be based on past performance investigations. A 
problem in the bridge evaluation investigation is the wide range 
of ratings that agencies may obtain for the same conditions, 
depending on whether they use (1) inventory or operating cri-
teria (principally), (2) working stress or load factor, and (3) 
AASHTO HS or other rating vehicles. This factor complicates 
the establishment of an acceptable level for safety and requires 
input from the code writing group. Another criterion that should 
be used in the rating is the presence of redundancy or multiple 
load paths in the structure. This feature does appear in some 
individual state bridge policies such as New York (31). 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

With the development of a reliability framework and the 
necessary data base, the objective of this project is to provide 
a comprehensive evaluation document suitable for adoption in 
the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual (1). The appli-
cations will concentrate on steel and prestressed concrete spans 
and consider the earlier work (NCHRP Project 10-15) on con-
crete bridges. The fundamental evaluation or rating equation 
will be in a load and resistance format (LRFD): 

OR, > YDD+Y L L(R.F.)(1+1) 	(1) 

or solving for the rating factor, R.F., 

R.F= D)D 	 (2) 
YL L (1+1) 

Where R. = nominal member capacity, D = dead load effect, 
L = nominal live load effect due to traffic loadings, I = impact 
value, YD = dead load factor, YL = live load factor, and 4) = 
resistance or capacity reduction factor. 

In LRFD applications, the load factors, y, and resistance 
factors, 4), are related to their respective uncertainties and the 
overall target reliability or safety level. For example, the new 
AISC-LRFD code (47) shows in their commentary the following 
approximation: 

4) = (R,,,/R) exp (-0.55 /3 VR ) 	 (3) 

where R,,, = true mean resistance, R,, = nominal resistance in 
the code's strength formula, VR  = coefficient of variation (stan-
dard deviation divided by mean—see Chapter Two for further 
definitions of statistical terms), and /3 = safety index or measure 
of reliability (typically, in the range of 2 to 4). 

In the context of the output of the project, namely the rating 
equation, the following objectives must be met: 

A loading model (e.g., nominal design trucks) must match 
existing heavy traffic and provide uniform reliability over all 
bridge spans and geometries. 

A table of live load factors must be assembled which 
matches reasonable categories of truck traffic definition (e.g., 
heavy traffic, enforced weights, etc.) so as to produce consistent 
safety for different site conditions and methods of live load 
distribution analysis. 

A table of resistance factors for steel and prestressed mem-
bers is needed which reflect uncertainties in resistance that may 
be related to factors available from inspection reports (e.g., 
condition surveys, deterioration, etc.). 

Criteria for expressing safety or reliability level and relating 
the criteria to past performance experience. The target reliability 
criteria should reflect the presence of redundancy or multiple 
load path definition as in the present AASHTO fatigue provi-
sions. 

To support these primary project objectives, the following stud-
ies were performed: 

Formulate a structural reliability calculation including all 
aspects of the truck loading, analysis model, and member 
strength. 

Assemble data, principally from available WIM and other 
field studies on truck weights, headways (multiple presence), 
truck configurations, volumes, impact, and girder and member 
force distributions—also, data on member resistances, especially 
steel and prestressed concrete spans. 

Select a sample of bridges for comparison of safety indices. 
This will help in selection of the reliability target and also ensure 
that the loading model and load factors provide uniform reli-
ability over a representative sample of bridges. Further, these 
bridges could serve as illustrations of the impacts of the proposed 
checking on actual rating factors. 

Select a target reliability based on average safety indices 
computed for bridges which meet current acceptable perform-
ance levels such as operating stress level. 

Calibrate the checking model. The tables of load and re-
sistance factors will be selected to achieve a uniform reliability 
target by comparing calculated safety indices over a wide range 
of potential uses. The sensitivity of the results to possible de-
viations or errors in the data base must also be checked. 

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

To assist a general audience of readers and because of its 
importance in deriving factors, a detailed description of struc-
tural reliability theory is given in Chapter Two and Appendix 
E. The simple fundamentals of probability are discussed as well 
as those aspects needed for describing and calculating the safety 
indices. 

Chapter Three presents the details of the load and strength 
models incorporated herein. In detail, the chapter reviews the 
truck load model and the data available from various WIM and 
other studies. 

Chapter Four incorporates the data and the reliability analysis 
into a reliability evaluation model. The selection of load and 



resistance factors and calibration of target reliability is pre-
sented. A comparison with present rating formulas is also given. 
Chapter Five presents the conclusions and some discussion of 
implementation. 

Appendix A presents a self-contained section of the guidelines 
intended for incorporation in the AASHTO Maintenance In-
spection Manual. 

Appendix B contains a commentary to the aforementioned 
guidelines. 

Appendix C contains a set of examples comparing the existing 
and propbsed procedures. These examples were obtained from 
the consultants working on this project or were collected from 
various highway agencies. 

Appendix D contains further details of the WIM data base 
along with a description of the simulation model used for live 
load modeling. 

Appendix E contains some mathematical aspects of proba- 

bility and reliability theory. An introduction to system reliability 
theory as applicable to issues of bridge redundancy is also pre-
sented. 

Appendix F contains a detailed but simplified procedure il-
lustrating the use of the data base for calculating safety indices. 

Appendix G gives some more advanced, yet simplified, meth-
ods for live load distribution that have been developed by other 
agencies and also by a consultant to this project. 

Appendix H gives a summary of the data used for obtaining 
statistics of deteriorated steel members. Deterioration of pre-
stressed members is also discussed. 

Appendix I contains a description of maintenance and in-
spection strategies which serve as a guideline for choosing the 
appropriate options in the proposed specifications. 

The final appendix (J) contains a glossary of the symbols 
used in this report. 

CHAPTER TWO 

STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY THEORY 

INTRODUCTION 

In assessing the performance of structures such as highway 
bridges the load intensity, load effect analysis, and strength 
parameters are not known with certainty. The intent of struc-
tural reliability theory is to characterize these uncertainties and 
allow for consistent and rational safety decisions. The appli-
cation is not intended simply to predict the probability of struc-
tural failure but rather it aims at a systematic evaluation and 
adjustment of the safety factors in a structural design or eval-
uation code. 

The developments in structural reliability have highlighted 
an awareness that safety factors must be calibrated to both the 
uncertainty present in estimating the safety margin and the 
consequences of a component failure. Inherent in these appli-
cations of reliability methods is that it should not interfere with 
the engineer's use of judgment and past experience or introduce 
complexities that increase the possibility of human errors. The 
design methods proposed herein are similar to other structural 
code modifications introduced recently in the United States and 
abroad. For example, it is known as ultimate strength design 
(USD) in the ACI concrete code, limit state design (LSD) in 
British and Canadian codes, and load and resistance factor 
design (LRFD) in the new AISC steel specifications. For this 
discussion, the most relevant application is the adoption by 
AASHTO of load factor design (LFD) which implicitly at-
tempts to use probabilistic reasoning to specify a higher factor 
for live load than for dead load. The LFD changes, however, 
were not based on any specific probabilistic models or actual 
statistical data for either the loading, impact, distribution fac-
tors, or strength uncertainties. The result of the LFD factors  

while presumably better than the working stress factors in terms 
of uniform safety may still give inconsistent level of reliability 
for different bridge spans. 

The LRFD format will be used herein rather than LFD 
because it provides even more flexibility in dealing with different 
bridge components including steel, concrete, timber, and so on. 
An LRFD format has been adopted in the recent Ontario High-
way Bridge Design Code which applied formal reliability models 
to calibrate their respective partial safety factors (3). Two im-
portant aspects of LRFD should be noted. One is that the 
structure will continue to be analyzed by conventional elastic 
force distribution methods. The second item is that all the load 
and resistance factors are tabulated so that the engineer need 
not be concerned with any probability or reliability theory in 
carrying out his checking, either in design or in evaluation. 

LRFD offers advantages over traditional allowable or work-
ing stress formats. In working stress design (WSD), the design 
check has the form: 

(R)/S.F.=D+L+W 	 (4) 

where R is the nominal strength or resistance, S.F. is the spec-
ified safety factor, and D, L, and Ware the nominal component 
force effects due to dead, live, and environmental loads, re-
spectively. With only a single safety factor, the reliability may 
vary depending on the relative ratios of force effects and their 
relative uncertainties in the components due to external dead, 
live, and environmental impacts. 

In the LRFD approach, the design check has the form: 

4R = YDD + YLL + yw W 	 (5) 



where R, D, L, and W may be the same nominal quantities as 
in the working stress design equation (Eq. 4). 4) is the capacity 
reduction factor or resistance factor and YD' YL and 7w  are the 
separate load factors on dead, live, and environmental load 
effects. These separate or partial load and resistance factors 
must be calibrated by code writing committees to their respective 
uncertainties and overall to the target reliability intended for 
the particular component based on performance requirements. 
It is important to note that the reliability basis of the partial 
safety factors is transparent to the code user and the designer 
applies the LRFD check in a totally deterministic fashion. This 
application is a so-called level I format in contrast to level II 
or level III codes which involve the designer more directly in 
probabilistic analysis. 

The remainder of this chapter considers the development of 
the reliability model and the methods for calibrating partial 
safety factors, including the use of judgment and past experience 
in the criteria specification. Appendix E discusses some of the 
more theoretical aspects of structural reliability. 

PROBABILISTIC MODEL 

A bridge component is said to be safe if it supports its load 
during the lifetime without reaching a limit state condition (for 
evaluation purposes, only strength rather than serviceability 
limit states will be discussed). A strictly economic optimum 
design is achieved when trade-otis in increased capacity (cost) 
are equally balanced by reduced likelihood of damage (risk). 

Factors of safety account for uncertainties in load, analysis, and 
strength. Uncertainties may be described as random variables. 
An example of a random variable is the truck weight. The 
distribution of truck weights taken from a recent weigh-in-
motion study is shown as a discrete probability distribution in 
Figure 1. The most important characteristics of a random var-
iable are the mean value or measure of central tendency and 
the standard deviation or measure of dispersion. Note that stan-
dard deviation is often called sigma. Sigma is the square root 
of the variance which is analogous to a moment of inertia of 
the probability frequency or density about the mean value. See 
Figure 2 for illustration of a continuous probability density 
curve. 

In some applications the shape of the probability distribution 
is also important because extreme values are of interest. Keep 
in mind that as a result of the many random variables often 
present in a reliability analysis, a low failure probability, say 
one in a million (106), can still be achieved by combinations 
of occurrence of each variable at much higher probability levels, 
e.g., 10_ 2  to 10-  level. The extremely small likelihood that all 
variables fall beyond the extreme value contribute to making 
the overall probability of failure very small. This is accounted 
for in the probabilistic models which accurately perform the 
combinatorial aspects of failure prediction. This consideration 
helps to reduce the data needs because having to describe a 
single random variable at, say, a 10_6  level requires a great deal 
more statistical data to cover the extremes of the distribution. 

To characterize a variable, two parameters are sometimes 
used. The bias is defined as the ratio of the mean value to the 
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Figure 2. Probability density function. 

nominal design value. For example, an A36 steel has a nominal 
yield of 36 ksi, but its actual mean value is close to 40 ksi. 
Hence, its bias would be 40/36 or 1.1 (or + 10 percent). A 
second parameter is the coefficient of variation, Coy, which is 
the ratio of standard deviation divided by the mean value. It is 
usually expressed in percent. Again, for A36 steel, coupon results 
show a standard deviation of about 3 ksi. This gives a coefficient 
of variation, COV, of 3/40 or about 8 percent. 

Probability of failure, F1, is equal to one minus the reliability, 
R0. P1  may be easily calculated only with some simplifying 
assumptions. For example, if the total load effect is taken as S 
where: 

S = D + L + W 	 (6) 

and D, L, and W are dead, live, and environmental load effect 
random variables. Then, for a single component, failure will 
occur when S, the total load effect, exceeds strength or resist-
ance, R, or 

P1'Pr[R<S] 	 (7) 

where Pr should be read as "probability". Equation 7 is illus-
trated in Figure 3. The two probability distributions for R and 
S are sketched on the same coordinate axis. The vertical co-
ordinate is the probability function. Failure probability occurs 
because there is overlap of the two curves, i.e., when R is small 
and S is large. This basic model assumes that S defines the 
maximum lifetime loading and the corresponding resistance, R, 
at that time. Hence, only one sample event is considered with 
a realization of a single R and single S value. The component 
is safe if (R > S) and fails if (R < S). The probability of this 
event may be written in discrete sum form as: 

P1= 1 Pr[Rr1]xPr[S>r1] 	 (8) 

i.e., failure probability is evaluated by looking at each discretized 
realization of R (i.e., the probability that R = r.), and multi-
plying its probability by the probability that the load S exceeds 
this value of r1. (R and S are assumed to be independent random 
variables.) 

If the margin of safety is defined as g, this is another way of 
visualizing the failure probability. Let: 
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Figure 4. Failure probability and safety index. 

g=R — S 	 (9) 

Then, 

Pf — Pr[g <0] 	 (10) 

Equation 10 is illustrated in Figure 4. The failure probability is 
the region where g <0. The failure probability is simply in 
discrete form: 

Fj  = I Pr [g = g1] 

for all values 	 (11) 

where g < 0 

i.e., the failure probability is the sum of probabilities over the 
range where the margin of safety obtained is negative. For this 
model, it can be shown that the variable g has parameters: 

mean:g=R — S 	 (12) 

Where the bar on top denotes the mean, and 

variance: 0•9 
= .2 

+ 
0.2s 	(13) 

where sigma, o-, is the standard deviation or square root of the 
variance. 

From Figure 4, it is seen that the failure probability depends 
on both the mean of g, or k, and its dispersion, crg. From a 
design perspective k is increased and F is reduced by increasing 
the safety margin (higher load factors or smaller resistance 
factor). Similarly, Pis reduced if °g  is decreased, i.e., by doing 
further analysis which leads to less uncertainty for any variable. 
This can be accomplished by obtaining more information on 
loads, better inspection, more accurate distribution analysis, and 
so on. Hence, this becomes an important factor in the subsequent 
development of partial safety factors for evaluation. These two 
probability measures (the mean and sigma) provide an exact 
measure of failure probability or risk, 1', in the case where g 
is described by the standard normal probability distribution (also 
called Gaussian distribution). In this case,  

where 1 is the normal probability function table which appears 
in any standard statistics text. For example, if /crg  equals 3, 
P f- is approximately one in a thousand events. 

A convenient measure of/crg  is denoted as the safety index, 
or beta, as it is commonly called because of the general use of 
this Greek symbol. Thus, safety index, or /3, is defined as: 

Safety index, 8 - - 
Mean value of safety margin, g = 

 g (15) 

	

- 	Standard deviation of g, 0g 	0•9  

/3 may be expressed (as can be seen visually in Figure 4) as the 
number of standard deviations that the mean of g falls on the 
safe side. If g is a normal distribution, the risks taken from a 
normal probability table are: 

	

Safety Index, /3 	 Risk, P1  

1.5 0.07 
2 0.023 
2.5 0.006 
3 0.001 
3.5 0.0002 
4 0.00003 
5 l0- 
6 l0- 

These values of /3 in the table cover the range of most appli-
cations of structural reliability. Betas in the typical range of 2 
to 4 have been reported (target /3's are discussed below in the 
Calibration Section). Although Eq. 14 is exact only if g is a 
normal distribution, the following observations have been made 
in the structural reliability theory (9,10): 

g will in fact be a normal distribution if both R and S are 
normal. The tendency of R and S to be normal becomes more 
exact if the variables are composed of a sum of other variables. 
R and S are exactly normal if they are a sum of normal variables, 
for example, Sin Eq. 6 is a sum ofD, L, and W. 

A similar expression to Eq. 14 is exact if g is a log normal 
distribution (a probability function that is derived from the 
normal and uses the same Gaussian table). This will occur if 
R and S are products of variables as, for example, a resistance 
depending on a product of material, fabrication and other un-
certainties, or a load being a product of variables associated 
with intensity, analysis, and the like. 

The simplified expression for g, namely R - S as in Eq. 
9 can be generalized to any situation in which g is a failure 
function, i.e., a realization of g > 0 corresponds to a safe 
occurrence; and g < 0 failure, and: 

g = g (X1, '2. ..... X) 	 (16) 

where the variable g now denoted as the failure equation is a 
function of a set number of random variables X1 , X21 ..., X. 
In this case the use of Eq. 14 for risk (Pd-) is exact if the g 
function is linear and all X. are random normal variables (may 
be correlated). If, however, the variables are not normal, a 



mapping must take place to change the function g to be a 
function of equivalent normal variables. Similarly, if g is not a 
linear function, it can be linearized about a point, denoted as a 
design point (or failure point), which is the point corresponding 
to the most likely failure event (example, high load and low 
resistance). This design point is defined by realizations of the 
variables, X, 12, etc., which is the failure point 11*, 12* 
closest to the mean value. Figure 5 shows such a formulation 
for two variables X and 12. Computer programs are available 
in a National Bureau of Standards report to calculate /3's for 
general distributions of random variables (X1  . . . X) and failure 
function g (11). The program automatically outputs the safety 
index, /3. Comparisons of risk from the foregoing table for 
different /3's show good agreement with results of more exact 
numerical integrations or simulations (10). The programs men-
tioned are often referred to as AFOSM—Advanced First Order 
Second Moment—reliability programs and will be used herein 
exclusively for calculating beta. Any form of distribution for 
the variables may be used, and the output of the program is a 
safety index which accurately measures the true reliability. Also 
outputted is the design point 1*  which helps to define the most 
likely region of failure. Analysts should note whether the sta-
tistical data base is adequate in the neighborhood of this design 
point for each variable. 

Modeling the safety index with /3 rather than dealing directly 
with risk, e.g., probability statements such as 0.001, helps in 
comparison of safety factors in a code and moreover avoids the 
possible legal obstacles in specifying actuarial failure rates. It 
should also be emphasized that the safety index pertains directly 
to structural components and not overall system failure (12). 
It also does not include failures that are the result of human 
errors. The latter are, in fact, usually responsible for most struc-
tural failures and include such events as computational error, 
misapplication of structural models, ignoring failure modes and 
accidents, such as collision or fire and deliberate overload among 
others. The methodology herein is intended to model probabil-
istically the "normal" variabilities associated with practice. In 
general, safety factors do not "protect" against the human type 
errors. The importance of these safety factors, however, in al-
locating costs and making evaluation decisions has emphasized 
the need to make them as rational as possible. The control of 
"other" causes of failure, such as human error, must be done 
by quality assurance, review checks, and other enforcement 
procedures operating independently of the specified component 
safety factors. 

The target for a reliability-based design procedure and the 
magnitudes of the safety factors are established by a method of 
code calibration discussed subsequently. It should be noted that 
safety modeling for bridge codes may differ from other appli-
cations such as buildings. This is because of expected increases 
in bridge loads over the relatively long life of a structure, 50 to 
100 years. Further, uncertainty over availability of maintenance 
and inspection funds may lead to faster deterioration. Thus, if 
one examines data corresponding to a new bridge construction, 
engineers have been conservative and betas may be relatively 
high in the range 4 to 5. This is illustrated in Figure 6, which 
shows that the failure of concern to us is actually an overlap 
of a future (higher) load distribution with a future (lower) 
strength distribution. The betas for the latter case may only be 
in the range of 3 to 3.5. This difference partly explains why 
lower factors of safety may be appropriate for evaluations com- 
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Figure 6. Overlap offuture higher load with future lower strength. 

pared to design since the period between evaluations may be 
relatively static with respect to load changes and maintenance 
allocations. 

CODE APPLICATION 

In applying a reliability format, instead of asking designers 
to design each component for a prescribed target beta, code 
writers must select and tabulate the load and resistance values 
to achieve a uniform or consistent average risk level over the 
full range of code utilization, e.g., bridge spans, materials, load 
limits, and so forth. This makes the reliability basis transparent 
to the designer and avoids confusion. The LRFD procedure is 
inherently more flexible than WSD because the additional partial 
safety factors permit the code writers to "tune" the code to 
avoid any large scatter in the resulting betas. This is especially 
important in bridge evaluation because it is desirable to provide 
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options to the evaluator, which trade more beneficial rating 
factors at the expense of more information obtained through 
intensive levels of evaluation efforts. 

The first aspect of all reliability-based procedures is the de-
termination of a target reliability or beta levels. The second task 
is to select load and resistance factors to achieve the target over 
the full range of code utilization with as little scatter or deviation 
from the target as possible. The scatter occurs because the LRFD 
check (Eq. 5) uses the same load and resistance factors for all 
applications so the betas may still vary from component to 
component. Any scatter in beta, however, should be consider-
ably less than the scatter that now occurs in WSD application. 

In some applications, target betas were selected to satisfy 
economic considerations combined with applying engineering 
judgment. For example, a target of /3 = 3.5 was selected in the 
recent Ontario code (3). In the AISC-LRFD steel specification 
(issued in 1986), target betas selected were 3.0 for members for 
dead, live, or snow loading; 2.5 for members with wind loading; 
and 1.75 for seismically loaded members (8). The lower /3's for 
wind and seismic loading were selected because they were con-
sistent with analysis of previous specifications, and present build-
ing performance shows no apparent lack of adequate safety. 
Betas, /3, of 4.5 were chosen for connections to ensure system 
integrity. These higher betas also reflect a judgment that the 
cost of increasing connector reliability is lower than the cost of 
increasing corresponding member reliability. This variation in 
target betas in the final code document was a change in the 
original philosophy of trying to achieve constant reliabilities. 
Similarly, Moses, in an LRFD development for the American 
Petroleum Institute for the design of fixed steel offshore plat-
forms promoted a philosophy which allowed existing design and 
performance criteria (WSD) to directly influence target relia-
bilities independently for each component (16). 

The aim in LRFD is then to reduce the scatter of /3's  within 
a category (e.g., steel members, connections, piles) but not nec-
essarily make all the target /3's uniform. This accounts for pos-
sible inherent variabilities that may be overlooked in the 
modeling and also accepts the notion that on the average the 
/3's with existing specifications are acceptable and economic. 

CODE CALIBRATION 

The steps in performing a code calibration may be summa-
rized as follows: 

Assemble a representative sample of components for each 
category. This means different spans, geometry, number of lanes, 
traffic etc. These should be selected from both existing bridges 
and hypothetical or generic designs. 

Compute safety indices for each example. 
Select a representative value of /3 as a target. If past judg-

ment and experience indicate that structures are overly con-
servative, the target may be reduced. Similarly, if there have 
been failures due to load exceeding resistance or other indica-
tions that the safety margin is insufficient, target /3's should be 
raised. 

Choose by iteration, load and resistance factors, so that 
the target is obtained for the sample with the least amount of 
scatter. 

Perform sensitivity studies on the data base, i.e., vary pa-
rameters for which data are insufficient and subjective estimates 
had to be made. Changing parameters will usually affect the 
target beta, but the important thing is to determine if the load 
and resistance factors are affected. 

At this stage, some compromises and adjustments may be 
necessary in the partial factors. This is because the same load 
factors must be applied to all material types. Relative adjust-
ments in target betas may also be warranted if changes in be-
havior models (for example wheel load distribution) are 
improved with new analysis tools. Also, consideration should 
be given to adjusting the target betas based on system consid-
erations. For example, if all the member reliabilities are the 
same, the reliability of a parallel girder system is much higher 
than the reliability of a series system such as a statically deter-
minate truss (see Appendix E). 

SELECTION OF LOAD AND RESISTANCE 
FACTORS 

As outlined earlier the selection of partial safety factors is 
made to achieve an average target beta with as small a scatter 
as possible. Some considerations in this regard are as follows: 

Selection of partial factors must be done in conjunction 
with the nominal formulas for load effects, analysis, and com-
ponent capacities. Any changes in nominal design values affect 
the bias and, therefore, the safety index. Thus, selection of a 
live load factor must consider the design loading model, e.g., 
HS-20, AASHTO rating vehicle, or other loading formulas and 
the method of wheel load distribution (e.g., S/D, Ontario charts, 
finite element modeling), and impact value (e.g., AASHTO, 
Ontario, measurements). Changes in any of these nominal load 
terms must be done in conjunction with changes in the live load 
factors because they both influence beta. Similarly with the 
resistance (e.g., yield bending limit versus plastic moment), the 
nominal strength equation and the resistance factor must be 
simultaneously selected to achieve the target betas. Usually, 
resistance formulas contain conservative bias which affect di-
rectly the necessary resistance factor. 

Selection of partial factors should minimize the scatter in 
betas. Usually, a trial and error search with appropriate round-
off intervals (e.g., 0.05 increments in 7  or (P) are made to attain 
the target /3 while reducing any scatter about the target. 

In addition to a representative sample of actual compo-
nents, a general study of a range of hypothetical components 
should also be carried out. This search, referred to as a generic 
population, is necessary to ensure that acceptable betas are im-
plied for all possible users of the code (spans, geometries, ma-
terials, lanes) without regard to their frequency of use. 

The next chapter applies the reliability modeling to the as-
sessment of bridge safety. Each variable is identified with its 
data base and then combined into the safety index program. An 
illustration of the code calibration is given for a bridge design 
example. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An evaluation of a safe loading level for a bridge encompasses 
external loads, calculation of load effects (such as moment and 
shear) and the strength of components and systems. Safety 
factors account for uncertainties in any of these parameters by 
providing a margin between calculated load effect and nominal 
structure resistance. The magnitude of the safety factors needed 
is a function of the safety or reliability level that should be 
attained and the degree of uncertainty in the knowledge of any 
of the variables. Chapter Four will analyze the reliability and 
calculate load and resistance factors to meet the target safety 
goals. This chapter reviews the variables and the data base used 
to describe uncertainties in the safety model. 

It is important to note that the safety factors are applied to 
nominal values. For example, the live load factor is applied to 
a calculated member load effect. The latter is based on some 
specified load model, such as a truck vehicle with given axle 
spacings, axle load percentages and gross load. Safety is affected 
by both the load factor and the specification of the nominal 
loading such as the gross vehicle weight in the calculation model. 
Similarly, resistance is affected by both the capacity reduction 
factor (resistance factor) and the formula which describes the 
nominal strength (e.g., elastic or plastic ultimate strength). 

LOADS 

The most important load effects for evaluation are the dead 
and live load effects in the superstructure. Thermal, wind, seis-
mIc, and deformation loads may be neglected in this analysis 
because presumably the structure has withstood these effects for 
a long period and the likelihood of occurrence of extreme values 
during the relatively short inspection interval is small. 

Dead Loads 

Dead load can usually be predicted more accurately than live 
loads (vehicles). This assumes that accurate records have been 
kept and the as-built condition agrees with the available draw-
ings. Changes of a permanent nature made since the original 
construction, such as light standards, utilities, and width 
changes, must be noted. Uncertainty about such major changes 
cannot be incorporated into the dead load factor without cre-
ating a penalizing situation for all structures. Instead, it is im-
portant that systematic record-keeping assure that calculations 
contain the most recent dead load modifications. Otherwise, a 
situation exists of possible human errors not covered by the 
specification safety factors. 

In general, dead load uncertainty has been studied by com-
paring variability in material density and dimensions of typical  

steel and concrete components. Furthermore, the uncertainty 
of dead load effects has been estimated by comparing results of 
simplified calculations usually used in practice with more elab-
orate models. Given the relatively smaller dead rather than live 
load uncertainty, it is not deemed necessary to do more elaborate 
analysis of dead load effects. In this study, the values were 
selected as follows: 

Dead Load: bias = 1.0 
and coefficient of variation = 10 percent (17) 

(The bias is defined as the ratio of the true mean value divided 
by the nominal value available for the evaluation. The coefficient 
of variation, or COY, is the standard deviation divided by the 
mean (see Chapter Two).) 

Nowak subdivided dead load variables into steel, concrete, 
asphalt, and other weights (fixtures, curbs, pipes). Typically a 
COY of 4 percent is used with steel and 8 percent for concrete 
to represent material density and dimensional tolerances (17). 
For asphalt, the COY was found from measurements in Ontario 
to be as high as 25 percent. The COY for other deck materials 
is similar to steel and concrete. In addition to these variabilities, 
the analysis of dead load effects has some scatter. This is due 
to simplified assumptions on distribution of load and the ideal-
ized assumptions of the calculation model. Typically, 5 percent 
may be assigned to the analysis (18). This means that in 95 
percent of the cases the true dead load response will be within 
plus or minus 10 percent the calculated value. Material and 
analysis uncertainty may be combined in a root mean square 
sum, i.e., for steel components: 

VD = [V+ 17~2A = fO0 2 + 0.052 = 6.4 percent (18) 

where VD is used to denote the coefficient of variation, COY, 
of the dead load effect and VM and VA the material and analysis 
COY respectively. Rather than overly complicate the situation 
with different factors for each material, a single dead load factor 
is proposed for all material and overlay weights. The 10 percent 
COY cited in Eq. 17 is an average value and is factored into 
the overall dead load consideration using sample site data giving 
the percent of overlay weight in the total structural dead weight. 
The proposed guidelines do suggest, however, increasing the 
nominal overlay weight by 20 percent (about a one sigma level) 
in the absence of adequate site data regarding the true thickness. 

As an illustration of the differences in adopting variable dead 
load factors for each type of dead load component and a single 
dead load factor, an example from Casagoly and Dorton (Ref. 
34) is considered below. The table shows the different com-
ponents of dead load along with their load factors for both 
nominal and measured overlay thicknesses as evaluated by the 
Ontario code and also by the proposed evaluation procedure. 
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The last row shows an "equivalent" overall dead load factor 
that can be used. 

Item 
Nominal 

Dead Load Factors—Ontario 
Nominal 	Measured* 

Proposed 
Nominal 	Measured 

Asphalt-234 
lb/ft 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 

(increase 
nominal 20%) 

Concrete 	Slab- 
568 lb/ft 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
Steel-160 lb/ft 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 
Equivalent 
Overall Factor 1.26 1.18 1.26 1.20 

* Applicable to the case where wearing surface thickness is measured 

In this example, the proposed dead load factor agrees precisely 
with Ontario in the case where nominal asphalt thickness is 
used and is within 2 percent for the case where the thickness 
is measured. These differences in the equivalent dead load factor 
for the proposed procedure and Ontario are thus quite small as 
long as the percentages of component weights do not change 
very much from this example. This is because some allowance 
has been made in the overlay uncertainty for a 20 percent 
increase in nominal thickness when cores are not available to 
give good accuracy on thickness. This is equivalent to a 1.44 
dead load factor on overlay weight. 

Live Load 

The variabilities of live load include vehicle weights, vehicle 
positions, and the uncertainties of live load calculation effects. 
It is recognized by both researchers and in the present AASHTO 
Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges (henceforth re-
ferred to as the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual) that 
live loads will have considerable uncertainty because of site 
sources of heavy vehicles, total truck volume, and likelihood of 
several heavy vehicles being on the bridge at the same time (1). 

A considerable amount of load data has been assembled in 
recent years. Some of the truck weight and classification sta-
tistics are not relevant because they were collected at static weigh 
stations. Many heavy vehicles avoid such stations because of 
the penalties involved. Such stations report only a very small 
percentage of violations compared to values of 20 to 30 percent 
cited in other studies. Similarly, data have been collected by 
Nowak (32) on enforcement citation weights. Unfortunately, 
the data do not contain any reference to percentage of over-
weights in the traffic stream nor the type of roadway. A more 
reliable source of truck weight data is weigh-in-motion (WIM) 
information which monitors the highway stream in a manner 
undetectable to drivers (19). More of these data are becoming 
available especially in connection with pavement monitoring and 
the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP). These data 
show a wide range in degree of enforcement and the pattern, 
frequency and magnitudes of overloads. One factor not distin-
guished in the data, however, is the number of permit vehicles. 
By all indications, such permits are becoming more frequent 
(especially in the 80 to 120 kip range) and also heavier with 
numerous permits above 150 kip. It has been found, moreover, 
that along with heavy (legal) permits there will often be illegal, 
overloaded trucks moving essentially with the same weight mag-
nitudes (20). 

Also missing from the data base is information on the degree 
of compliance with posting signs. The WIM data cited earlier 
have not been taken at posted areas, although such has recently 
been proposed. This represents an important consideration for 
establishing the posting level for bridges that have rating factors, 
R.F., less than one. 

Live Load Model 

Based on the WIM data taken using the bridge system, several 
variables have been isolated to provide a simplified model for 
simulating the maximum expected live load effects (21). This 
formulation is then related to data that may be available for a 
specific site. In this formulation, the expected maximum bridge 
response is expressed as: 

MaW95 mHIg 	 (19) 

where M = predicted maximum load effect (e.g., moment, 
shear, axial force); a = constant which relates the load effect 
to a reference loading model taken herein to be the representative 
AASHTO rating vehicles; W 95  = characteristic truck weight 
at a site; m = influence of dominant vehicle type and config-
uration at a site (axle spacing and truck type variable); H 
influence of multiple presence, such as side-by-side and following 
vehicles, and H also includes the effect of the extreme weight 
portion of the truck weight spectra exceeding W; I = impact 
allowance (same as AASHTO 1 + I); and g = girder distri-
bution or other structure analysis variable. 

Each of these variables is now discussed along with presen-
tation of the appropriate data base. Examples of application 
then follow. 

W 95— Characteristic Truck Weight. The extreme load effect 
will depend on the shape of the truck weight histogram especially 
at the extreme tail portion of the curve. See Figure 7 for one 
example of a truck weight histogram. Note that the emphasis 
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Figure 7. Truck gross weight histogram, Hope, Arkansas. (Ref. 
4) 
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on extreme weights contrasts with bridge fatigue, for example, 
in which damage contribution is dominated by all the vehicles 
present in say the upper /3  of the histogram. In many instances, 
however, this conclusion is somewhat tempered by the fact that 
the extreme loading is caused by the simultaneous influence of 
more than one vehicle (see discussion of H below). The overall 
load effect (as opposed to a single axle or vehicle) that controls 
most structures depends on the tail end of the histogram and 
is not just due to the largest vehicle that may appear. The latter 
is difficult to estimate from conventional statistics, because there 
can easily be more than one million truck crossings on a busy 
roadway in one year (ADTT > 2,500). 

The quantity of truck weight data needed to estimate with 
high confidence the mean of the largest of one million crossings 
requires too many data points that are impossible to obtain. 
Consider, however, the following simplified model. If two trucks 
simultaneously cause the maximum load effect, one need only 
estimate the largest vehicle out of a much smaller number of 
trucks. The explanation is that multiple side-by-side events rep-
resent only about 1 percent to 2 percent of all crossings. As 
shown in Appendix E, this may lead to the maximum occurrence 
of 10,000 events (i.e., equal to 1 percent times one million 
trucks). For these 10,000 events, the maximum expected event 
is closely related to the event in which each truck is similar in 
weight to each other. This will correspond to a probability level 
of the square root of 10,000 or one in a hundred assuming 
independent vehicles in each lane. A similar observation using 
extremal models is made in Appendix E assuming a normal 
distribution for truck weight. This assessment leads to a more 
manageable amount of data to collect. 

To establish the maximum load effect on a bridge over a 
period of time, one needs to obtain the gross truck weight 
histogram as described above. Because the maximum load effect 
is characterized by the presence of two vehicles side-by-side, the 
probabilities of placement of these vehicles are required, which 
can be obtained from what is known as the headway (or arrival) 
histogram. If an "event" is defined as the presence of one or 
more vehicles on a bridge, the probability distribution of the 
load effect due to an event can be determined by a combination 
of all possible weights and headways determined from the weight 
and headway histograms. Next, the distribution of load effect 
for an event must be projected so that the maximum load effect 
over a period of time may be determined. This projection is 
accomplished by "raising" the aforementioned distribution to 
a power equal to the number of vehicle crossings in the projec-
tion period. To clarify this procedure, it is illustrated by using 
data obtained from a site in Ohio (1-90). First, the traffic is 
divided into two basic truck types (39)—singles and combi-
nations. Gross weight histograms for both are shown in Figure 
8. Next, the headway histograms are assembled and smoothed 
as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). 

These four headway histograms correspond to the four dif-
ferent positioning of two successive trucks on the bridge. These 
four different cases are: (1) a truck in the right lane is followed 
by a truck in the right lane, denoted by (1,1); (2) a truck in 
the right lane is followed by a truck in the left lane, denoted 
by (1,2); (3) a truck in the left lane is followed by a truck in 
the right lane, denoted by (2,1); and (4) a truck in the left lane 
is followed by a truck in the left lane, denoted by (2,2). 

These positions are also shown pictorially in the correspond-
ing histograms. These histograms are subsequently smoothed, 
an example of which is shown in Figure 9(c). 
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Figure & Gross weight histograms for 1-90. 

From these curves, the distribution for the maximum load 
effect (moment on a 100-ft span) is simulated and is shown in 
Figure 10. (Further details on this simulation are provided in 
Appendix D.) Also shown are the distributions of the load effects 
for different projection periods ranging from 1 month to 50 
years. At this point, it must be noted that this load effect is 
based just on the population of combinations. This is seen (40) 
to be accurate for longer spans (greater than 100 ft). For shorter 
spans, the effects of single trucks are also considered. 

The expected maximum load effect is presented as the median 
(50th percentile) of these distributions and is given in Table 1. 
For example, the expected maximum load effect (combined in 
two lanes) during a 2-year interval is equal to 3,209 kip-ft. For 
convenience of illustration the results can be modeled with re-
spect to vehicle loading weight rather than bending moment. 
Thus, the maximum expected (mean) load effect for 2 years is 
equivalent to a total load in both lanes simultaneously of 192 
kip on the bridge. The uncertainty of these maximum load effects 
is quite small and is explained by extremal probability theory 
in which the maximum of a series of samples increases with the 
number of samples, but the standard deviation decreases. The 
coefficient of variation, COY, of the values in Table 1 is thus 
on the order of 3 to 8 percent for the case where the weight 
and headway histograms are known. 

Another convenient way of looking at this result is in terms 
of a value that is indicative of the truck weights at a particular 
site. Typically, this value is taken to be the 95th percentile value 
of the gross weight histogram, i.e., only 5 percent of trucks 
exceed this level. For this particular (1-90) site, the W value 
for combinations is 69 kip. Therefore, the maximum load effect 
(in terms of W 95  and vehicle weight) varies from 2.2 to 3.0, as 
shown in Table 1. This amplification in W 95  is termed the 
headway factor H. A detailed discussion of this headway factor 
is given later on in this section. 
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Figure 9(a). Headway histograms (1-90). 
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Figure 9(c). Example of a smoothed headway histogram. 

The foregoing simulation has been repeated for data from 
several sites as well as cumulative truck data developed by 
combining data from different sites but similar roadway cate-
gory, e.g., state, rural, interstate (4). These results are sum-
marized in Table 2, assuming the same number of vehicle 
crossings for each data set for the same bridge span. From Table 
2 it can be seen that the expected maximum vehicle loading on 
a short bridge corresponds to between 214 and 231 kip, or 
equivalent to two side-by-side trucks each almost 50 percent 
above the legal load limit (2 X 80 X 1.5 = 240 kip). 

Using headway data from sites in Ohio as representative (33) 
of actual headways and gross truck weight histograms recorded 
by the WIM system throughout the United States (4), one can 
establish the projected live load effect for a large number of 
sites assuming different volumes of traffic. Such a procedure 
has been followed in Appendix D, which shows that maximum 
loading does vary significantly among different sites. This is 
expected because of the nature of the truck sources, degree of 
enforcement, permit issuance, and other geographic and eco-
nomic factors. These data vary considerably among sites, es-
pecially if the vehicles are separated into two categories, namely, 
singles and combinations. At an average site, combinations, 
mostly FHWA category 3S2, will make up more than 75 percent 
of the trucks. However, for short spans the singles may be the 
most critical vehicle. It is noted from the data in Appendix D 
that there is more variability in the W95  among the singles than 
the combinations. The ratio of the maximum expected loading 
to the W 95  value is accounted for by the variable H or headway 
effect. 

H-Headway Influence. As shown in Table 2 the maximum 
equivalent loading effect is typically 2.5 to 3.5 times the indi-
vidual W 95  value. This amplification is represented in the var-
iable, H Keep in mind that W95  is a characteristic of a single 
vehicle and the quantity of interest is the expected total load 
effect. The source of this amplification in H is due to several 
factors in the following order of importance. 

Moment (K-ft) 

Figure 10. Projected maximum load effect for 1-90 (span = 100 
ft, combinations only). 

Table 1. Median maximum load effect by simulation on a 100-ft span 
site, 1-90. (Ref. 40). 

Median Maximum Median Maximum H, Headway 
interval Load Effect (K-it) Load (ups) COV Factor 

1 day 2489 148.5 7.7% 2.2 

1 month 2881 172.0 4.22 2.5 

1 year 3108 185.6 3.92 2.7 

2 years 3209 191.6 3.82 2.8 

5 years 3257 194.4 3.8% 2.8 

20 years 3387 202.2 3.22 2.9 

50 years 3462 206.7 2.92 3.0 

Combinations 

P1% 

volume - 2000 ADTT 

Table 2. Simulated maximum load effect for different road categories 
(span = 60 ft, ADTT = 2,000). 

Simulated Average 
Roadway 	 Maximum Load W 

(a?pa) 
H-Median 

Category 	 Effect (kipa) (Amplification) 

Interatatea 	 213.9 76.4 2.80 

Non-interstatea 	229.6 82.0 2.80 

U.S. Routes 	 223.6 89.4 2.65 

State Routes 	 230.8 81.3 2.84 

WIM reference data () 

Volume aasumed 2000 trucks/day 

F, Percent aide-by-aide - 1% 

Projection Period = 2 years 
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Side-by-side influence—For a multilane bridge, the like-
lihood of frequent side-by-side occurrences that cause loading 
superposition is important. Field data show that under normal 
traffic movement between 1 percent and 2 percent of truck 
crossings will occur with two side-by-side trucks with arrivals 
close enough together to cause simultaneous load superposition 
(19). Thus, for a two-lane structure with 2,000 ADTF there 
will be between 14,600 (0.01 x 2,000 x 365 x 2) and 29,200 
simultaneous truck crossings in a 2-year interval. Because of 
this large number there is also a high probability of two very 
heavy vehicles in each lane. 

Field data (19) show that the characteristics are the same for 
heavy traffic in the right lane and the passing lane because heavy 
vehicles have sufficient power with today's modern engines to 
pass slower moving vehicles. The critical event is thus one of 
simultaneous occurrences rather than a single heavy vehicle in 
one lane. This conclusion takes into account also the different 
girder distribution factors associated with single and multiple 
events for typical parallel stringer cases. 

The magnitude of the extreme load event is also dependent 
on the shape of the truck weight histogram in the extreme region 
(see Figure 7). Figure 11 shows an example of a histogram with 
occurrences recorded out to 150 kip. Figure 12 shows the five 
worst singles and combinations for this site. The axle weights 
and configurations show that these vehicles are illegal overloads. 
Appendix D contains many examples of simulations for H. the 
ratio of the expected extreme event to the W95  value for the 
same hypothetical number of simultaneous occurrences. The 
values of H range from 2.26 to 4.19 for single vehicles and 2.20 
to 3.62 for combinations. The variability of H deduced from 
different sites can be reduced by first combining H with W 
and grouping sites according to truck volume and traffic en-
forcement effectiveness. This is done subsequently and also pre-
sented in detail in Appendix D. 

Truck Volume—As the volume increases, there is both 
more likelihood of extreme events in the population and also 
more multiple presence occurrences. The increase in maximum 
expected loading with volume is given in Table 3 with data from 
several sites. Typically, for large volume sites the increase in H 
will be 10 percent for a factor of tenfold increase in volume (see 
Appendix D for more examples). 

For bridges with spans above 50 ft the expected maximum 
load increases because of the possibility of vehicles closely spaced 
in front or behind the main combination of side-by-side vehicles. 
The data for headways are based on field measurements (19). 
Figure 13 shows the expected increase in load effect as a function 
of span for several sites as obtained from a simulation. The ratio 
plotted is the median moment from an exact simulation to the 
median moment from a simulation, which ignores following and 
preceding vehicles on a bridge. This shows the increase in mo-
ment just due to the span length effect mentioned. It is seen 
that for shorter spans under 60 ft the increase in load effect is 
less than 5 percent and the dominant loading is due to side-by-
side vehicles. For longer spans the combinations control because 
there is still not enough space to "insert" additional vehicles. 
Also, as the number of "slots" for vehicle placement increases, 
there is smaller prolability that all slots will be occupied by 
extreme weight vehicles. The curve shown in Figure 13 is used 
in subsequent load modeling. 

Thus, it is seen that both H and W95  are important variables 
determining the projected live load effect. So both these factors 
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Figure 11. Gross weight histogram, Huntsville, Texas. 

Table 3. Maximum load effect (kips) due to volume of traffic (com-
binations). 

V0LUM - ADTT 

Site 	[4] 500 2000 5000 

1 165 168 171 

2 215 220 228 

3 172 176 178 

4 220 228 233 

5 223 232 243 

6 223 232 238 

P 	1% side by side occurrence rate 
Projection period = 2 years 

can be combined into one term written as HW 95. This term 
basically gives the projected live load effect in terms of the 
vehicle weight, i.e., it is the projected live load effect divided 
by the appropriate (moment, shear, etc.) normalized influence 
coefficient. 

As shown above, there are large variations in both H and 
W 95  from site to site. This implies that there is also a large site-
to-site variation in HW 95, as can be noted in Appendix D 
(Tables D.l and D.2). Rather than lump all sites together as 
may be done for new designs, which increases the variability, 
one has the option, in evaluation, to group sites based on volume, 
highway classification, type of hauling, and degree of real or 
perceived truck weight enforcement. 
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Figure 12. Five worst singles and combinations, Huntsville, Texas. 

First, one has to decide on the major factors which influence 
the severity of traffic at any site. Use of both the load model 
and simulation program indicates that the main factors are the 
degree of enforcement and the volume of traffic. The degree of 
enforcement is directly related to the 95th percentile of the 
weight histogram, i.e., a site with no apparent weight control 
will be expected to have a higher value of W 95  as compared to 
a site which has some sort of weight restriction. The volume of 
traffic is directly related to the headway factor, i.e., a high traffic 
volume site has higher probabilities of side-by-side occurrence 
which lead to higher values of the projected live load effect. 
Thus, a combination of the terms H and W 95  captures the 
essence of the live loading due to traffic at a site. 

The maximum legal weight of combinations is 80 kip, whereas 
for a single vehicle it is 50 kip in most jurisdictions. Therefore, 
the maximum legal live load effect (which is characterized by 
at least a side-by-side occurrence) is 160 kip and 100 kip for 
combinations and singles respectively. Arbitrarily 180 kip is 
chosen for combinations and 100 kip for singles as the cutoff 
points for determining the degree of enforcement of a site based 
on the projected live load effect. The intent is to ensure that 
the possibility of the exceedance of these limits is small, in other 
words, the possibility of an enforced site being actually unen-
forced is minimal. Because combinations are more common and, 
therefore, are more likely to be heavily loaded, the cutoff point 
for combinations is higher than that for singles. Similarly, cat- 
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Figure 13. Increase in moment with span. 

Table 4(a), HW 95  values from WIM data base. 

BRACKETED FIGURES ARE COV'e (1% SIDE BY SIDE OCCURRENCE) 

SINGLES ADTT < 100 ADTT < 300 ADTT < 500 

Unenforced 
115K(10%)  122K(10%)  125K(10%)  

Enforced 
88K(8%)  96K(8%)  99K(8%)  

COMBINATIONS ADTT < 500 ADTT < 2000 ADTT < 5000 

Unenforced 
205K(7%)  217K(10%)  

Enforced 
168K(4%)  174K(5%)  180K (5%)  

Table 4(b). Summary of HW 95  data. 

BRACKETED FIGURES ARE Coy • a 

Traffic Control Traffic Volume 
Single Trucks Light Heavy 

Unenforced 120 (10%) 125 	(10%) 

Enforced 92 (8%) 100 (8%) 

Combinations 4115!.  Heavy 

Unenforced 210 (102) 225 (102) 

Enforced 170 (5%) 180 (6%) 

Unenforced weights based on legal limits in U.S., i.e. bridge 

formula. 

Light Traffic, singles ADTT less than 300 trucks/day. 

Light Traffic, combination ADTT less than 2000 trucks/day. 

egorizations for volume of traffic are based on actually observed 
ADTT (40,49). An ADTT of 5,000 for combinations and 500 
for singles (49) is taken to be heavy volume traffic. Medium 
volume traffic is arbitrarily chosen to correspond to a 300 ADTT 
for singles and 2,000 ADTT combinations. Similarly, light vol-
ume traffic corresponds to a 100 ADTT for singles and 500 
ADTT for combinations. Thus, any site having an HW 95  value 
of 180 kip or greater for combinations (based on light volume 
traffic 500 ADTT) can be treated as unenforced. Similarly, for 
singles, an HW 95  value of 100 kip or greater is taken to be 
unenforced based on light volume traffic (100 ADTT). Using 
this criterion as the basis for categorization, average values for 
the maximum loading effect along with its scatter within its 
category can be established. Such an approach has been followed 
in Appendix D, which leads to average values for a 2-year 
projection period as shown in Table 4(a) along with their coef-
ficients of variation. To avoid too many categories, the six cat-
egories, as given in Table 4(a), were reduced to the four, as 
given in Table 4(b), which summarizes the live loading data in 
terms of HW 95. Using this categorization, one can also establish 
the average values of W 95  for each of the enforcement and 
volume categories, as given in Table 5. 

This enables us to determine if a site is unenforced or enforced, 
just by using a weight histogram (which is relatively simple to 
establish from planning studies or other reference to truck 
weight data for the site such as type of industry). Using values 
from Table 5, sites having a W 95  greater than 80 kip for com-
binations and/or 46 kip (rounded off to 50 kip) for singles can 
be treated as unenforced. That is, the site is categorized as 
enforced if fewer than 5 percent of trucks exceed the legal weight 
limit. Also, three traffic volume categories corresponding to an 
ADTT of 100, 300, and 500 for singles and an ADTT of 500, 
2,000, and 5,000 can be treated as light, medium, and heavy 
volume sites. Again, the volume categories are reduced from 
three to two, i.e., to heavy and light volume traffic. Therefore, 
an ADri' greater than 2,000 for combinations and 300 for 
singles can be regarded as heavy. 

Summarization gives the following: 

Combinations 
Heavy volume > 2,000 ADTT 
Light volume <2,000 ADTT 
Unenforced W,95 > 	80 kip 
Enforced W 95  < 	80 kip 

Singles 
Heavy volume > 300 ADTT 
Light volume < 300 ADTT 
Unenforced W 95 > 	50 kip 
Enforced W.95  < 	50 kip 

Subsequently, with the data on these variables, safety indices 
will be derived in Chapter Four for each category and load 
factors selected to provide a uniform target reliability. 

m— Vehicle Configuration. Because of the wide variety of 
legal vehicles that occur in different parts of the United States, 
it is useful to relate a given load data base to representative 
vehicles, such as the AASHTO rating vehicles. It is possible, 
moreover, to simulate extreme truck events by using the actual 
measured truck weight and axle configurations. In the more 
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Table 5. W.95  for sites with different degrees of enforcement (bracketed 
figures are COV's). 

SINGLES 	 COMBINATIONS 

UNENFORCED 	46 (16%) 	 80 (8%) 

ENFORCED 	 33 (14%) 	 69 (5%) 

Results summarized 
from data in Appendix D 

Table 6. Average m values for different simply supported spans using 
AASHTO rating vehicles (combinations only). 

SPAN 

Site 30' 60' 90' 120' 200' 

1 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 

2 0.87 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 

3 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 

4 0.88 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 

5 0.87 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.98 

Vehicle normalized response (weight - 1) 
a - Average of: 

Response of controlling AASHTO rating vehicle (weight - 1) 

precise case, the measured population is used to calculate a 
distribution of bending moments for hypothetical bridge spans. 
In the simplified case a distribution of truck weight is convoluted 
independently with the variable m. This variable is described 
by taking a ratio of the load effects of each measured vehicle 
and dividing by the effect of the vehicle in the load model (i.e., 
AASHTO rating vehicle). For a given measured set of data 
only single vehicles in excess of 30 kip and combinations in 
excess of 60 kip are used for the comparison. Table 6 illustrates 
m value from different sites. If the m values are close to 1.0, it 
means that the AASHTO rating vehicle model is a good average 
representation of the measured loads for different span lengths. 
As the span increases, the effect of the vehicle configuration 
and axle weight distribution decreases and the m value ap-
proaches 1, which shows that for longer spans the vehicles can 
essentially be treated as point loads. For spans less than 60 ft, 
the values of m in Table 6 below 1 indicate that on the average 
the AASHTO rating vehicles are conservative when compared 
to measured truck traffic. Using data from a large number of 
sites instrumented by the WIM system, statistical values of m. 
can be established for both singles and combinations. Such a 
procedure has been followed and average values and coefficients 
of variation, COY, for m have been determined and are given 
in Table 7 (for further details refer to Appendix D). 

Figure 14 shows the frequency distribution of bending mo-
ment at the center of a 60-ft span obtained by direct calculation 
with a measured data set compared to results using the variables  

m and W treated as if they were independent variables. The two 
distributions in Figure 14 are similar, illustrating that our model 
which combines m and Was independent variables does provide 
accurate results. 

0.9 

0.7 

0.61 

U 
C 

0.4. 
5, 
U 
S. 

0.3 

0.1 

0.0 
90 iobo 

moment (k-ft) 

measured data: in, W simulated directly from data 

convoluted data: in, W independent 

Figure 14. Distribution of bending moment using convolution and 
measured data. 

Table 7. Average m values for AASHTO rating vehicle from WIM study as a function of span (COV based on WIM truck 
spectra data). 

30' 40' 50' 60' 70' 80' 90' 100' 110' 120' 130' 140' 150' 160' 170' 180' 190' 200' 

SINGLES 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 

COV% 	8.4 8.8 7.7 6.1 4.7 4.8 4.4 4.2 4.3 2.7 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 

COMBIN 	1.0* 1.0* 0.95* 0.92 0.9 	0.91 0.92 0.93 	0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 

ATIONS 

COV% 	11.0* 11.0* 11.0* 11.0* 11.0 	8.2 	7.5 	5.7 	5.8 5.4 	5.0 	4.6 	3.6 	3.4 	3.2 	3.9 	3.3 	3.2 

* values adjusted to reflect WIN data scatter 
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Figure 15. Calculated girder distributions. (Ref. 22) 

g-Girder Distribution. This variable relates to the uncer-
tainties of the structural analysis, especially any bias and scatter 
which derives from the use of simplified girder distribution 
factors. Present studies sponsored by NCHRP and FHWA on 
improved wheel load distributions should improve our knowl-
edge on this variable (36). Several field measurement projects 
and finite element analysis have suggested that present 
AASHTO factors (e.g., S/5.5 for slabs on steel girders) may 
be conservative. Figure 15, taken from a recent AISI publication, 
illustrates possible conservatism for steel bridges with distri-
butions shown in the figure as small as SI 10.5 with loads in 
all lanes (22). Similarly, Table 8 compares some field measure-
ments of the percent of total moment carried by a single girder 
with the predicted AASHTO values. It should be noted that 
any systematic bias in g is equivalent to an additional safety 
factor and should not be removed simply because rigorous anal-
ysis suggests it is biased. In the reliability calibration being 
developed herein, safety margins may be reduced only if un-
certainty is reduced or some inconsistent or nonuniform bias is 
removed. The reason why a bias by itself has no effect on 
calibration is that it also shifts the target beta implicit in present 
practices. Bridge safety is always adversely affected when any 
conservative bias is removed. In fact, it may have been histor-
ically deliberate to include part of the overall safety factor in 
the analysis (g), because it is less obvious and does not promote 
heavier trucks in the same way as, say, increasing the nominal 
loading from HS-20 to HS-25. Keep in mind that the HS-20 
vehicle is only 72 kip. With a safety factor of 1.82 as in working 
stress design the limit state condition should occur at a load of 
72 x 1.82 or 131 kip. Clearly, many vehicles exceed this level 
without any apparent bridge damage and this reflects other 
safety factors implicit in the design including conservative values 
of g, impact, and dead loading. 

The present AASHTO S/5.5 factor would indicate that a 
single girder may carry 1.45 >< wheel line (S = 8 ft) or 36 
percent of a two-lane loading. The measurements indicate that 
AASHTO is generally conservative although not usually as con- 

Table 8. Comparison of field measurements with AASHTO girder dis-
tribution. (Refs. 19, 21) 
Site 	 Field Measurements* 	 AASHTO 
1 	 0.66 	 0.72 

2 	 0.64 	 0.52 (nonconservative) 

3 	 0.56 	 0.67 

4 	 0.54 	 0.72 

5 	 0.56 	 0.78 

*Includes a one sigma bias to reflect measurement scatter 

servative as implied by the AISI finite element studies given in 
Figure 15. A possible explanation is that AASHTO values as-
sume the most severe positioning of the vehicles in their re-
spective lanes. It should also be noted that field studies often 
show much lower stresses than calculated values because of 
uncertainties regarding the section modulus. Most older bridges 
have noncomposite designs, i.e., no positive shear connectors. 
Yet, in fact, actual behavior is usually composite. See Table 9 
which compares measured stresses and calculated stresses where 
the latter already incorporates the measured distribution factors. 
In several instances it has been observed that, even after full 
composite action is assumed, measured stresses are still below 
calculated values. This reflects added section influence due to 
deck width, overlay, parapets, curb, deck steel, and other par-
ticipation in the section not normally accounted in calculations. 
Furthermore, stresses are reduced in simple spans by effective 
end restraints due to end walls or even axial forces due to frozen 
bearings. 

In the present study, such additional strength capacity due 
to added section modulus cannot normally be included in the 
rating. One reason is that added composite section may in fact 
be lost at higher overloads as friction is overcome by the shear 
requirements. Secondly, field testing is only recently being made 
available to aid routine rating. 

It is anticipated that for the near future, rating calculations 
will be carried out with specified AASHTO distribution factors 
similar to present values. However, the engineer should have 
the option to do a more rigorous analysis and this is provided 
in the proposed guidelines. Elaborate modifications to these 
factors for routine design have been shown only in the recent 
Ontario provisions. Comparisons of the Ontario distribution 
graphs derived from accurate structural analysis procedures and 

Table 9. Comparison of measured and computed stresses due to test 
truck. 

Site 	 Average Measured 	 Computed 

Stress (Ksi) 	 Stress (Ksi) 

Composite Noncoisposite 

1 	 5.03 5.13 7.61 

2 	 3.87 5.65 7.92 

3 	 5.57 6.95 9.91 

4 	 3.26 3.93 5.87 

Reference () 
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the AASHTO values are given in Table 10. These show that 
the average bias (conservative) is about 10 percent for a slab 
on steel multigirder system (spacings 5 to 10 ft and spans above 
50 ft). This agrees nicely with limited field results taken by the 
researchers at Case Western Reserve University. (The variability 
of this quantity is illustrated in Table 10 from the analysis by 
showing the lower-bound encountered). Scatter is primarily due 
to location of the critical girder with respect to the traffic lane 
and various diagonal and bracing details. 

As in the AASHTO derivation, the Ontario charts assume 
the worst position of the vehicle with respect to maximum 
loading. The vehicle lateral spacings are also smaller than those 
that usually occur in a moving situation. Also given in Table 
10 are some suggested g values that are function of the span 
length. Although only slightly more complicated than present 
AASHTO values, these g values give less scatter. 

For the purpose of the present study, the bias in g using 
AASHTO nominal values will be taken as 0.90 with a COY 
taken as 13 percent for steel members. Similar values have also 
been reported in NCHRP Project 12-26 which establishes a 
large data base of bridges for estimating wheel load distribution 
factors. Distribution factors for 30 bridges were calculated both 
by using a sophisticated finite element model (GENDEK5) and 
a simplified method (MSI-multisurface interpolation). Subse-
quently, distribution factors for 323 bridges were determined by 
using MSI. The true bias can be found by relating the bias of 
the GENDEK5 values to MSI which, in turn, is related to the 
AASHTO distribution factors. The final values of the bias and 
coefficient of variation according to structure type are given as: 

Structure Type 	 Bias-g 	 COV-g 

T-Beam 	 1.05 	 13% 
P/S Concrete 	 0.96 	 8% 
Steel I Girder 	 0.90 	 13% 

A value of g above 1.0 means the present AASHTO lateral 
distribution is unconservative for these types. These values for 
steel and prestressed (P/S) concrete are used in the subsequent 
reliability modeling and the derivation of their corresponding 
resistance factor, 4,. Any modifications to present AASHTO 
distribution factors which result in a systematic shift in lateral 
distribution factor will require adjustment in the proposed 4) 
values. 

The COY can be reduced by finite element, better analysis 
or measurements. If a refined analysis is used directly, the bias 
is effectively removed. The benefit of better analysis should be 
used in reducing uncertainty—not in changing bias that is al-
ready considered in the calculation of the safety indices. The 
table below shows the suggested V data on g (for steel members) 
if different analyses are used. These reflect accuracy of finite 
element models of structural behavior. 

Analysis Used 	 Bias, B8  COY, V8  

AASHTO values (for steel girders) 	 0.9 	13 
Some simplifying assumptions made and 
conventional methods of analysis used 	1.0 	10 
Finite elements, orthotropic plate theory, 
and other sophisticated methods with very 
few simplifying assumptions 	 1.0 	7 
Field measurements 	 1.0 	4  

Note, the scatter in g reflects load distribution to members—
but not the stress calculation which includes further uncertain-
ties such as section modulus or end fixity. The latter affect the 
stresses but to a lesser degree the load distribution. Section 
modulus uncertainty is especially large when a noncomposite 
behavior is assumed as in the case of many older structures. 
(The authors believe that even if tests demonstrate a composite 
behavior, these cannot be relied upon unless the test loads exceed 
some factored live loading. Otherwise, there is the possibility of 
losing the composite action at some high load level with possible 
catastrophic consequences.) 

The data on g do vary with structure geometry. For example, 
for a two-girder system or a truss, the distribution of loading 
may be more accurate. There are also some agencies that pres-
ently use a distribution factor which divides total load equally 
to each girder. In an ultimate limit state condition, the distri-
bution will be more balanced. This is not considered in this 
study except to advocate that redundancy be a consideration in 
specifying the safety index in a manner similar to the present 
AASHTO fatigue requirements. There is evidence to suggest 
that a parallel girder system will have adequate reserve capacity 
to permit some lateral redistribution of loads. 

I—Dynamic Impact. The final loading variable recognized 
herein is the dynamic amplification. This variable has received 
considerable attention in recent years, both analytically and 
experimentally. The AASHTO specification equation has a max-
imum 30 percent value which decreases with span length. The 
Ontario code has increased the maximum to 40 percent, with 
impact value based directly on the bridge natural frequency 
rather than the span length (there is some relationship between 
these two quantities). Some field measurements seemed to rein-
force these values. The authors, however, and others have re-
futed such high impact values using field testing. The main 
parameters affecting impact are the bridge approach, bumps, 
and other pavement roughness. Expected impact values for eval-
uation may therefore be lowered for several reasons: 

Impact decreases with vehicle weight. Some reported tests 
were conducted with light trucks giving rise to larger impact 
values. The recent study of Ontario Survey of Commercial 
Weights (1975-82) also shows a clear reduction in impact with 
vehicle weights. 

Because maximum loading occurs with several vehicles on 
the bridge, it is unlikely that all dynamic responses will be 
equally high and also in synchronization with each other. 

Tests with high impacts (48) were achieved by deliberately 
creating rough surfaces, with boards or other items set on the 
pavement. By specifying a range of impact values in the eval-
uation based on deck surface conditions resurfacing (to avoid 
posting) may be encouraged and, hence, the realization of lower 
impact values. 

Table 11 shows some examples of impacts extracted from the 
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) measured data base. 
These values are obtained by looking at the strain record and 
the portion of record showing oscillations. Refer to Figure 16, 
which explains how impact is determined. It should be noted 
that automated data processing to record impact by analyzing 
strain records is not available for spans under 120 ft because 
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Table 10. Comparison of D values from rigorous analysis (Ontario 
specifications) and AASHTO. 

D VALUES OBTAINED BY RIGOROUS 
SPAN 	NO. OF LANES 	AASHTO D 	ANALYSIS 	(PT) FOR INTERNAL 
(FEET) 	IN BRIDGE 	VALUE (PT) 	 GIRUERS* 

	

MEDIAN 	LOWER BOUND 
10-15 	2 	 5.5 	 4.8 	 4.6 

15-20 	2 	 5.5 	 4.9 	 4.7 

20-30 	2 	 5.5 	 5.1 	 4.8 

30-50 	2 	 5.5 	 5.5 	 5.2 

50-300 	2 	 5.5 	 5.9 	 5.7 

* Values above 5.5 mean AASHTO value is more conservative. 

part of the apparent strain oscillation is due to static response 
related to wheel spacings. This partly explains why some re-
searchers have reported high impact values. Another cause of 
high reported impacts is that authors have compared static crawl 
runs with normal speeds and based impact on comparison of 
peak stress in each case. However, changes in vehicle lateral 
distribution will also affect peak stresses and may confuse the 
impact value. 

That impact is related directly to roadway roughness is seen 
by examining the strain records for three similar bridges in Ohio 
(Figures 17(a), 17(b) and 17(c)). It is noted that the first two 
bridges have relatively significant dynamic response, while the 
third bridge has a smooth record. The latter bridge is on the 
Ohio Turnpike and had a very smooth deck and approach. The 
other two sites had average to rough decks. Unfortunately, there 
is not enough data to allow a clear delineation of impact with 
pavement roughness. Furthermore, in addition to roughness, 
impact can be increased by bridge approach and grade. 

For the safety analysis that follows, three categories of rough-
ness will be used. The same COV is used even though the 
roughness increases. This reflects the possibility that evaluators 
may be biased conservatively with regard to their interpretation 
of the degree of site roughness: 

Smooth surface, mean, I = 1.10, COV = 10% 
Medium surface, mean, I = 1.20, COV = 10% 

Rough surface, mean, I = 1.30, coy = 10% 

These values are also supported by analysis of the dynamic 
bridge tests performed by the Ontario Ministry of Transpor-
tation and Communications (MTC) (52) and Nowak and Zhou 
(26). It has also been noted (35) that the average impact of 1.1 
as obtained from WIM studies falls in the middle range of the 
data plotted from the MTC tests. Thus, all the above data do 
indicate that higher impact values may be overly conservative 
for evaluation purposes. In the guidelines (Appendix A), some 
instructions are provided for selecting categories for a given 
roadway. 

RESISTANCE 

The uncertainties in steel member behavior arise because of 
variability in material yield, fabrication (including dimensional 
tolerances), and accuracy of strength prediction theories. For a 
steel beam, Galambos has recommended a bias of 1.1 and a 

Table 11. Examples of measured impact values. (Ref. 20) 

SITE RANGE OF MEASURED IMPACT AVERAGE 

1 2.5 - 5.5% 3.3% 

2 3.2 - 13.7% 9.1% 

3 5.4 - 14% 10.4% 

4 3.4 - 15.4% 5.7% 

5 4.6 - 22.1% 11.6% 

Note: 	The random variable used herein is I which modifies the static 

moment. (Unlike AASHTO in which 1 + I modifies static moment). Thus, the 

mean of our variable I ranges from 1.1 to 1.3 with a COV of 10% for 

different deck surface and approach conditions. A 10% COV for smooth 

surface means in fact there is a 52 chance that the impact will exceed 1.28 

or 28% impact during the critical event. 

coy of 13 percent (18). This was based on a review of rolled 
beam sections and plate girders. The bias arises because the 
nominal yield used by the designer is less than the true mean 
yield. (This bias, which favors higher reliability, should not be 
included if field samples are used to test for the yield and an 
average value is selected for the yield stress.) 

The issue is complex because strain rate, direction of loading, 
and thickness of test samples all affect the yield stress. A 10 
percent bias for structural steel, however, seems to be an upper-
bound for most situations. A 12 percent coy covers the var-
iabilities cited earlier with the overall VR  determined from: 

VR =..,JV2M+ V2F+ V 	 (20) 

where VM  = COV due to material; VF  = COV due to fabri-
cation; V = COV due to scatter in prediction theory; and VR  

overall resistance COV. 

Peak 
respo 

Dyn 
osc 

Figure 16 Strain record. 
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Additional statistics on resistance of structural steel and pre-
stressed concrete members collected by Ellingwood (11) are 
given in Table 12 which gives both the bias and coefficient of 
variation for these elements. The COV depends on the type of 
failure mode being analyzed (bending, shear, compression) and 
the type of component (rolled beam, composite beam, welded 
girder) being considered. Most test data are for new specimens 
and indicate scatter in the range of 10 to 14 percent. For older 
structures, the scatter may be larger because of different sources 
of material, fabrication techniques, and the effects of age and 
environmental condition. In the case of a member in which 
there is some partial corrosion and loss of section a further 
uncertainty is to estimate any further losses that may occur 
prior to the next inspection interval. All of this leads to a 
somewhat subjective estimation of the resistance COV. It should 
be noted that safety indices are quite sensitive to VR  because 
there is no "averaging" of effects as in the case of the loading 
"side" of the equation which contains both dead plus live load-
ing. Based on these considerations, the following data will be 
used in subsequent safety index calculations: 

New condition, steel members: bias = 1.1, COV = 12%. 
Partially corroded material and some slight loss of section: 

bias = 1.05, COV = 16%. 
Severely corroded material and noticeable loss of section: bias 

= 1.0, COV = 20%. 

Figure 17(a). Sum of strain records from Drake road. 

Figure 17(b). Sum of strain records from 1-90. 

Table 12. Typical resistance statistics for structural members. (Ref. 11) 	Figure 17(c). Sum of strain records from 1-80. 

Designation 	 Bias COV 

Tens ion member 	 1.05 0.11  The aforementioned values have been estimated from a large 
body of data collected by ASTM and later analyzed by Albrecht 

limit state - yielding and Naeemi (27). Further details and calculations are presented 
in Appendix H. 

Tension member 	 1.10  0. 11 For new condition prestressed members, the situation is 

limit state - tensile slightly more complex because the bias and COV are strongly 
affected by the prestressed reinforcement index and the grade 

strength 
of construction, pretensioned vs. post-tensioned. In some codes, 
it is proposed to use different factors directly on steel and con- 

Compact Beam, 	 1.07 0.13  crete properties (see National Building Code of Canada). Rather 

uniform moment than overly complicate the situation, the values given in Table 
10 are used to obtain a bias of 1.05 and a COV of 9 percent. 

Determining the statistics for deteriorated prestressed con- 
Beam—column 	 1.07 0.15 crete members will enable us to calculate the capacity reduction 

factors appropriate for this case. Explicit statistical data are not 
Plate girders 	 1.08  0.12 available at present, the main reason being that the major cause 

flexure of problems with such members is damage due to vehicles (30) 
and not deterioration (inasmuch as they are relatively new as 
compared to similar types of steel bridges). Further discussion 

Axially loaded column 	1.08 0.14  is deferred to Chapter Four where this issue is resolved, to a 

(based on AISC Code) certain extent. 
If a very detailed and thorough inspection is conducted, the 

section properties can be obtained accurately, which leads to a 
CIP pretensioned beams 	1.06 0.08 

i 	 i 	i reduction n the COV and corresponding ncrease n the capacity 
reduction factor. Conversely, if the inspection is not detailed or 

CIP postten8ioned beams 	1.04 0.095 if plan dimensions or condition surveys are used, there is an 
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added uncertainty in the amount of deterioration present (if 
any), which would lead to a decrease in the value of 4). 

Similarly, incentives for vigorous maintenance and penalties 
for intermittent maintenance can be introduced by raising or 
lowering the capacity reduction factor. Unfortunately, there are 
no available data relating the degree of inspection/maintenance 
to the COY and bias of the resistance. One alternative available 
is to assume certain values of 4) and do a back-calculation to 
see if the values of COY implied are reasonable (refer to Chapter 
Four). 

To gain an insight into the value of VR, it should be noted 
that for a bias of 1.0, a 10 percent COY means there is a 5 
percent chance that the strength is less than 83 percent of the 
nominal calculation and 1 percent chance the strength is less 
77 percent of nominal. For a 20 percent COY, there is a 5 
percent chance the strength is less than 67 percent of the nominal 
and 1 percent chance that it is below 53 percent of the nominal. 
Part of VR relates to possible further future section losses prior 
to the next inspection. Note that in these instances the nominal 
resistance should include best estimates of section loss. If one 
is conservative in the nominal estimates, then one may be im-
posing an implicit conservative bias and combined with an in-
crease in VR  may together be excessively conservative. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to find data in this area, and the 
sensitivity study cited must be conducted to test the range of 
partial safety values that are realized with different assumptions 
regarding the data (see Chapter Four). 

APPLICATION OF RELIABILITY TO BRIDGE 
DESIGN MODEL (23,33) 

In the long term, an evaluation procedure should be related 
to the design philosophy to avoid possible contradiction between 
design and evaluation checks. In a related study, Moses has 
been involved in developing reliability analysis for bridge design. 
At present, there is also an FHWA project at the University of 
Michigan under Professor A. Nowak on this subject. The goal 
is to select nominal load models, load factors, nominal strengths, 
and capacity reduction (resistance) factors in a manner that 
provides consistent levels of safety. These goals do not imply 
uniform reliability for all components because it may be desirable 
and economical to provide different levels of safety based on 
redundancy, bridge span (cost), and importance. Thus, any 
safety level differences should be done deliberately by comparing 
safety indices. 

A common starting point for introducing reliability criteria 
is to ask what is the desirable or target safety index. In the 
Ontario code a beta goal of 3.5 has been explicitly mentioned, 
while in the AISC a goal of 3.0 appeared in the original ref-
erences. In the authors' viewpoint, there may be too many 
imponderables to suggest a specific target, and past experience 
combined with engineering judgment should be part of the se-
lection of standards. The data base should be applied to existing 
design practices to determine the implicit safety levels in current 
practice and to review any discrepancies that cannot be ration-
ally justified. As an example, the study by Ghosn and Moses 
evaluated a safety index from nominal strength, R5, produced 
by the AASHTO design procedure (24,33). (In the case of 
evaluation R. already exists from inspection.) 

For example, with AASHTO-WSD design:  

R5  = 1/0.55 [D + L5(1 +1)] 	(21) 

where L. is the nominal loading calculated from HS-20 and I 
the AASHTO impact for the span. Similarly, with AASHTO-
LFD design: 

R5  = 1.3 D + 1.3 (5/3) L5(l +1) 	(22) 

Note that the bias values on R are different in WSD and LFD 
because LFD directly allows the plastic sections for checking 
compact sections, while WSD does not account for it. Assuming 
a 14 percent increase in plastic section means that WSD, in fact, 
has an additional 1.14 bias on R,, compared to LFD. 

To simplify the nominal dead load, a formula due to Hansell 
and Yiest (25) is used which was derived from examining a 
number of typical steel spans: 

D = 0.0132 (L5  + I) x span length (ft) 	(23) 

Thus, for a 60-ft span the dead load maximum moment is almost 
80 percent of the HS-20 nominal maximum moment. (This 
equation will be further checked in this study using sample 
bridges to be determined from several states.) To review the 
safety indices implied by WSD and LFD, /3 was calculated 
using the level II program for a range of simple spans. These 
beta values are plotted in Figure 18. 

It is seen from Figure 18 that the safety index for WSD ranges 
from a low of about 2.5 for short spans to about 4.4 for long 
spans. This is not justified by any logic regarding failure cost. 
Presumably, the failure consequences, including public incon-
venience and possible loss of life, should be the same for a short 
and long span bridge. The incremental cost to raise the capacity 
of a short span bridge is much less than that of a long span; 
therefore, in fact, higher betas for short spans could be desirable 
and optimum. The recognition of the "excessive" safety margin 
for longer spans was the concern that inspired LFD. As seen 
in Figure 18 the safety indices for LFD are more uniform than 
for WSD but also are not smooth with /3 ranges between 2.5 
and 3 for HS-20. The impact of higher design loads instituted 
by many states such as an HS-25 criterion is also shown in 
Figure 18. The betas for this criterion are increased because L. 
is increased by 25 percent. These betas, however, are also not 
uniform or consistent. 

Safety index 

WSD 

LFD 

50 	 100 	 150 	 span (ft) 

Figure 18. Safety indices with current AASHTO design. 
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Figure 19. Proposed design vehicles. (Ref. 33) 

Clearly, present design criteria including HS-25 do not appear 
to provide any consistent reliability. Before revising the criteria, 
however, a sensitivity study should be done to see if perhaps 
other interpretations of the data may yield different conclusions. 
This was done for each of the variables in the loading model 
and also including a load growth variable which is highly sub-
jective (21). The results of these sensitivity studies also showed 
that present AASHTO provisions did not lead to uniform re-
liability. Similarly, the reserve capacity inherent in system per-
formance was introduced. For example, parallel girder systems 
often have greater reliability because of higher section capacity 
after including the entire deck and the redistribution of loading 
to less loaded girders. These were also compared in the opposite 
sense to structures that were statically determinate (no load 
redistribution is possible) and further may be subject to dete-
rioration due to severe environmental condition and lack of 
maintenance. By assuming such a pessimistic and optimistic 
range for system performance, the beta calculations were per-
formed with the following changed parameters: 

Resistance bias = 0.8 and COV = 15% (pessimistic) 
Resistance bias = 1.4 and COY = 15% (optimistic) 

As expected, the betas are drastically affected by the changed 
bias. For example, lower safety levels should be expected if the 
structure is not maintained. It was observed, however, that the 
betas were still nonuniform over different spans for the 
AASHTO provisions. 

The major reason for the lack of uniformity of beta is the HS 
design vehicle and present AASHTO dead and live load factors. 
These do not provide a uniform comparison with existing truck 
configurations. Figure 19 shows a set of vehicles proposed by 

Ghosn and Moses as a design model (24, 33). The vehicle weight 
and configuration are based on the extreme weight vehicles 
observed in the WIM load spectra study and are similar to the 
present AASHTO rating vehicles (1). After calibrating new load 
and resistance factors, the betas obtained with this new model 
are presented in Figure 20. It can be seen that the betas are 
more uniform with a maximum beta of 3.6 and a minimum of 
3.44 over spans 30 to 200 ft. Similarly, the sensitivity studies 
were repeated with different growth terms and resistance pa-
rameters. Again, it showed that the betas are more uniform than 
the values obtained with either the working stress design or the 
load factor design. (33). Hence, one gains confidence with the 
data and the recommendations for the new design load model 
and corresponding calibrated load factors. Thus, the develop-
ments herein to establish load and resistance factors for an 
evaluation format can subsequently be included in the bridge 
design formats now under study by FHWA, NCHRP, 
AASHTO, and others. Although it is desirable to have consis-
tency in the reliability formats between the design and evaluation 
codes, this is not necessary because achieving the goals outlined 
in this report establishes a more rational evaluation guideline. 

The next chapter formulates the bridge evaluation model. It 
is similar to the bridge design model just described (in Eqs. 21 
to 23) except for the following differences: 

No load growth is considered because evaluation covers a 
relatively short inspection interval period. 

A range of load factors is needed to cover the use of load 
information that may be used during the evaluation including 
weight statistics, volume, impact, and improved girder analysis. 

A range of resistance factors is needed to reflect the in-
spection data corresponding to the uncertainty of component 
and system capacity. 
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Figure 20. Safety indices with proposed design (YD = 1.4, YL = 2.85, 4) = 1.0). (Ref. 33) 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RELIABILITY MODEL FOR EVALUATION 

The reliability model for evaluation uses the theory and dis-
cussion of the variables outlined in Chapters Two and Three. 
The initial calibration will be done with a generic study of 
reliability calculations over a range of simple spans. After se-
lecting the loading model and corresponding load and resistance 
factors the model is also checked with specific bridge examples 
covering a range of spans, support geometries, lanes, traffic 
conditions, and rating factors. 

This chapter supports the values selected in the evaluation 
guidelines. The latter are presented in Appendix A in a speci-
fication form which can be adopted for inclusion in the 
AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges 
(henceforth referred to as the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection 
Manual). 

SAFETY INDEX CALCULATION 

The safety margin equation is: 

g = R - D - L 	 (24)  

g = R - D - amHW 95 Ig 	 (25) 

To calculate the safety indices, it is necessary to establish 
statistical values (bias and COY) for the resistance, the dead 
load, and each of the parameters in the live load model. This 
has been accomplished in Chapter Three. Table 13 gives a sum-
mary of this data base. All that needs to be done is to determine 
nominal resistance and dead load values, which can then be 
substituted in Eq. 25 to determine the safety index j3 (using 
available programs). 

The proposed rating equation in an LRFD form is 

	

= 'yD + YLL (1+1) R.F. 	(26) 

where 4) is the resistance factor, YD  is the dead load factor, and 
YL is the live load factor. Therefore, bridges that are just safe, 
according to this equation, have a rating factor, R.F., equal to 
1.0. This enables us to calculate the nominal resistance for 
generic spans which is then given as: 

	

R,,= YD  D+YL(l+I)R.F. 	(27) 

Using the live load model described in the previous chapter, 
this gives Similarly, the nominal dead load effect is estimated using an 



equation developed by Hansel! and Viest (25) which is given 
as: 

D5  = 0.0132 L(l+I) span 	 (28) 

The input to the safety index calculation routine requires mean 
values that can be obtained from the nominal values in Eqs. 27 
and 28 by multiplying with the bias (given in Table 13). Detailed 
stepwise calculations following this general procedure are given 
in Appendix F. 

Examining Eq. 26 shows that the nominal resistance for these 
generic spans is influenced by the choice of the load and re-
sistance factors which, in turn, affects the safety index. This is 
the key step in the calculation, i.e., load and resistance factors 
are selected such that a particular level of safety (target safety 
index) is achieved consistently for these generic spans. The 
indices will vary with span because of different dead to live load 
ratios since the same load and resistance factors must be used 
for all spans. Hence, factors must be selected that on the average 
meet the target safety indices. 

Establishing the target safety index is another important step 
in the calibration procedure, the discussion of which will be 
deferred to the next section. 

SELECTION OF TARGET RELIABILITY 

It is assumed in this report that bridges should have a constant 
level of reliability. This is expressed by the safety index (equal 
to the number of standard deviations that the mean safety mar-
gin falls on the safe side of the limit state equation. See Chapters 
Two and Three and Appendix E for further elaboration). A 
constant reliability assumes that it is not desirable to use such 
features as bridge replacement cost, traffic, function, and ma-
terial type as reasons for adjusting the reliability level. Redun-
dancy is important, however, and this is the only basis, herein, 
for adjusting the target betas-in other words, higher betas for 
nonredundant components, as compared to redundant compo-
nents, because of obvious differences in failure consequences. 
(For a brief discussion of this aspect refer to Appendix E.) 
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Table 13. Summary of data base for evaluation. 

(a) RESISTANCE (STEEL) 
CONDITION BIAS VR 

Good condition 1.1 122 

Slighty corroded, 1.05 16% 
some possible loss of 
sect too 

Heavy corrosion 1.0 202 

RESISTANCE (P/S) 
1. Good condition 	 1.05 	8% 

(b) DEAD LOAD - nominal for generic simple spans 

Dead Load 	0.0132 x (L + I) x span (feet) 
Bias 1.0 
C0V1O% 

(c) 'a' - deterministic factor to compute sax, simple span moment 

spsn(ft) 	30 	40 	50 	60 	80 	100 	160 	200 
a(k-ft) 4.46 6.92 9.42 8.5 13.36 16.75 31.75 41.75 

(d) 'rn 
spas(ft) 	30 	40 	50 	60 	80 	100 	160 	200 
m(aingles) 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 
V (singles) 8.4% 	8.8% 	7.7% 	6.1% 	4.8% 	4.2% 	1.6% 	1.8% 
mcombina- 1.0- 1.0k 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.97 
tions) 
V (combina- 112° 	ll% 	11% 	112° 	8.2% 	5.7% 	3.4% 	3.2% 
toss) 

*Values for o based on VIM studies except for * values adjusted to reflect 
WIN data scatter 	 - 

(e) NW 95 	 LIGHT TRAYFIC 	 HEAVY TRAFFIC 

SINGLES 

UNENFORCED 	120 (10%) (Category 3) 	125 (10%) (Category 4) 
ENFORCED 	92 (8%) (Category 1) 	100 (8%) (Category 2) 

COMBINATIONS 

IJNENFORCED 	21O (10%) (Category 	225K (10%) (Category 4) 
ENFORCEI 	170 (5%) (Category 1) 	180K (6%) (Category 2) 

light Traffic 	ADTT under 2100 trucks/day for combinations; under 300 
trucks/day for singles 

Heavy Traffic 	ADTT over 2000 trucks/day for combinations; over 310 
trucks/day for aisgleo 

(f) Girder distribution, g 

Method of analysis 	 BIAS B 	 COW V - - 
AASNTO listribution Values (for steel 0.9 13% 

girders) 
AASHTO Distribution Values(for V/S) 1.96 8% 
Conventional Structural Analysis 1.0 10% 
Finite elements, orthotropic plate 1.0 7% 
theory, also for statically deter- 
minate systems 
Field measurements 1.0 4% 

(g) Impact, 	I 

Roughness 

Smooth 1.1 10% 
Medium 1.2 10% 
Rougl 1.3 10% 

All variables assumed to be lognormally distributed 

The authors believe that uniform reliability assumes a bridge 
failure may precipitate damage or loss of life, which has the 
same impact whether it is a long-span bridge on a heavily trav-
eled route or a short-span bridge with little traffic. The function 
of the bridge can, however, be accounted for in the model. This 
is done by increasing the target beta based on function and then 
adjusting the appropriate safety factors. Figure 21, for example, 
shows the impact of different betas on the resistance factors. 
From this curve it appears that a 10 percent reduction in ca-
pacity reduction factor, 4), increases beta by about 0.6. From 
Chapter Two, this is equivalent to about a fivefold reduction in 
risk. 
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Figure 22. /3 for inventory checks (unenforced heavy traffic). 

Formulating a reliability-based code often resolves into two 
problems: ( 1 ) assembling the statistical data base, and (2) se-
lecting a target beta for the code. The two issues become in-
tertwined if one decides, as is often done, to select a target based 
on current performance experience and engineering judgment 
(this is an alternative to selecting a target on the basis of eco-
nomics or equivalent insurance costs). 

In the case of most structural design, the evaluation of present 
standards is reasonably direct. That is, if all designers produce 
similar structures from the same present code, there is a basis 
for defining "current design." If one is satisfied with the per-
formance and safety record of the current design, then the 
calculated betas implicit in the current design can be used as 
the target beta. (The reason for changing to a reliability basis 
is still present as, for example, in the new AISC-LRFD. Namely, 
present design reliability may be satisfactory "on the average" 
but still has too much safety index scatter, i.e., for different 
materials, components, or dead to live load ratios. The goal in 
a new design format change is to achieve more uniform relia-
bility.) 

The problem in bridge evaluation is that there is no "current 
design practice." In some sense, the situation is similar to bridge 
design in which a few states are independently moving towards 
HS-25 or design for permit vehicles and away from the standard 
AASHTO HS-20 design. In evaluation, there are at least four 
different procedures for posting rating in use in different states. 
These include the working stress WSR operating (WSR-0) and 
inventory levels (WSR-I) and the load factor LFR operating 
(LFR-O) and inventory (LFR-I) levels. Also, states may apply 
different distribution factors or nominal loadings (e.g., 
AASHTO legal vehicles, HS-20 or other vehicles). Presumably 
the nominal loading or vehicle configurations reflect their own 
state laws so it can be neglected for this discussion. 

For the present calibration it is necessary to make some de-
cisions about the beta values implied in each of these rating 
procedures. Figure 22 compares the betas for a set of hypo-
thetical simple spans with sections determined that just satisfy 
an R.F = 1 based on WSR-I using present procedures. The 
live-load loading category is assumed as unenforced, heavy 
traffic and the nominal loading is taken to be the HS-20 design 
vehicle. The betas are compared to spans with an R.F. = 
using LFR-I. It can be seen that the WSR-I betas are in the 
range of 3.8 to 4.6 for most spans, while LFR-I betas vary 
between 3.0 to 4.6. If the betas are examined for operating stress 
criteria (for unenforced light traffic), which also provide a rating 
factor equal to 1.0, the betas are much lower as in Figure 23 
(a). The betas range from 2.2 to 3.4. Also shown are the betas 
for LFR-O checks, which are typically lower than those for 
WSR-O, and range from 2.0 to 3.0. The target beta (based on 
past practice) therefore depends on what criteria are used. Fig-
ures 23 (b) and 23 (c) show the betas for all the four traffic 
categories using WSR-0 and LFR-O (see Table 14 for the 
definition of these traffic categories). A large variation in the 
safety indices is noted, depending on the severity of traffic (and 
hence the projected live load effect). Thus, to select a target 
safety index one has to decide on the method of rating (WSR 
or LFR), the level of rating (inventory or operating), and the 
severity of traffic (unenforced or enforced, light or heavy volume 
traffic). 

The general philosophy adopted in selecting the recommended 
rating guidelines is to select a target beta by relying on some 
statements in the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual. 
Namely, if a bridge is frequently inspected and the loads are 
reasonably controlled (which corresponds to unenforced, light 
traffic), one can do assessment with the operating stress level. 
(Furthermore, the many states using these criteria have not 
found an unacceptable average failure rate.) For this reason, 
reference beta values have been selected similar to the operating 
WSR as the target beta for situations where these criteria are 
satisfied. Using this approach and the data base in this chapter, 
the live load factors should be calibrated to average beta values 
extracted from Figure 23. Assuming spans less than 100 ft is 
most common; a target beta in the vicinity of 2.75 would be 
appropriate. If it is assumed that all the bridges in this range 
have acceptable safety levels, a target beta of 2.5 may be selected. 
Consequently, this safety index value of 2.5 is chosen as the 
target in this report. Note that Figure 23 shows beta with a 
peak at a 50-ft span. The shape of Figure 23 was investigated 
further by doing a simplified reliability calculation and looking 
carefully at each term in the analysis affecting the mean safety 
margin and the scatter. See Appendix F for this analysis. 

As mentioned before, redundancy is the only basis for ad-
justing the target safety index. So, for nonredundant compo-
nents, a higher safety index would be desirable. (Refer to 
Appendix E for detailed explanations.) It is assumed herein that 
the original design or inventory level (for unenforced, heavy 
traffic) is suitable for both redundant and nonredundant com-
ponents. Hence, for good condition nonredundant elements, the 
target safety index will be derived from current inventory levels 
that are shown in Figure 22 for both working stress and load 
factor (for unenforced and heavy volume traffic). An average 
value of 3.5 is chosen. 

It should be noted that one calibrates to different levels of 
traffic for redundant and nonredundant elements. This is be-
cause calibration to the original design or inventory level should 
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Figure 23(b). /3 for WSR-O for 4 different traffic categories. 

account for the severest traffic possible (which corresponds to 
unenforced, heavy traffic), whereas calibration to the operating 
level should be for unenforced, light traffic ("reasonably con-
trolled" according to the AASHTO Manual). 

SELECTION OF RESISTANCE AND DEAD LOAD 
FACTORS 

The factors will be selected using the foregoing data and a 
calibrated target beta for redundant components. A number of 
considerations went into the selection of the load and resistance 
factors for the proposed guidelines. An observation of E. 26 
shows that 4,, y,  and YL  are not independent for a single 
checking case. If all factors are raised or lowered uniformly, 
the rating factor remains the same. However, for convenience, 
the load factors '/D  and 'IL  should be the same for all steel, 
concrete, and other bridges. 4, accounts for the bias and coef-
ficient of variation of the particular material or member type 
(connection, girder, truss) being checked. A formula, developed 
by Lind and used in the American Institute of Steel Construc-
tion's Load and Resistance Factor Design Specification, gives 
an initial means of establishing 4,, i.e. (8): 

4) = BR  exp (-0.55 /3VR ) 	 (29) 

where BR  is the bias in R or ratio of mean to nominal value, /3 
is the target safety index, and VR  is the resistance coefficient of 
variation. For example, with VR  = 12 percent and BR  

4, is determined as a function of 8 from Eq. 29 as: 
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Figure 23(c). /3 for LFR-O for 4 different traffic categories. 

Safety Index, $ 	 Resistance Factor, 4 

2.0 	 0.96 
2.5 	 0.93 
3.0 	 0.90 
3.5 . 	 0.87 
4.0 	 0.84 
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Based on this approximate table and results from a more exact 
level II reliability analysis, a value of 4) = 0.95 is selected as 
the reference case for a good condition element for both steel 
and prestressed concrete. The value of 4) is subsequently adjusted 
to recognize the data available from inspection and the degree 
to which maintenance can be expected to detect any important 
defects. This means a change in bias and VR. For example, a 
member that shows a high amount of corrosion will have larger 
uncertainty in the strength. By using Eq. 29 (and target /3 = 
2.5 and 3.5 as examples) the variation of 4) with VR  is found 
for the three categories discussed for resistance in Chapter 
Three, section under the heading "Resistance." 

Bias and COY 
Resistance Factors, 4) of Resistance Comment 

/33.5 /3=2.5 
0.87 0.93 1.1 	12% good condition 
0.78 0.85 1.05 	16% slightly corroded 
0.68 0.76 1.0 	20% heavy corrosion 

Thus, nonredundant components which require higher betas 
must be assigned a smaller 4) to provide the higher reliability. 
Note, the foregoing table is only approximate and in this study 
all /3's are checked by the more accurate AFOSM (Advanced 
First Order Second Moment) beta program described earlier. 

After selecting 4) = 0.95 for the good condition steel girder 
case, y, was selected. This factor will also remain constant in 
the checking and only YL  will vary based on information of the 
traffic and loading. Because ratios of D/L will vary, yD  was 
selected to ensure a sufficient capacity for a situation in which 
dead loading effects are dominant, e.g., long span bridges. For 
this case, the failure margin, g, isfound from Eq. 29 as: 

g=R — D 	 (30) 

(31) 

where D. is the nominal dead loading and equals its mean value. 
(VD  = 10 percent and VR  = 12 percent, BR  = 1.1 and 4) = 
0.95.) For illustration, an approximate log normal distribution 
model gives the necessary value of /D  as a function of /3 as (11): 

YD = 	exp$fV2D + V 2R 	 (32) 
BR 

Safety Index, /3 	 Dead Load Factor, y 

	

2.5 	 1.28 

	

3.0 	 1.38 

	

3.5 	 1.49 

Inasmuch as it is an extreme case to assume no live load at all, 
a YD  of 1.20 will be accepted as satisfactory. It will be checked 
on the example bridges below with the level II program. It 
should be noted, however, that there may be some validity in 
specifying a beta for a dead load check higher than the beta for 
the live loading. The bridge engineer wants to be confident that 
a bridge can safely support the dead weight. The live loading 
has an implicit assumption that the likely failure event will be 
caused by an overloaded vehicle. This removes some of the 
liability from the engineer. However, if it fails under dead weight 

with, say, only car traffic, the responsibility is solely on the 
evaluator. For this reason, it is possible to recommend that any 
check for dead weight alone should be more conservative. How-
ever, unlike building design, there is no precedent for performing 
an independent check with dead load only. Because an evalu-
ation is being done, it is presumed that the structure is already 
safe for the dead load acting alone. 

The ratio of YD/4)'  which is 1.2/0.95, equals 1.26. This is 
only 3 percent below the corresponding LFD ratio which is 
1.30. Because it applies only to the "best condition" case, it 
should be deemed acceptable in this direct comparison inde-
pendent of the reliability level. 

SELECTION OF LIVE LOAD FACTORS 

A major aim of the reliability modeling is to characterize 
bridge loading using relevant load statistics based on recent data 
and develop live load factors in conjunction with the loading 
vehicles to produce a uniform reliability over all simple span 
structures. First a choice of the rating vehicles has to be made. 
The HS-20 model is already almost 50 years old and is based 
on truck combinations that are obsolete. This is recognized in 
the present AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual which 
uses the three rating vehicles (shown in Figure 24). Other states, 
such as Ohio, Michigan, and California, supplement or replace 
the AASHTO rating vehicles with additional vehicle charac-
teristics based on their own traffic limitations. A characteristic 
of the AASHTO rating vehicles is that they just satisfy the 
Bridge Formula adopted by Congress in 1974. 

In a sense, the AASHTO vehicles model three portions of 
the Bridge Formula which may control short, medium, and long 
spans. Because they are based on the present legal limits, it is 
presumed that AASHTO's vehicles model much of the config-
urations of present truck traffic. Because the AASHTO vehicle 
models provide in the analysis a generally uniform reliability 
and are also familiar to engineers, the models are used herein 
as the reference nominal loading. The use of the HS-20 load 
model was also considered, but it does not provide as uniform 
a reliability, for the reasons cited in Chapter Three, for the 
bridge design example. One way to compare the degree of uni-
formity is to calculate for different spans the required live load 
factor that realizes the target index using different load models. 
If the live load factors vary, the nominal load model (axle 
spacings and wheel load distributions) is not uniform with re-
gard to reliabilities. Figure 25 shows a plot of the load factors 
required with both the HS-20 model and AASHTO rating ve-
hicles needed to achieve a target beta of 2.5 for the heaviest 
traffic category. The resistance factor and dead load factor were 
fixed at 0.95 and 1.2, respectively, as discussed earlier. 

The live load factors required to achieve the target safety 
index are determined by trial and error. The live load factors 
required are typically lower for HS-20 because the moment 
effects calculated are higher than for the AASHTO rating ve-
hicles. The plots also show that the load factors for an HS-20 
model are not uniform and would vary from about 1.4 to over 
2.0 for different spans. It is seen from Figure 25 that the load 
factor for the AASHTO rating vehicle model is more uniform 
and that a live load factor of 1.95 will suffice for realizing the 
target safety index. The reason for this is that each of the three 
AASHTO vehicles models closely the effect of traffic for the 
span lengths they govern. This imparts a greater flexibility as 
compared to the HS-20 vehicle which is used for all possible 
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ranges. The AASHTO vehicles are thus retained as the nominal 
loading because of the aforementioned factors. 

Different load factors are used to try and realize constant 
reliability for each of the truck traffic cases presented in Table 
4. For example, the selection of YL  for each case is illustrated 
for safety indices of 2.5 to produce the same uniform beta value 
over all spans. Thus, sites with the heavier truck traffic will 
require a higher load factor. These different load factors are 
given in Table 14 for target safety indices of 2.5 and range 
between 1.4 and 1.95. Figure 26 shows a plot of beta for each 
of the four traffic cases for the 2.5 target and illustrates the 
relative uniformity of $ for each category and over each span 
length. 

The load factors in Table 14 have been derived based on 
target safety indices implicit in WSR-O ratings. Similarly target 
safety indices can be established using other criteria, i.e., WSR-
I, LFR-I, and LFR-O, by using average beta values from Figures 
22 and 23. Once the target safety index is established, the se-
lection of the load factors follows essentially the same steps as 
above. Maintaining the same 4) and YD  values gives the results 
for both the target safety indices and the corresponding load 
factors, as shown in Table 15, for the four different traffic 
categories. The recommended load factors in the Appendix A 
guidelines are based on a WSR-O calibration because these 
represent the most prevalent state practices. 

As an alternative, the target safety index using LFR-O prac- 
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Figure 26. /3 for diffe rent spans with proposed load factors (av-
erage /3 = 2.5). 

tices is obtained as 2.3 from Figure 23(a) with the corresponding 
load factors given in Table 15. These range from 1.35 to 1.90 
or about 5 percent below the values derived from implicit WSR-
0 safety indices. A target safety index for inventory practices 
(WSR-I and LFR-I) can be extracted from Figure 22 for the 
nonredundant spans. Different target safety indices for WSR-I 
and LFR-I can be chosen. At this point, however, a single target 
safety index of 3.5 was adopted, which is also consistent with 
the value adopted by the Ontario Highway Bridge Division Code 
(OHEDC) (3). Using this target, the live load factors can again 

Table 14. Proposed load factors for a target beta of 2.5. 

LIVE LOAD FACTORS 

ROADWAY CATEGORY 	 TARGET BETA - 2.5 

Low volume roadways, 	 1.4 
reasonable control of 
overloads at the source, 
reasonably vigorous 
enforcement 

Moderate truck traffic, 	 1.6 
limited sources of over- 
loads, occasional 
enforcement 

Low volume roadway, 	 1.8 
significant sources of 
overweight trucks, no 
apparent enforcement 

Weigh limits difficult 	 1,95 
to enforce, moderate to 
high ADTT, many likely 
sources of overloads 

Table 15. Target safety indices and live load factors for different rating 
criteria 04> = 0.95, 'ID = 1.2). 

RATING CRITERIA TARGET SAFETY INDEX LIVE LOAD FACTORS 
Category of Traffic 

1 	2 	3 	4 

WSR - 0 2.5 1.40 	1.60 	1.80 	1.95 

WSR - I 3.5 1.75 	2.00 	2.30 	2.50 

LFR - 0 2.3 1.35 	1.55 	1.75 	1.90 

LFR - I 3.5 1.75 	2.00 	2.30 	2.50 

be determined and are shown in Table 15. In the actual format 
the effect of nonredundant spans will be included in the 4> values 
rather than adjusting the live load factor. 

STATE PRACTICES THAT MAY INFLUENCE 
RATING 

In order to ensure the generality of these provisions, a number 
of state practices were uncovered which could affect the outcome 
of the rating and the appropriateness of the evaluation provi-
sions. These factors include: ( 1 ) state criteria for posting, (2) 
distribution factors, and (3) load models. 

Rather than initiate a new questionnaire, the project has relied 
on existing surveys-in particular, the work done by Imbsen 
(6). These surveys showed that state practices in posting showed 
marked differences. For example, states used, for apparently 
identical situations, rating stress criteria that ranged from WSR 
inventory levels to LFR operating levels. Similarly, most states 
used the existing AASHTO S/D factor, but some practices 
included equal distribution of load or the allowance of alternate 
"rational" analysis or use of measurements. Similarly, load 
models included AASHTO HS and the rating vehicles in the 
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Maintenance Inspection Manual but also other vehicles includ-
ing overweight permits or special "grandfather" legal trucks. 
Rather than quantify statistically the results of a survey the 
intent here is to quantify the range of utilization and the im-
plication of substituting the new provisions. In particular, if a 
state is "satisfied" with its present policies and operations, what 
steps must be followed for it to incorporate the new procedures 
and obtain consistent results. Similarly, if a state wants to reex-
amine the implications of its policies (e.g., is it more conservative 
than other states?) how does it carry out such comparisons. 

Figure 27 compares existing deterministic evaluations using 
four possible criteria that encompass the most commonly used 
ratings, namely, WSR—Inventory, WSR—Operating, LFR—
Inventory, and LFR—Operating. The parameters that must be 
prescribed for the comparison are the design vehicle model, 
distribution factor, and dead-to-live load ratio. Figure 27 as-
sumes the HS-20 design model, AASHTO distribution (same 
for all cases so this is not a variable), and the assumed dead-
to-live load ratios in Eq. 23. Rating is first done with the HS-
20 model and the criteria shown including WSR-I, WSR-O, 
LFR-I, and LFR-O. For the LFR, only the elastic section mod-
ulus was used in the calculation, so the curves strictly apply to 
a noncompact steel section. It can be seen from Figure 27 that 
there is a large range between the four methods of rating. The 
reference value for introducing nominal strength in the figure 
is WSR-I, i.e., WSR-I = 1.0. Thus, for a 60-ft span the operating 
level rating is some 75 percent above the inventory. The major 
differences are between operating and inventory stress levels and 
not between WSR and LFR. Thus, the debate in some agencies 
about whether to adopt WSR or LFR is not as important as 
the stress or safety margin criteria. 

Figure 28 shows the same comparison except that the three 
present AASHTO rating vehicles are used for evaluation rather 
than the HS-20 (with WSR-I (HS-20) = 1.0). Again, the rating 
factors, R.F., are seen to be nonuniform among the four cases 
with different spans. It is important to keep in mind that these 
comparisons are totally deterministic in nature and do not reflect 
safety indices. 
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Figure 2 Z Rating factors with HS-20 (WSR-I 

Figure 29 compares the influence of dead-to-live load ratio. 
Curve 1 is the base case (WSR-I, D/L from Eq. 23), while 
dead load is increased 25 percent in curve 2 and reduced 25 
percent in curve 3. The same trends are observed as indicated 
above. 

The influence of changing the distribution factor also depends 
on the dead-to-live load ratio. Figure 30 shows three cases 
including WSR-0 (using an AASHTO distribution factor of 
0.76) and two examples including reported measured distribu-
tion factors assumed as 0.50 (see Chapter Three) and an equal 
distribution factor taken as 0.33 (six-girder bridge and two 
loaded lanes). The influences are similar except that, again, 
uniform changes are not obtained in rating factors with these 
assumptions. 
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Figure 30. Rating factors for different girder distributions. 
Figure 31. Rating factor for different rating vehicles. 

Figure 31 compares rating factors (based on operating checks) 
obtained with HS-20, AASHTO rating, and a number of other 
vehicles including those from Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, 
and California DOT's. Again, it is apparent that there are no 
consistent differences in the rating factors but that the range of 
R.F. values obtained varies a great deal from state to state. The 
rating factors for the vehicle 2U77 are much lower because of 
its considerably higher nominal load effect. 

DEVELOPMENT OF LANE LOADS 

It was seen in Chapter Three, section under the heading "Live 
Load Model" (Figure 11), that increases in the maximum load 
effect for spans greater than 200 ft can be considerable because 
of the possibility of following and preceding vehicles. The mag-
nitude of this increase has also been determined previously. A 
similar conclusion can be obtained for one-lane bridges. The 
increase in projected moment for both one-lane and two-lane 
bridges is shown in Figures 32 and 33. 

The final result is that for longer span bridges, there is a 
reduction in the safety indices if the proposed load factors are 
used without modification. Two options are available at this 
stage. One would be to have different load factors depending 
on the span of the bridge. This is not desirable because it would 
make the rating procedure too cumbersome. The other option 
is to develop a lane load that governs only for longer spans or 
where the increase in maximum load effect is significant. Thus, 
the aim is to maintain the same live load factor but to increase 
the nominal live load effect. Instead of introducing an 
AASHTO-type lane load, a uniformly distributed load plus some 
percent of a rating vehicle is preferred. The development of this 
lane load then is basically a trial and error procedure that is 
meant to produce uniform reliability over long spans (up to 300 
ft). This arrangement of vehicle and lane loading model is similar 
to the Ontario design code except for the different values de-
veloped herein. 

Figure 34 shows the safety indices for two lanes using the 
proposed procedure without the lane load. Figure 35 shows the  
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Figure 32. Increase in moment with span for one-lane bridges 
(sites from Ref 4). 

effect of a lane load consisting of a 0.20 kip/ft uniformly dis-
tributed plus 75 percent of the effect of the rating vehicle 3-3. 
This figure shows that the drop in safety indices for longer spans 
is compensated by the introduction of a lane load. 

Figure 36 shows the safety indices using the proposed pro-
cedure (i.e., for those sections having a rating factor equal to 
1.0) for one-lane traffic without using a lane load. Figure 37 
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Figure 34. /3 for proposed live load factors without lane loadi 

shows the effect of the same lane load of 0.20 kip/ft plus 75 Posted Bridges 

percent of the rating vehicle 3-3. The lane load is again seen to 
compensate for the reduction in /3's for longer spans. The live For any bridge having a rating factor (R.F.) less than one 

load factors are slightly higher in the shorter span range. Lower (and hence posted), the live load effect will presumably be 

nominal loads or lower live load factors could have been chosen reduced. Because there are no data yet available on compliance 

to bring the safety indices closer to the target for this span range, with posting signs, a linear corresponding decrease of projected 

however, at the expense of complicating the rating strategy. So, live load effect is assumed with decreasing values of R.F. 

such an alternative was not pursued. Thus, the above-derived To note the effects on safety indices, first the safety indices 

lane load is seen to provide the required safety level reasonably are determined for generic bridges having different values of 

uniformly and, hence, should be adopted. rating factors, using the proposed procedure (assuming no de- 
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Figure 35. /3 for proposed live load factors with a lane load of 
0.2 kip/fi and 75 percent of rating vehicle 3-3. 
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Figure 36. /3 using proposed live load factors for two lanes. 
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Figure 37. /3 for proposed live load factors with a lane load of 
0.2 kip/ft and 75 percent of rating vehicle 3-3. 
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Figure 38. /3 for posted bridges. 

crease in the projected live load effect). The results are plotted 
in Figure 38 for the two traffic categories (unenforced, heavy 
volume and enforced, light volume traffic) using a 100-ft span 
bridge as an illustration. The betas are seen to drop dramatically, 
which indicates the effect of unrestricted traffic on posted 
bridges. Now, using the above assumption of a linear decrease 
of projected live load effect with decreasing values of R.F., the 
safety indices can be calculated again for different values of R.F. 
These are also shown in Figure 38. This figure shows that if 
the live load effects decrease linearly, a safety index of 2.5 is 
still maintained for rating factors below 1.0. However, for low 

rating factors (below 0.4), the safety indices do rise above 2.5 
because of the relatively higher ratio of dead to live loading. To 
provide a uniform safety index of 2.5, different load factors can 
be provided for bridges having low ratings and the previously 
developed factors can be used for all other cases. Another way 
of achieving the same result (for low R.F.) is to use the lane 
load together with the basic set of load factors developed before. 
Such a procedure avoids introducing too many new load factors 
and makes the rating strategy less cumbersome. Using the pre-
viously, developed lane load of 0.20 kip/ft and 75 percent of 
the governing rating vehicle (3-3 for a 100-ft span), the safety 
indices are again determined for different rating factors and are 
shown in Figure 38. Use of such a lane load is then seen to 
provide the requisite uniformity in betas at the same time main-
taining the simplicity and ease of application of the proposed 
specification. It should be noted, however, that this conclusion 
is dependent on the validity of the assumption that the projected 
live load effect decreases linearly with decreasing values of R.F 

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR IMPROVED 
ANALYSIS METHODS 

Both analytical studies and field measurements have dem-
onstrated that AASHTO distribution factors are conservative 
for steel members. This conservatism may have been deliberate 
because the existence of such a safety factor is not evident and 
obvious. 

Therefore, bridge safety is adversely affected if any analysis 
method is used which reduces conservatism (or bias). Because 
options for conducting either a better analysis or doing field 
observations have been provided in the proposed rating strategy, 
certain correction factors must be developed to maintain the 
same safety level. Values of bias and COV for such methods 
have been determined in Chapter Three, under the section head-
ing "Live Load Model." For each of these methods, the load 
factors required to reach the target safety level are determined. 
The correction factors are then equal to the ratio of these load 
factors to the proposed load factors. Because the bias present 
in AASHTO distribution factors for steel and prestressed con-
crete members is different, the correction factors for these types 
are not the same. The values of these correction factors are 
given in Table 16. 

Table 16. Correction factors for analysis methods. 
Method of analysis 	 Correction factor to g' 

	

Steel 	Prestressed concrete 

AASHTO Distribution 	 1.00 	 1.00 

Conventional analysis 

with simplifying assumptions 	 1.10 	 1.05 

Sophisticated analysis e.g 

finite elements, grillage analogy 	1.07 	 1.03 

Field Measurements 	 1.03 	 1.01 
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REDUCTION FACTORS FOR BRIDGES WITH MORE 
THAN TWO LANES 

Appendix D presents calculations for the projected load effect 
for three-lane and four-lane bridges. Using these values, a new 
set of load factors can be determined following exactly the same 
procedure as for two-lane bridges. These values are given in 
Table 17. The load factors required are lower due to the decrease 
in the maximum load effect divided by the number of lanes 
because of the reduced probability of three or four heavy side-
by-side occurrences. Because the base case load factors pre-
scribed are for two-lane loads, reduction factors for three and 
four lane loading have to be provided as shown in Table 18. 

Also shown for comparison are reduction factors presented 
in current AASHTO and OHBDC codes. The reduction factors 
developed are quite comparable. However, it should be noted 
that such a comparison is not exactly correct because Ontario 
girder distributions are dependent on the number of lanes, 
whereas AASHTO (and the proposed) are independent of the 
number of lanes (for two or more lanes).  
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Table 17. Live load factors for three and four lanes. 
Traffic Category 	 Live Load Pactor 

Three lane 	Pour lanes 

Enforced, light volume 1.15 1.00 

Enforced, heavy volume 1.30 1.00 

ljnenforced, light volume 1.40 1.15 

Unenforced, heavy volume 1.55 1.45 

Table 18. Reduction factors for multiple lane loadings. 

Number of lanes 	 Reduction factors 

Proposed 	AASHTO 	ORBOC 

	

1.0 	 1.00 	 0.9 

	

0.8 	 0.90 	 0.8 

	

0.7 	 0.75 	 0.7 

OPTIONS FOR DETERIORATED SECTIONS 

Statistics for deteriorated steel sections have been established 
in Appendix H. Using those statistics and initial starting values 
from section under the heading "Selection of Resistance and 
Dead Load Factors," resistance factors for deteriorated steel 
sections are established below to achieve target indices: 

Capacity Reduction Factor, 4) 

Condition 	 (steel members) 

Good condition 	 0.95 
Slight corrosion, some section loss 	 0.85 
Severe corrosion, considerable 
section loss 	 0.75 

Repair and evaluation of damaged prestressed concrete gir-
ders has been the subject of an extensive study in NCHRP 
Project 12-21. However, it dealt mainly with accidental damage. 
The typical causes of damage are (29): 

Overheight vehicles-Vertical clearance may be insufficient 
either because of illegal height of the truck, reduced clearance 
(e.g., an old bridge), or because of dynamic forces inducing 
vertical motion of the truck and cargo. 

Corrosion of strands-The direct cause is insufficient cover 
either because of sloppy construction and/or a gradual reduc-
tion of the concrete wearing surface. The problem is particularly 
critical in the case of post-tensioned girders. 

Corrosion at joints-Joints often leak causing serious prob-
lems, such as deterioration of concrete and corrosion of strands. 
Epoxy injections are used to repair the damaged concrete. 

Fire-Fire under the bridge (by vandalism, explosion-
due to accidents, etc.) causes deterioration of concrete, loss of 
concrete cover for strands, and corrosion of strands and may 
lead to replacement of the girder(s). 

Sloppy construction -Prestressed girders are often exposed 
to critical stress conditions during construction or transporta-
tion. Inadequate understanding of structural behavior may lead 
to damage of the girder.  

age, and fire causes about 2.5 percent of the damage (30). Of 
the reported damage (30), minor and moderate damage account 
for 80 percent of the damages. Minor and moderate damage 
may involve loss of concrete up to the extent of exposing the 
prestressing strands and reinforcing bars. Severe and critical 
damage is due to major losses of concrete or damage to the 
reinforcing elements. 

The above-cited study (30) indicates that load capacity is by 
far the most important rationale for selection of repair method 
(i.e., whether to repair-in-place or replace). A survey of the 
practices of various Departments of Transportation showed that 
inspection of damage ranges from visual means with varying 
degree of inspection detail, to structural analysis of the damaged 
girder compared to the original design. Serious damage is in-
variably inspected by licensed structural engineers. Most damage 
reports are in letter form and include damage description, se-
verity of damage, repair recommendations, and estimated cost 
of repair. 

The above discussion shows that damage assessment and re-
pair of prestressed concrete girders is a reasonably well-docu-
mented procedure. However, for purposes of this study one has 
to determine the statistics of the strength of the damaged girders 
that are not repaired. Unfortunately, practically no such data 
are available. 

Because inspection of prestressed concrete girders is invariably 
detailed in nature (specially for severely damaged members), it 
is postulated that the resistance factors for carefully inspected 
and deteriorated steel members will also apply in this case. Such 
a stipulation is necessary because of the uncertainties that may 
still be present even upon detailed inspection (refer to Appendix 
A). In the event of a repair, the resistance factor for good 
condition members should apply. 

OPTION FOR NONREDUNDANCY 

Overheight vehicles account for about 80 percent of the dam- 	For reasons mentioned both earlier in this chapter under the 
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section heading, "Selection of Target Reliability," and in Ap-
pendix E, nonredundant elements are associated with a higher 
target safety of 3.5. To determine an appropriate capacity re-
duction factor a recalibration has to be done except that now 
the load factor is kept fixed for each traffic category (at the 
value determined under the section heading "Selection of Live 
Load Factors") and iterate on 4) to achieve a uniform safety 
index of 3.5. Figure 39 shows the values of 4) required to achieve 
a target safety index of 3.5 for all four traffic categories. They 
are seen to be quite uniform with an average value of 0.80, 
which will be chosen as the capacity reduction factor for non-
redundant elements. 

OPTIONS FOR IMPROVED INSPECTION AND 
MAINTENANCE 

To make the evaluation strategy more flexible, options have 
to be provided for different maintenance and inspection. These 
options reward the rating engineer with higher ratings if more 
effort is put into the evaluation. At present, such a clear and 
explicit strategy is lacking in the AASHTO specifications (6). 
The advantage of such a procedure is that it allows the rating 
engineer to decide how much man-power, time, and other re-
sources to expend to obtain a rating, at the same time main-
taining an acceptable level of safety. 

Because inspection and maintenance directly affect the com-
ponent resistance, such options are provided by modifying the 
capacity reduction factor. The rationale is that increased in-
spection would reduce the uncertainties, thereby requiring a 
lower factor of safety which implies a higher capacity reduction 
factor. Therefore, levels of inspection and maintenance are as-
sumed to affect only the COY of the resistance. 

The effect of improved maintenance on the resistance of a 
component can be obtained by examining bridges under similar 
conditions, but different maintenance levels, over a period of 
time. Unfortunately, such data are just not available. The dif-
ficulty is compounded by the fact that the definition of level of 
maintenance is subjective to a great extent. 

Similarly, it is assumed that under deteriorated condition, 
increased inspection effort would lead to a higher certainty in 
the amount of section loss, which implies that the penalties 
imposed for deteriorated sections can be reduced. This can be 
accomplished by providing correction factors to the capacity 
reduction factor. Again, backup data for such reductions are 
not available. Because of the absence of such data, the following 
values are suggested, similar to values contained in the NCHRP 
Project 10-15 study (NCHRP Report 292). 

Correction Factor to 4) 

Careful inspection 	 + 0.05 
Vigorous maintenance 	 + 0.05 
Intermittent maintenance 	 —0.05 

Equation 29 is used to examine the implications of these values 
in terms of the coefficient of variation of the resistance. The 
results are given in Table 19. As expected, the values of COY 
increase with the amount of corrosion and decrease with in-
creasing effort of inspection and maintenance. The tabulated 
coefficients of variation are seen to be reasonable and, hence, 
the correction factors to 4) will be retained. 

It should be noted here that maintenance and inspection are 
undoubtedly intertwined; however, they have been categorically 
separated for the purposes of this study. Maintenance will pri-
marily refer to the efficacy of the preventive strategies employed, 
whereas inspection involves the accuracy and detail of the in-
spection procedure. For further elaboration and methods of 
choosing the appropriate categories, the reader is referred to 
Appendix I. 

CALIBRATION FOR CONTINUOUS SPANS 

Load effects from simulations for continuous two-span and 
three-span bridges have been established in Appendix D. For 
these cases, however, the safety indices have to be calculated 
for all the checkpoints (i.e., at the interior supports, at the center 
of the longer span for two-span bridges, and at 0.4 of the exterior 
span length for three-span bridges). Once the data base has been 
established, the methodology is essentially the same as for simple 
span structures 

Table 19. Effect of inspection and maintenance levels on COV of re-
sistance. 
Condition of 	Baae Coy 	CDV for detailed 	COy for maintenance 

Section 	 inspection 	Vigorooa Intermittent 

Cood Condition 	12% 	 N.A. 	 N.A. 	 152 

Mild deterioration 	16% 	 12% 	 12% 	 20% 

Severe deterioration 	20% 	 162 	 16% 	 25% 
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Figures 40 and 41 show the results of such a calibration for 
two-span bridges. It is seen that with the prescribed load factors, 
the safety indices are slightly higher and more uniform than 
existing ones. Figure 41, however, is not as completely uniform 
as Figure 40, but it is still more uniform than safety indices by  

existing (WSR-0) methods for unenforced, light traffic. Hence, 
the proposed load and resistance factors are still satisfactory. 
Similarly, Figures 42 through 44 show the safety indices for 
three-span continuous bridges. Again, the load and resistance 
factors are seen to be satisfactory. 
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BRIDGE DATA BASE 

As part of this project the researchers examined a number of 
data bases that describe the inventory of existing bridges. There 
are several reasons for exploring such data bases and a variety 
of types of information that can be extracted. These are used 
for establishing the distribution of the sample bridge population 
that must be calibrated by "tuning" the load and resistance 
factors to achieve, on the average, the target reliabilities. Fur-
ther, it provides specific examples that may be used to perform 
detailed investigation, to illustrate the proposed methods, and 
to study the range of actual rating factor values of existing 
structures. Among the features specifically considered in the 
data are the following points: 

Dead-to-live load ratios—Load factor design and LRFD 
both provide for a higher live load and smaller dead load factor 
than the corresponding WSD. The overall balance is affected 
by the ratio of dead to live load effects (moment, shear, etc.). 
Equation 28 was used in the original LFR formulation and gives 
D/L as a function of span, but the actual range of D/L for a 
variety of cases is checked in the illustrative examples. In ad-
dition, if bridges have very high D/L, it is important that the 
dead load factor be controlled so the overall reliability for this 
case does not become too small. 

Span lengths and geometries—In a level I LRFD format, 
there are inevitable compromises to reach the target betas. It 
would be preferred to "weight" each parameter so that any 
deviations from the target would occur for as few cases as 
possible. Inspecting the inventory provides specific examples of 
span ratios that should be investigated by comparing the effect 
of different influence diagrams on the distribution of maximum 
moment and also the moment produced by the proposed rating 
vehicles. 

Data review—A data review provides information on rating 
and posting practices, especially with regard to how states use 
and interpret operating and inventory models. 

Specific bridge examples—In addition to general data, spe-
cific examples have to be selected. This will determine the 
amount of data available and how the rating of these existing 
bridges will be affected by the proposed rating procedures. (Re-
fer to Appendix C.) 

EFFECT OF PROPOSED RATING 

The previous section mentions that specific bridge examples 
must be used to check the validity of the proposed evaluation 
strategy and also compare it with existing ratings. This is done 
in Appendix C. However, a generic study can also be conducted 
to obtain such results. 

To start, WSR-O will be compared with the proposed eval-
uation for good condition steel members. Using WSR-O, 0.75 
R = D + (R.F. )(L), where L includes impact also. 

Rearranging gives R = (1/0.75)/(D + (R.F)(L)); or 

R = 	D (1 + a), if R.F = 1 and a = 	(33) 

For the proposed procedure, 4) R = y,D + Y L(R.F.) L', 
where L' is not the same as L because of differences in impact 
values and nominal load values (HS-20 compared to AASHTO 
vehicles). Also, R is now based on the plastic modulus which 
is typically 13 percent higher than the elastic section modulus. 
Therefore, (R.F.)LRFD = (4)(1.13)R - l.2D)/('yL(L')). 

Substituting for R from WSR-O or Eq. 33, (R.F)LRFD  = 
(1.507 (P (1 + a) - 1.2)/(YL(a) (ILRFD/IwsD)). 

For a typical bridge having a span of, say, 75 ft, and having 
a smooth roadway surface, the proposed specifications give for 
the impact an 'LRFD of 111  whereas AASHTO specifications 
(2) give an 'WSD  of 1.25. 

Therefore, 'LRFD/'WSD Z 1.10/1.25 = 0.88. Thus, the above 
equation reduces to 

R.F. 
= 1.627 (1 + a) - 1.36 

YL a 
	 (34) 

Equation 34 compares ratings of spans having a rating factor 
of 1.0 by existing operating procedures using AASHTO legal 
vehicles to ratings by the proposed procedures. Results are given 
in Table 20 for different values of a (live load/dead load ratio). 
This table shows that for high values of a (short spans) and 
heavy traffic, the proposed ratings can fall below 1.0. On the 
other hand, for enforced traffic categories (light and heavy 
volume traffic), the proposed ratings are higher than existing 
ratings. This should be no surprise inasmuch as the AASHTO 
Man ualfor Maintenance Inspection ofBridges does suggest using 
higher load factors for heavy traffic. 

A similar procedure for comparing LFR-O with the proposed 
procedure, denoted as (R.F )LRFD  gives 

(R.F.)LRFD 
 = 1.403(1 + a) - 1.364 

(YL)(a) 
	 (35) 

However, now the extra 13 percent increase in plastic section 
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Table 20. Generic study of existing WSR (operating) ratings and pro- 	Table 21. Generic study of existing LFR (operating) ratings and pro- 
posed ratings, 	 posed ratings. 

Proposed R.F. 

Traffic Category Approximate 

2 	3 4 Span 

° 	1.4 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.6 	1.8 1.95 (ft) 

0.5 	 1.50 1.30 	1.20 1.10 150 

1.0 	 1.40 1.20 	1.10 0.95 75 

1.5 	 1.29 1.13 	1.00 0.92 50 

2 	 1.26 1.10 	0.98 0.90 40 

1.16 1.02 	0.90 0.83 - 

L 
:1 

D 

R.P. for WSR - 0 (AASHTO rating vehicles) 	1.0 

Impact (by  proposed specifications) 	1.1 

Section: Plastic (by proposed specifications) 

Condition of section: Good 

Proposed R.F. 

Traffic Category Approximate 

I I I I Spas 

° 	1.4 1.6 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.8 1.95 (ft) 

0.5 	 1.06 0.93 0.82 0.76 150 

1.0 	 1.03 0.90 0.80 0.74 75 

1.5 	 1.02 0.89 0.79 0.73 50 

1.00 0.87 0.78 0.72 - 

I 

0 

R.F. for LFR - 0 (AASHTO rating vehicles) - 1.0 

Impact (by proposed specifications) - 1.1 

Section : Plastic 

Condition of section: Good 

cannot be used because it applies to both LFR and the proposed 
procedure. Table 21 shows the proposed rating factors as a 
function of load ratio a and hence span. The results indicate 
that the proposed rating factors are consistently lower for all 
but the lightest traffic category. This is again as expected because 
one has calibrated to WSR-O and not to LFR-O which normally 
gives higher ratings. 

For comparing the proposed procedure with existing inven-
tory ratings, the worst possible condition is chosen of a severely 
deteriorated redundant steel section with worst impact values 
(i.e., 4) = 0.70 and I = 1.3) to obtain for existing WSR-I 
ratings 

= 1.38(1 + a) - 1.15 
(R.F)LRFD 	 (36) 

YL a 

Results are given in Table 22. Once again, for shorter spans and 
heavier traffic, the proposed ratings are lower. 

A similar procedure for comparing LFR-I with the proposed 
procedure gives (R.F)LRFD  = (0.875(1 + 1.6 a) - l.lS)/y 
a. 

Results are given in Table 23. In this case, a reversal of trend 
is observed (i.e., rating factors decrease with increasing span). 
This is because of the D/L load ratios. In fact, for very long 
and deteriorated spans, the proposed procedure is seen to give 
lower ratings than load factor inventory ratings. However, for 
a good condition section, proposed ratings are always greater 
than the existing inventory level. 

Figure 45 compares the proposed rating (including the lane 
load) using the Appendix A guidelines and existing ratings for 
generic spans checked by WSR-O using the HS-20 vehicle. The 
WSR-O rating factors all equal 1.0 in Figure 45. This figure 
shows that the proposed rating can give higher rating factors 
for all traffic categories. For the most heavy traffic category, 
the rating factor will almost reach the WSR operating level. 

Table 22. Generic study of WSR (inventory) and proposed procedure. 
Proposed R.P. 

Traffic Category Approximate 

I I I I Span 

0 Y 	1.4 1.6 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.8 1.95 (ft) 

0.5 	 1.31 1.15 1.02 0.94 150 

1.0 	 1.15 1.00 0.89 0.83 75 

1.5 	 1.10 0.96 0.85 0.79 50 

0.99 0.96 0.85 0.79 - 

L 

D 

R.F. for WSR - I (AASHTO rating vehicles) - 1.0 

Impact (by proposed specifications) . 1.3 

Section: Plastic 

Condition of section: Heavily deteriorated 

Also shown are current LFR-I and WSR-I ratings, using 
AASHTO specifications and nominal live loads as the AASHTO 
legal vehicles. Figure 46 repeats the above procedure except that 
the generic spans now checked have WSR-I rating factor all 
equal 1.0. The same general conclusions can be drawn. Overall, 
the proposed rating factors are still very high compared to the 
WSR-I levels. However, part of this is due to the higher nominal 
load effect of the HS-20 vehicle. 

The basis for the above calculations for Figures 45 and 46 
has been the HS-20 vehicle (which has a higher nominal mo-
ment). To obtain a different comparison the AASHTO rating 
vehicles are used as the basis. Figures 47 and 48 show the effect 
of the proposed evaluation procedure (including the lane load) 
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Figure 45. Comparison of proposed and existing ratings. 
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Table 23. Generic study of LFR (inventory) and proposed procedure. 
Proposed R.F. 

Traffic Category Approxinate 

2 3 4 Span 

° 1i. 	1.4 1.6 1.8 1.95 (ft) 

0.5 0.65 0.57 0.51 0.47 150 

1.0 0.85 0.74 0.66 0.61 75 

1.5 0.91 0.80 0.71 0.66 50 

1.09 0.91 0.81 0.75 - 

1. 
D 

R.F. for LFR - I (AASHTO rating vehicles) = 1.0 

lapact (by proposed specifications) -1.3 

Section : Plastic 

Condition of section: Heavily deteriorated 

SENSITIVITY STUDY 

A major part of any reliability code calibration is a sensitivity 
study. Thus, changes in bias and coefficient of variation of any 
variable will change computed betas. Because the target beta is 
extracted from current performance levels, it too is affected by 
the changes in the data parameters. The aim of a sensitivity 
study is to make sure that uniform consistent betas are not 
affected by reasonable changes in the input statistical data. This 
is seen by changing the data and recomputing both the present 
performance beta with existing AASHTO ratings and then com-
paring them with the betas found using the same load and 
resistance factors selected with the base case data input. This 
sensitivity study is then essentially probabilistic in nature and 
is given at the end of this section. Another type of sensitivity 
study that is completely deterministic in nature can be performed 
by assuming a base case nominal resistance (by using, say, WSR-
0 (HS-20) = 1.0) and then varying the condition of section, 
impact, traffic category, etc., individually and examining the 
changes in R.F. using the proposed specifications. Both these 
approaches are followed in this section. 

LFR-0 

Traffic 

: 

C ategory 
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5l 	
20 	

' 

WSR-0 
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0 	40 80 1 	160
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 200 240 
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on good condition sections which rate at 1.0 by existing WSR-
0 and WSR-I methods. Both these figures show that rating 
factor decreases with increasing severity of traffic. However, the 
proposed ratings will fall below existing operating ratings for 
spans up to 100 ft and with a large volume of heavy traffic. 
These figures are then just graphical descriptions of Tables 20 
and 22. 

To facilitate visualizing the differences in the existing and 
proposed rating, Table 24 gives a comparison of the maximum 
simple span bending moments of HS-20, governing AASHTO 
rating vehicle (including the lane load) and the expected max-
imum moment (median) predicted by Eq. 19 for all four cat-
egories of traffic. Table 24 is illustrated graphically in Figure 
49 and shows that the proposed nominal load effects (AASHTO 
legal loads and proposed lane loads) approximately envelop the 
moment effect predicted by Eq. 19. 

Figure 46. Comparison of proposed and existing ratings. 

First, a deterministic sensitivity study on the proposed cali-
bration was conducted to obtain an insight into the effect of 
varying different parameters. The base case considered is a good 
condition section (4o = 0.95), smooth road surface (I = 1.1), 
and AASHTO girder distribution. The nominal resistance is 
obtained by assuming a rating factor equal to 1.0 using WSR-
0 criteria with the HS-20 design vehicle. 

The effect on the rating factor of varying the girder distri-
bution analysis, impact (surface smoothness), and resistance 
(deterioration) is shown for traffic category (1) in Figure 50 
and for traffic category ( 3 ) in Figure 51. These figures illustrate 
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Figure 47. Comparison of existing and operating ratings. 

Table 24. Median moment vs. AASHTO rating, HS-20 rating. 

AASHTO MAINTENANCE MANUAL MEDIAN MOMENT ego. 3.3 

SPAN HS 20 AASHTO GOVERNINC CATEGORY OF TRAFFIC 

(PT) MOMENT RATING MOMENT 	VEHICLE 1 2 3 4 

(K-ft) (K-ft) 

30 282.1 223.2 1 146.0 159.0 191.0 199.0 

40 449.8 346.0 1 228.2 248.1 297.6 310.1 

50 627.9 471.0 1 296.9 322.7 387.2 403.5 

60 806.5 612.0 2 482.2 510.6 595.5 638.4 

70 985.6 784.8 2 608.4 644.0 751.5 805.8 

90 1344.4 1142.0 2 915.3 969.1 1130.6 1211.9 

120 1833.3 1740.0 3 1318.2 1395.7 1628.4 1744.4 

140 2242.8 2140.0 3 1639.3 1735.8 2024.9 2169.7 

160 2768.0* 2545.0 LANE 1987.9 2104.9 2455.6 2631.0 

180 3402.1* 3015.0 LANE 2350.4 2488.6 2903.4 3110.7 

200 4100.0* 3505.0 LANE 2699.1 2857.7 3333.9 3572.3 

*includea HS20 lane load 
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Figure 48. Comparison of existing and operating ratings. 
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Figure 49. Comparison of moments of proposed traffic categories 
with HS-20 and AASHTO load models. 
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the importance and benefits associated with smooth roadway Nominal AASHTO vehicle moment = 612.0 * 0.72 * 1.1 = 
(low impact), improved girder analysis (e.g., finite element) and 484.7 kip-ft with a distribution factor same as AASHTO, Im- 

good maintenance (higher (P). (Note: In all the subsequent pact, Smooth = 1.1. 

sensitivity studies, the proposed lane load is also considered.) A generic dead load effect is estimated from Eq. 28 and is 

Figure 50 shows that with the proposed factors and traffic given as: D = 0.0132 * 60.0 * 737.4 = 584.1 kip-ft. 

category (1) (enforced, light traffic) the base case R.F will Nominal resistance, WSR-O with R.F. = 1.0 is: 

exceed the working stress (operating) R.F for all spans. The 
comparison can be seen in the following example: = D + R.F. (M) 	584.1 ± (1.0) 737.4 

= 1761.9 kip-ft 
Span = 60 ft. 0.75 	 0.75 
HS-20 design moment = 806.5 kip-ft. 
Rating vehicle moment = 612.0 kip-ft. Proposed rating using good condition section, 4) = 0.95; 
AASHTO distribution factor = 0.72; Impact = 1.27. smooth road surface, I = 1. 1; AASHTO distribution, g = 0.72; 
Girder moment, M = Design moment * g * I = 806.5 * traffic category (1), )'L = 1.4; and dead load factor, YD = 1.2. 

0.72 * 1.27 = 737.4 kip-ft. Substitution gives: 
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Figure 50. Sensitivity study for traffic category 1. 

R.F = OR. - YDD 

Vi. L5 

R. F = 
0.95 * 1761.9 - (1.2) * 584.1 = 1.43 

1.4 * 484.7 

In Figure 50, only the base case uses the values in the example. 
It also recognizes compact sections. For the different pavement 
roughnesses, the mean impacts are changed, but YLS  maintained 
the same. Curves (b) and (c) show that increasing pavement 
roughness leads to a decrease in the R.F. for all spans. So, a 
bridge that does not rate sufficiently might be made to do so 
by resurfacing. Further, this serves as an incentive to maintain 
the wearing surface. 

The effect of a deteriorated section on the rating factor is 
more radical, as can be seen from the relatively low values of 
R.F obtained in curves (d) and (e). The 4) values for these 
deteriorated cases are given in Appendix A. They were calibrated 
to give a beta equal to 2.5 for the resistance data given in Chapter 
Three. To avoid the reduced ratings for deteriorated components 
based on the proposed specifications it is of advantage to have 
vigorous maintenance of the bridge. The effect of conducting a 
sophisticated analysis for load distribution is shown in (f). This 
will on the average lead to a lower, less conservative value of 
girder distribution equal to the bias in g for steel members. The 
'IL to be used with these analyses is, however, higher. This is 
because of the reasons cited in Chapter Three. (Refer to the 
guidelines presented in Appendix A for the increase in 'IL  for 
each type of analysis used.) This decrease in the distribution 
factor (which removes the present analysis bias in AASHTO) 
is offset to some extent by the increased load factor, but there 
is still an overall increase in the rating factor. Instead of in-
creasing the load factor, the guidelines recommend increasing 
the girder distribution by specified percentages depending on 

1.L 

l. 	
(f) Inproved analysis 
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Figure 51. Sensitivity study for traffic category 3. 

the type of analysis. This is done so as to keep the number of 
live load factors to a minimum. The increases shown in the 
guidelines (Appendix A) were calibrated to maintain a beta of 
2.5 for the data shown in Chapter Three. 

Figure 51 repeats the same procedure for traffic category (3) 
(unenforced, light volume traffic). Comparison of Figures 50 
and 51 shows that for unenforced traffic (typically having higher 
weights), there is a considerable reduction in the rating factors, 
with most of the rating factors falling below 1.0. This can be 
regarded as an extra incentive for effective enforcement and 
traffic control. 

Figures 52 and 53 repeat the foregoing procedure, but now 
the nominal resistance is obtained by WSR-I. This enables a 
comparison of the proposed procedure for bridges that just 
satisfy a rating factor equal to 1.0 obtained with inventory stress 
level and HS-20 loading model. 

Comparison of Figures 50 and 52 shows much higher rating 
factor for bridges checked with WSR-I (which is as expected). 
Comparing Figures 52 and 53 shows the same trends as for 
WSR-0, i.e., rating decreases with deterioration and increased 
impact and increases with a better analysis. These figures also 
illustrate the various options open to an evaluator for making 
an insufficient bridge rate better. 

The basis for all of the foregoing calculations has been the 
HS-20 vehicle (which has a higher nominal moment). To obtain 
a different comparison the AASHTO rating vehicles are used 
as the basis. A sensitivity study for traffic categories 1 and 3 is 
conducted. It is assumed that all sections rate at 1.0 by existing 
working stress inventory methods. The base case is taken to be 
a bridge with smooth surface, good condition sections and light 
and low volume traffic. Each of these parameters is varied 
individually from the base level. The results of such a study are 
shown in Figures 54 and 55. Both figures show a considerable 
drop in ratings with increasing deterioration. Increasing deck 
roughness also reduces the ratings but not to that great an extent. 
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Figure 52. Sensitivity study for traffic category 1. 
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Figure 53. Sensitivity study for traffic category 3. 
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Figure 54. Sensitivity study for traffic category 1. 
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Figure 55. Sensitivity study for traffic category 3. 

Figures 56 and 57 show an identical sensitivity study except 
that now it is assumed that all sections rate at 1.0 by existing 
working stress operating methods. Figure 56 shows that ratings 
by the proposed procedure can drop considerably below one for 
severe deterioration. For unenforced traffic, however, even slight 
deterioration can lead to ratings below one, as shown in Figure 
57. A very rough surface can also lead to the same result. These 
two figures show the detrimental effects of heavy traffic (es-
pecially when coupled with other load capacity reduction factors  

like deterioration and higher impact). In this way, the proposed 
strategy directly embodies the spirit of the AASHTO Manual 
for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges, which suggests the use 
of higher load factors for heavy traffic. 

The study above concludes the deterministic sensitivity anal-
ysis, which shows the changes in the rating factors upon varying 
individual terms of the rating equation. At the beginning of this 
section it was mentioned that a probabilistic type of sensitivity 
study (i.e., determining changes in the safety indices and their 
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Figure 56. Sensitivity study for traffic category 1. 
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Figure 57 Sensitivity study for traffic category 3. 

consistency with changes in the input statistical data) would 
also be conducted. To do such a study, the bias and COY of 
the relevant variables (resistance, dead load, live load) are varied 
and the changes noted in the implied target safety index; one 
also notes if the uniformity of the betas is still achieved (using 
the proposed specification and previously calibrated factors). 

First, the statistics of the resistance are varied. The bias of 
the resistance was taken as 1. 1 for the calibration; therefore, for 
a sensitivity study, a bias of 1.2 and 1.0 is examined. Following 
the same steps as in the section under the heading "Selection 
of Target Variability," safety indices implicit in current practices 
(WSR-0) were established for unenforced, light traffic and are 
shown in Figure 58 along with the base case of a resistance bias 
of 1.1. This figure shows that changing the bias of the resistance 
does have a considerable effect on the safety indices, with higher 
values of bias giving higher safety indices. Similarly, the COY 
of the resistance is varied from a base case of 12 percent to 
higher and lower values of 15 percent and 9 percent respectively. 
The results are shown in Figure 59, which shows that COY 
also plays a major role in determining the target safety index. 
From these figures, a target safety index of 3.0 is appropriate 
for either a resistance bias of 1.2 and COY of 9 percent. Sim-
ilarly, a target safety index of 2.0 is chosen for either a resistance 
bias of 1.0 or a COY of 15 percent. Using this changed statistical 
data, safety indices by the proposed specification (redundant, 
good condition member with smooth roadway surface) were 
calculated and are shown in Figures 60 through 63. All of these 
figures show that the target safety indices mentioned above are 
still uniformly attained for the four traffic categories. Therefore, 
changes in the statistics of the resistance undoubtedly influence 
the target beta, but still do not influence the uniformity of the 
betas by the proposed specification (though now a different 
safety index is achieved). This uniformity highlights the cali-
bration process which is related to performance history and the 
best estimates of the statistical parameters of the data base. 

The next factor to be examined is the dead load. First, the 
bias is varied from a base of 1.0 to higher and lower values of 
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Figure 58. /3 for different  resistance bias (unenforced, light 
traffic). 
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Figure 59. /3 for different CO V'S of resistance (unenforced, light 	Figure 60. Calibration assuming a resistance bias of 1.2. 
traffic). 
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Figure 61. Calibration assuming a resistance bias of 1.0. 
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Figure 62. Calibration assuming a resistance COV of 15 percent. 
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Figure 63. Calibration assuming a resistance COy of 9 percent. 	Figure 64. /3 for different dead load bias (unenforced, light 
traffic). 
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Figure 65. /3 for djfferent dead load CO V's (unenforced, light 	Figure 66. Calibration assuming dead load bias of L.I. 
traffic). 

	

1.1 and 0.9. Changes in safety indices using current methods 	15 percent respectively. Again, as can be seen from Figure 65, 

	

(WSR-0) are seen to be minimal as can be seen from Figure 	the variations in the safety indices using WSR-O are not very 

	

64. Similarly, the COY of the dead load is varied from a base 	significant. Because the betas are not sensitive to the statistics 

	

case of 10 percent to higher and lower values of 5 percent and 	of the dead load, one would expect safety indices by the proposed 
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Figure 67 Calibration assuming dead load bias of 0.9. 
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Figure 68. Calibration assuming a dead load CO V of 15 percent. 

specification (assuming redundant, good condition steel member 
with smooth roadway surface) to approach 2.5. This indeed is 
the case as can be seen from Figures 66 through 69, which show 
the safety indices by the proposed specifications using different 
assumed values of bias and COV of dead load. Again, the uni-
formity of betas is maintained even upon "reasonable" changes 
in the data base. 

Finally, the effect of varying the statistics of the girder dis-
tribution (for steel members) is examined. Similar results will 
then be applicable to prestressed concrete members. First, the 
bias of the girder distribution is varied from a base case of 0.9 
to a high value of 1.0 and a low value of 0.8. Safety indices 
implicit in WSR-O ratings (for unenforced, light traffic) are 
determined and are shown in Figure 70. Similar to the resistance, 
a target safety index of 3.0 is chosen corresponding to a bias of 
0.8 and a target safety index of 2.0 is selected for a bias of 1.0. 

Using these new values of bias, safety indices by the proposed 
specification are evaluated and are shown in Figures 71 and 72. 
They are seen to be uniform and also attain the appropriate 
target safety index (3.0 for a bias of 0.8 and 2.0 for a bias of 
1.0). 

The foregoing discussion shows that even if some subjective 
errors are present in the data base, the main aim of achieving 
consistent target safety indices is still attained because these 
errors affect the target beta also. 

As a final check on the provisions of the proposed evaluation 
specification, the project research team obtained some actual 
examples from the consultants to this project to compare the 
proposed and existing ratings. The results of this effort are 
presented in Appendix C. 
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Figure 69. Calibration assuming a dead load CO V of 5 percent. 
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Figure 70. /3 (WSR-0) for djfferent values of bias for girder 	Figure 71. Calibration assuming a girder distribution bias of i. a 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the accomplishments in this project the following 
goals have been met. 	 - 

A reliability-based strategy for evaluating bridge compo-
nents has been formulated. 

Data for the loading model have been assembled from a 
variety of sites throughout the United States using weigh-in-
motion and bridge testing data. 

Load and resistance factors have been recommended that 
lead to uniform and consistent reliability levels. 

Explicit rating factors for a bridge are given which will 
depend on the site traffic, method of girder analysis, roadway 
roughness (impact), and bridge condition and maintenance. 
These satisfy the implied goals in the present AASHTO Manual 
for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges (henceforth referred to 
as the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual) which sug-
gests the needs for flexible rating stresses and safety margins. 

Engineers not satisfied with an initially computed rating 
have an option, through additional effort, to possibly improve 
the rating. These efforts may include the acquisition of truck 
traffic information, improved distribution analysis, resurfacing, 
or recommending additional maintenance. 

Guidelines encompassing these efforts are contained herein 
in a format suitable for inclusion in the AASHTO Maintenance 

Inspection Manual. A commentary to the aforementioned guide-
lines is also provided. 

A target reliability level has focused on levels implicitly 
contained in present operating stress levels assuming "reason-
ably controlled" traffic, AASHTO distribution factors, reason-
able enforcement of weight laws, good deck surface, and high 
level of maintenance. In such instances the proposed guidelines 
will be similar or even exceed the present AASHTO operating-
based rating factors. For cases where traffic is heavy and weight 
enforcement not present, deck surface is rough, sections are 
deteriorated, maintenance is poor, and no redundancies are pres-
ent, the rating factors can fall even below the present inventory-
based rating factors. 

For convenience, the proposed loading model uses the 
present AASHTO rating vehicles and lateral distribution values. 

Numerous comparisons are contained herein to illustrate 
the effects on rating for different factors and options contained 
in the proposed rating guidelines. Examples obtained from the 
consultants working on this project have been used to test the 
guidelines using actual bridges. 

Lower (more conservative) resistance factors are pro-
posed for components that are defined as nonredundant in the 
AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual guidelines. 

Advantages of Proposed Evaluation Guidelines 

The proposed evaluation guidelines have a number of advan-
tages that include: 

It is reasonably similar to present procedures in that 
AASHTO rating vehicles and distribution factors may continue 
to be used. This will significantly reduce any programming 
changes for states using large-scale data-based rating systems. 

The rating approach is consistent with present recommen-
dations in the AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual which 
consider site-specific traffic including the likelihood of over-
weight vehicles and the multiple presence of more than one 
truck on the bridge. 

The proposal removes the confusing distinction between 
inventory and operating rating levels. Rather, it substitutes a 
full range of possible ratings that lead in the best situations to 
ratings above the operating level (such as low traffic, good 
maintenance, rigorous analysis), while in poor situations the 
ratings may fall even below inventory levels (heavy volume, no 
enforcement, poor maintenance, rough deck, and so on). For 
nonredundant components, ratings fall to inventory levels and 
lower depending on the traffic, condition of section, and roadway 
roughness. 

Evaluators not satisfied with an initial level screening may 
improve the rating value by obtaining more data or recom-
mending better maintenance. 

Nonredundant components are assigned more conservative 
ratings in the proposed procedures than redundant components. 

The proposed rating strategy is based on reliability prin-
ciples and risk analysis. These should help promote more con-
sistent agency policies with regard to posting, repair, 
replacement, and enforcement. 

Implementation 

Implementation of the proposed load and resistance factor 
procedure for bridge rating would involve several steps. As part 
of the project, implementation was discussed with CALTRANS 
and the following observations were noted: 

Acceptance of the concept by the management is the first 
step. The decision-making management level of a bridge bureau 
must first be convinced that the probability-based LRFD ap-
proach is more rational in philosophy. For agencies where the 
current AASHTO load factor method is already in use, such 
as at CALTRANS, this is an easy task because the LRFD is a 
logical extension of LFD. 

For others, however, it would take convincing that: (a) ver-
ification of the proposed values is consistent with field input; 
(b) the new procedure, which deviates from the traditional 
working stress method, would not impose additional profes-
sional risk to the individual engineer; and (c) there is potential 
economical benefit in their capital investment. 

No estimate of effort was available for this stage. 
Modification of existing rating programs can be done either 

in-house or through a consultant. The effort involved is con- 
ceivably small and can be accomplished within the usual pro-
gram maintenance budget. An estimated one man-week of effort 
is suggested. 
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Teaching and training of rating engineers would be most 
helpful. Even though the probabilistic aspect of the new pro-
cedure is transparent to the rating engineer, it is helpful for the 
engineer to have sufficient background knowledge about the 
probability concept involved. In CALTRANS, key personnel 
have followed the development of NCHRP Projects 10-15 and 
12-2 8 (1) for some time and are familiar with the implications. 
In other agencies, an introductory short course may prove to 
be helpful. A two-day seminar is estimated to be adequate. 

Currently under federal regulation, state bridge bureaus 
are required to report their bridge ratings to the NBIF at op-
erating and inventory levels. Unless the federal government lifts 
the weight limit to a higher level such as HS-25, it is unlikely 
that a state bureau will revise all their bridge inventory using 
the new criteria. As indicated by CALTRANS, they will use 
the new criteria only when capital investment for bridge re-
pairment is involved. Very likely, state bureaus will use the 
current AASHTO criteria as a screening device to identify the 
candidate bridges and use the new procedure to justify the 
bridge's load-carrying capacity. 

Once a bridge is rated by the new procedure, the state 
agency would have to decide whether to report to the NBIF 
and at what level (operating or inventory). Unless there is a 
change in NBIF to allow for the recording of this new rating, 
the state agency using the new procedure and report at inventory 
level may be penalized in the FHWA cost allocation calculation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER BASIC 
RESEARCH 

One major difficulty faced during the course of this effort 
was the lack of definite statistical data in certain areas. The 
calibration was based on data available to date; however, certain 
judgmental decisions were made at this stage for those variables 
that were backed by an insufficient data base. Specific examples 
include the following: 

Effect of atmospheric conditions and corrosion on the 
strength of prestressed concrete beams. 

Impact of maintenance in preventing the further deterio-
ration of member cross section. 

The benefits of detailed inspection in determining the prop-
erties of a structural member, specially in conditions of high 
corrosion. 

Effect of roadway conditions on the impact of vehicles of 
different weights. 

Live load data for posted bridges, one-lane bridges, and 
three-lane and four-lane bridges. 

Live load models and corresponding load statistics appli-
cable to describing permit activities. 

It is anticipated that further experimental and analytical re-
search will provide more of such data, the results of which can 
be incorporated into the proposed specification. 
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APPENDIX A 

GUIDELINES FOR STRENGTH EVALUATION OF EXISTING BRIDGES 

	

This appendix contains guidelines for a strength evaluation 	the AASHTO Manual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges as 

	

specification based on study in NCHRP Project 12-28(1). This 	a reliability-based alternative checking format. A commentary 

	

section is self-contained and intended for possible inclusion in 	is available (Appendix B) to assist the reader. 

SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 

These proposed guidelines establish a methodology for rating 
existing bridges. 

1.2 SCOPE 

The methodology is presented in a general format utilizing 
load and resistance factors. This procedure allows for combining 
probability theory, statistical data, and engineering judgment 
into a rational decision-making tool. In particular, the procedure 
allows the engineer to use site-specific information in a consistent 
manner to improve, if necessary, his judgment on the safe rating 
level for a particular bridge. In addition, the format incorporates  

existing methodology for considering local laws and regulations 
and methods of calculation. 

1.3 APPLICABILITY 

This methodology is intended for evaluating almost all ex-
isting bridges. Steel spans include simple and continuous girder 
bridges and trusses and floor systems. Concrete spans recognized 
include slab, girder, T-beam and box beam bridges with short 
to medium span length. Provisions for evaluation of reinforced 
concrete sections will be adopted in the future from the NCHRP 
Project 10-15 report NCHRP Report 292. Prestressed beams, 
although of recent vintage, are included herein. 

SECTION 2 
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

ADT 	Average daily traffic 
ADrr Average daily truck traffic 
F, 	Nominal or specified yield stress 
g 	Girder distribution, which denotes the distribution of 

load effect to individual girder components 
I 	Impact factor to magnify static loading due to dynamic 

amplification 
L,, 	Nominal live load effect 

R.F Rating factor 
R Nominal strength or resistance 
S Elastic section modulus 
Z Plastic section modulus 
)'D Dead load factor 
YL Live load factor 

. Resistance factor 

SECTION 3 
STRENGTH EVALUATION OF BRIDGES 

3.1 GENERAL 

	

The procedure for rating of existing bridges requires knowl- 	strengths should be estimated from a detailed investigation of 

	

edge of the physical conditions of the bridge and the applied 	the structure's physical condition and any continuing attempts 

	

loadings. A safe level of rating presupposes that nominal 	to alleviate any signs of deterioration. Further, knowledge of 
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traffic conditions including signs of overweight vehicle combi-
nations combined with accurate methods of structural analysis 
should be used when necessary to estimate load effects. The 
safety factors that must be applied should rationally recognize 
the corresponding uncertainties in making these judgments on 
strength, analysis, and loading. The concepts of structural re-
liability are a means for consistently representing these uncer-
tainties and allowing bridge engineers to select proper safety 
factors for rating specific bridges. 

3.2 SAFE EVALUATION 

The strength evaluation procedures presented herein are in-
tended to recognize a balance between safety and economics. 
Detailed presentations of the theory and the calibration of the 
factors contained herein are given in NCHRP Report 301. The 
previously existing distinction of operating and inventory stress 
levels for rating are no longer maintained. Rather, a single load 
rating will be produced by these guidelines. The rating engineer 
will find that, with the factors specified herein, bridges may 
reach or even exceed their previous operating rating for those 
bridges which receive frequent qualified inspection and have 
adequate maintenance programs and loads corresponding to 
reasonable levels of traffic and enforcement. Conversely, sites 
that do not maintain these conditions and have nonredundant 
critical components will find their ratings falling to inventory 
levels or even lower. Evaluators will find options in these guide-
lines by which ratings can be improved by recommendations 
for more frequent and detailed inspection and maintenance, 
improved structural analysis, and especially control of heavy 
overweight vehicles. 

These guidelines are intended to produce rating factors for 
routine evaluation and posting considerations. Evaluation of live 
load for issuance of permits may require factors different from 
rating and shall also utilize the actual vehicle size, weight, and 
configuration. 

3.3 THE RATING EQUATION 

The evaluation is carried out with a comparison of the factored 
live load effects and the factored strength or resistance. The 
load factors are used to account for uncertainties in load effects 
due to uncertainties in analysis as well as load magnitudes. The 
dead load factor includes normal variations in material dimen-
sions and densities. The live load factor accounts for uncertain-
ties in expected maximum vehicle loading effect, impact, and 
distribution of loads during a time period between inspections. 
The resistance factor accounts for uncertainties in strength pre-
diction theories, material properties and deterioration influences 
over time periods between inspection. Furthermore, the factors 
are adjusted to produce an overall safety margin which leads 
to an adequate level of safety considering all uncertainties de-
scribed above. 

The rating procedure is carried out for all strength checks 
(moment, shear, etc.) at all potentially critical sections with the 
lowest value determining the rating factor for the entire span. 
The rating equation to be used throughout the application of 
these guidelines is: 

- 
or R.F = 

OR, 	
(2) 

YLL (1 + I) 

where the terms are defined in Section 2. The rating factor is 
the ratio of the safe level of loading to the load produced by 
the nominal or standard vehicle. It may be used in the consid-
eration of posting levels and/or the consideration and justifi-
cations for future repairs or replacement. In determining factors 
for the rating equation, the following steps shall be carried out 
in evaluating a bridge span: 

Collection of information. 
Selection of nominal loadings and resistances. 
Distribution of loads. 
Selection of load and resistance factors. 
Calculation of rating factors. 

A flowchart for the rating procedure is also provided in Figure 
1. The evaluator should note that potential improvement in the 
rating factor may come from selecting options in each step. 
These generally provide a less conservative factor provided ad-
ditional evaluation effort is performed and no unsatisfactory 
information is uncovered. 

3.3.1 Collection of Information. This task shall be the same 
as the provisions in the existing AASHTO Manual for Main-
tenance Inspection of Bridges except that the following items 
should be noted because they have an influence on the selection 
of load and resistance factors: 

Deck Condition—The impact factors in AASHTO design 
specification are deliberately selected to be conservative with 
respect to most conditions. Field tests have shown that the single 
most important factor affecting impact is roadway roughness 
and any bumps, sags, or other discontinuities which may initiate 
or amplify dynamic response to truck passages. Any of these 
surface factors should be noted during a bridge inspection. 

Structural Condition—Signs of recent deterioration in 
structural members that may go unchecked and increase the 
likelihood of further section capacity loss before the next cycle 
of inspections and rating should be noted. Conversely, main-
tenance efforts to mitigate such deterioration should also be 
noted. An allowance for structural deterioration should note 
when this is either an expected or conservative estimation be-
cause further deterioration may increase the uncertainty re-
garding reliable section properties and strength during the next 
inspection interval. 

Traffic Conditions—The expected loading during the in-
spection interval is affected by the truck traffic at the site. In 
the best instance, data will be available from traffic surveys 
including objective truck weight operations. Alternatively, ad-
vice should be sought from the traffic division regarding truck 
traffic volume, composition, permit activities, overload possi-
bilities, and degree of enforcement. 

3.3.2 Selection of Nominal Loadings and 
Resistances. 

4R = Y D D + YL  (R.F.)L (1 + I) 	(1) 	3.3.2.1 Dead Loads—The dead load shall be estimated from 
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Figure 1. Flowchart for the evaluation process. 

data available from the inspection at the time of analysis. The 
dead load factor accounts for normal variations of material 
densities and dimensions. Nominal dimensions and densities 
shall be used for calculating dead load effects. For overlays, 
either cores shall be used to establish the true thickness or an 
additional allowance of 20 percent should be placed on the 
nominal overlay thickness indicated at the time of analysis. 

3.3.2.2 Live Loads—The moving loads to be applied on the 
deck for calculating maximum nominal live loading effects shall 
be the three AASHTO legal vehicles shown in Figure 2. The 
spacings and axle weights chosen for these vehicle types were 
selected from actual truck weight surveys conducted throughout 
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Figure 2 AASHTO rating vehicles. 

the United States. They also correspond to actual maximum 
legal loads conforming with regulations of most states. It is 
believed that these typical vehicles correspond better to existing 
traffic and will provide more uniform reliability than the stan-
dard AASHTO H or HS design loading. Hence, the latter are 
not recommended for bridge evaluation purposes. Additional 
vehicles should be added to those shown in Figure 2 to conform 
with maximum legal weights and lengths in specific jurisdictions. 
Adjustments of axle weights and spacings of the three AASHTO 
legal vehicles are not recommended. 

In computing load effects, one vehicle shall be considered 
present in each lane. It is unnecessary to place more than one 
vehicle in a lane because the load factors shown below have 
been modeled for this possibility. These factors shall be consid-
ered applicable for spans up to 200 ft. For longer spans the 
lane-type loading given in Figure 3 will govern the evaluation. 
It is a combination of a vehicle load and a uniformly distributed 
load. When the rating factor is less than one, it may be necessary 
to place more than one vehicle in each lane. In lieu of this, the 
evaluator should check the lane loading for all span lengths 
together with the rating vehicle as shown in Figure 3. Where 
maximum load effects in any member are produced by loading 
a number of traffic lanes simultaneously, reduction factors as 
given in Table 4 should be applied. 

In checking special permits, the actual vehicle weights and 
dimensions shall be used. If the number of such permits in one 
year are frequent, it shall be assumed that two lanes are occupied 
by such a vehicle. Otherwise, standard vehicles may be placed 
in the other lanes. Upon special investigation, the load factor 
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for a controlled permit use is reduced below the value taken for 
ordinary traffic conditions. 

3.3.2.3 Impact-An impact allowance shall be added to the 
static loads used for rating as shown in Eq. 1. Impact values in 
the AASHTO design specifications reflect pessimistic conditions 
that may possibly prevail under certain circumstances. Under 
an enforced speed restriction, impacts may be reduced. For 
smooth approach and deck conditions, the impact may be taken 
as 0.10. 

For a rough surface with bumps, a value of 0.20 should be 
used. Under extreme adverse conditions of high speed, spans 
less than 40 ft and highly distressed pavement and approach 
conditions, a value of 0.30 should be taken. 

If such a judgment cannot be made, refer to the bridge in-
spection report and relate impact to the condition of the wearing 
surface. 

Condition of Wearing Surface 	 Impact 

Good condition-No repair required 	 0.1 
Fair condition-Minor deficiency, item still functioning 
as designed 	 0.1 
Poor condition-Major deficiency, item in need of repair 
to continue functioning as designed 	 0.2 
Critical condition-Item no longer functioning as de- 
signed 	 0.3 

3.3.2.4 Resistances-Nominal component strengths shall be 
the same quantities now contained in the load factor sections 
of the AASHTO design specifications and the AASHTO Man-
ual for Maintenance Inspection of Bridges. Effective areas shall 
take due account of decay or corrosion. Nominal unit stresses 
must depend on the type of steel used in the structural member. 
When tests are performed to assess yield stress, the mean values 
shall be reduced by 10 percent to produce nominal values for 
strength calculations. Provisions for calculating component 
strength from the existing manuals can be inserted herein for 
completeness. However, these values shall be nominal strength 
without any safety factor applied. 

3.3.3 Distribution of Loads. The fraction of vehicle load effect 
transferred to a single member may be selected in accordance 
with current AASHTO design specifications. It is generally 
believed that these values are conservative and represent a pos-
sible combination of adverse circumstances. The option exists 
to substitute field-measured values, analytically calculated val-
ues, or those determined from advanced structural analysis 
methods using the properties of the existing span(s). Loadings 
shall be placed in positions causing the maximum response. 
Further, if such a measurement or analysis is made and the 
expected distribution value is obtained, this shall be increased 
by the factors given in Table 1 to reflect possible uncertainties 
in the measurement or analytical model. 

3.3.4 Selection of Load and Resistance Factors. 

3.3.4.1 Load Factors-The load factors shall be taken from 
Table 2. These are intended to represent conditions existing at 
the time this specification is written based on field data obtained 

9k 	9k 9k 	12k 	10.5k 10.5k 

I II I 	I I III I I 1]0.2k/ft 

Figure 3. Lane loading. 

Table 1. Correction factors for analysis. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LOADS CORRECTION FACTOR 

Steel P/S 

AASHTO Distribution 1.00 1.00 

Tabulated analysis 1.10 1.05 

with simplifying assumptions 

Sophisticated analysis 1.07 1.03 

finite elements, orthotropic 

plate, grillage analogy 

Field measurements 1.03 1.01 

Actual girder distribution shall be multiplied by the appropriate 
correction factors to obtain the girder distribution for rating. 

Correction factors are needed only if average or expected values are used 
for D.F. from analysis or measurements. The correction factor shall be 
used to increase the load factor taken from Table 2. 

Table 2. Load factors. 

Dead Load 	 1D - 1.2 

Allow an additional allowance of 20% on overlay thickness if nominal 
thicknesses are used. No allowance is needed when measurements are made 
for thickness. 

Live Load Category 

Low volume roadways (ADTT 
less than 1000), reasonable 
enforcement and apparent 
control of overloads 	 5L - 1.4 

Heavy volume roadways (ADTT 
greater than 1000), reasonable 
enforcement and spparent control 
of overloads 	 Y 	- 1.6 

Low volume roadways (ADTT 
less than 1000), significant 
sources of overloads without 
effective enforcement 	 'L - 1.8 

Heavy volume roadways (ADTT 
greater than 1000), significant 
sources of overloads without 
effective enforcenent 	 Y L - 1.95 

If unavailable from traffic data, Estimates for ADTT may be made from ADT 
as follows: urban areas, ADTT - 15% of ADT; rural areas, ADTT - 25% of ADT 

from a variety of locations using weigh-in-motion and other data 
gathering methods. The live load factor accounts for the, like-
lihood of extreme loads side-by-side and following in the same 
lane and the possibility of overloaded vehicles. Because one aim 
of these specifications is to protect the investment in the bridge 
structure, the live load factors do recognize the frequent presence 
of overweight trucks on many highways. An option to reflect 
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Table 3. Resistance factors. 
I. Resistance Factors - Cood Condition 

Nominal resistance equations are to be those indicated in the AASHTO 
Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges under the sections on load 
factor design. Resistance (capacity reduction) factors are to be applied 
to the following for the cane where members are in good condition. 

ReduodastA Steel Members: 	0 0.95 
NonRedundant Steel Members: 	0 0.80 
Prestressed concrete beams: 	o 0.95 

It. Influence of Seterioration 

I. 	Where field inspection and condition survey reports indicate no 
deterioration, the provisions of this section should not be used. 

Where field inspection and condition survey reports indicate 
slight deterioration with some possible loss of section, the 
resistance values above shall be decreased by 0.1. 

Where field inspection and condition surveys report significant 
deterioration and heavy section loss, the resistance values shall 
be reduced by 0.2. 

If such information is not available than bridge records shall 
be used. Reduce the resistance values by 0.1 for super-
structure condition of 5 or 5. Reduce the resistance 
values by 0.2 for a superstructure condition of 4 or less. If 
thesereductions are made then the sent two sections should be 
onnaitted. 

III. Inspection55  

Where field inspection and condition survey reports indicate no 
deterioration, the provisions of this section should not be used. 

Where section losses have been carefully estimated in the 
calculation of remaining section areas the resistance factors may 
be increased by 0.05. 

Where material yield stress has been estimated by physical testing, 
a mean value x 0.90 may be used for calculating strength together 
with the capacity reduction factor contained in the desigs rules. 

IV. Maintenanc&'5  

Where maintenance activity is vigorous and likely to correct de-
ficiencies which may lead to further section loss, increase 0 by 
0.05. 

Where maintenance activity is intersittsnt and may not correct 
defects that have lead to section loss, decrease 0 by 0.05. 

*Exmaples of redundant members include parallel stringers (three or more), 
parallel eye bars (four or more). Example of nosredundant component 
include two girder system(s) and trusses with single members. 

**In no instance shall 0 be taken to exceed 0.95. 

effective overload enforcement is contained herein with a re-
duced live load factor. The presence of illegal loads has also 
been noted, and if such vehicles are present in large numbers 
at the site, this may lead to unacceptable ratings and enforcement 
efforts should be instituted. 

When the rating factor is less than 1.0, the loads are to be 
restricted. In instances where the rating factor is less than 1.0, 
consideration should be given to truck weight surveys and vig-
orous enforcement programs. If there is a reason to believe that 
truck posting signs are being ignored, consideration should be 
given to raising the live load factor. 

3.3.4.2 Resistance Factors—The resistance factors or capacity 
reduction factors in the AASHTO Standard Spec Wcations for 
Highway Bridges are intended for new components with current 
methods of high quality control. The nominal (unfactored) 
strengths to be used for evaluation represent an estimate of 
strength using data pertaining to member properties and con-
ditions at the time of inspection. The resistance factor shall 
consider both the uncertainties in estimating these member prop-
erties and also any bias or conservativeness deliberately intro-
duced into these estimates. Because further changes may occur 
to the section during the inspection interval, there is some de- 

pendence of these properties on the quality of maintenance. Also, 
the level and detail of inspection is important because it may 
reveal actual properties to be used in section calculations. The 
resistance factors for members in good condition are given in 
Table 3, section I. The influence of deterioration, inspection, 
and maintenance are given in Table 3, sections II, III, and IV. 
A flow chart for obtaining the resistance is presented in Figure 
4. 

3.3.5 Calculation of Rating Factors. The rating factor is to be 
calculated from Eq. 1. If it exceeds 1.0, the span is satisfactory 
for the legal loads in that jurisdiction. (In the present specifi-
cations, there is only a single rating value, eliminating the op-
erating and inventory levels, which determines the allowable 
loads.) The safety factors (load and resistance) have been cal-
ibrated to provide adequate safety under the inspection, main-
tenance, analysis, redundancy, and loading conditions cited. 
These provisions have the capability for evaluations to be im-
proved by using options related to more intensive inspection 
and maintenance or control of heavy overloads. 

The rating factors obtained herein may also safely be applied 
to permit loadings. In some instances where a permit might 
otherwise be rejected, the live load factors contained herein may 
be reduced to reflect known weight conditions associated with 
the permit vehicle. This reduction in load factor may depend 
on the degree of control of the permit and the number of permits 
that may be issued. Fatigue life should be a consideration in 
the issuance of overload permits and this factor is taken up in 
NCHRP Project 12-28(3) (NCHRP Report 299). 

An example of the use of this rating procedure is given in 
the following. 

3.3.5.1 Example— 
Span = 60 ft, simply supported steel girders. 
Section W 30 X 132, 8-ft spacings. 
No shear connectors. 
Properties I,,,. = 5,770 in.' (Noncomposite) 

Sa, 	= 380 in .3 

Z = 437 in.' 
Steel—A36. 
Use AASHTO girder distribution (S/ll) = 0.727 (based on 
truck moment). 
Use AASHTO legal trucks as rating vehicles. 
Condition of wearing surface—good, take impact as I 
0.1. 

Girder Rating Moment 
Rating Vehicle Moment 	(including impact) 

Vehicle 	 (kip-ft) 	 (kip-ft) 
3 	 596 	 472 

3-S2 	 612 	 485 
3-3 	 - 564 	 451 

3.3.5.2 Data Required for Rating— 
Inspection: once every two years (normal). 
Maintenance: biannual. 
Traffic: high ADTT with no apparent enforcement, category 
4: )'L = 1.95. 
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Figure 4. Flowchart for selecting resistance factors. 

Type of member: redundant steel member. 	 Section I, 4 = 0.95 

Condition: no deterioration. Use 4 	0.95. 	 Section II, no changes 

Superstructure summary: 8. 	 Section III, no changes 

From Table 3: 	 Section IV, no changes 
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Estimated dead load = 306 kip-ft (including additional 20 
percent allowance for overlay. 

R.F. 	
- 1.25D 

1.95 x Moment 
0.95 * 36 * 437/12. - 1.2 * 306 

1.95 x Moment 

PROPOSED RATING FACTORS 
Rating Vehicle 	 R.F. 

3 	 0.95 
3-S2 	 0.93 
3-3 	 1.00 

No Posting Necessary. Using prevalent practices, rating factors are 
rounded to nearest 0.05 value. No posting necessary for resulting values 
of 0.95 or higher. 

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING RATING PROCEDURES 
AASHTO 

Rating Vehicle 	 Operating 	Inventory 
HS-20 	 0.74 	 0.44 
AASHTO legal: 3 	 1.00 	 0.59 

3-S2 	 .98 	 0.57 
3-3 	 1.05 	 0.62  

Table 4. Reduction factors for live load. 

NUMBER OF LANES 	 REDUCTION FACTOR 

One or two lanes 	 1.0 

Three lanes 	 0.8 

Four lanes 	 0.7 

APPENDIX B 

COMMENTARY ON PROPOSED BRIDGE STRENGTH EVALUATION 
PROCEDURES 

BACKGROUND 

Need 

The present specifications of the AASHTO Manual for Main-
tenance Inspection of Bridges (henceforth referred to as the 
AASHTO Maintenance Inspection Manual) are used by most 
states for their bridge evaluations. A considerable variation in 
interpretation of these specifications leads to a wide range of 
ratings for similar bridges. Also, the large safety margins present 
in some cases are not always recognized. This presents diffi-
culties for highway agencies in dealing with the large number 
of structurally deficient bridges in their jurisdiction. Moreover, 
specific methods are lacking for incorporating site traffic and 
structural behavior data into the evaluation. There is a need for 
a comprehensive, yet flexible, methodology for evaluating ex-
isting bridges which is still consistent with today's high stan-
dards of safety. 

Advantages of New Procedures 

1. They provide uniformly consistent procedures for evalu-
ating existing bridges. 

They permit suitable flexibility in making evaluations. 
They provide uniform levels of reliability developed from 

performance histories. 
They are based on extensive truck traffic and bridge re-

sponse data. 
They permit introduction of site-specific data into the eval-

uation in a rational and consistent format. 
They permit different levels of effort that involve pro-

gressively more work, with correspondingly greater rewards in 
terms of more beneficial ratings. 

They include the same nominal dead and live load cal-
culations and resistances as in the present AASHTO specifi-
cations. 

They allow distinction between evaluation of redundant 
and nonredundant components. 

Reliability Concepts 

Conservative assumptions are made in each step of a strength 
design or checking procedure to safeguard against the worst 
possible conditions expected to occur during the lifetime of a 
structure. In other words, the probability of failure is made 
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exceedingly small by providing large safety margins to cover 
the uncertainties in predicting load effects and resistance of a 
bridge. 

Reliability principles utilizing site data have been used to 
evaluate the uncertainties and the safety levels or indices implicit 
in current designs. The rating methodology and safety factors 
have then been subsequently developed to maintain consistent 
safety levels for the aforementioned uncertainties. Options for 
incorporating site-specific traffic and loading data and higher 
levels of effort by the engineer are introduced inasmuch as these 
lead to a reduction in the overall uncertainty. The lower safety 
margin required to maintain the same safety level means more 
beneficial ratings. At no stage is it necessary for the evaluation 
engineer to use probabilistic methods. The necessary reliability-
based load and resistance factors have been tabulated for the 
evaluation. 

EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

Scope 

These procedures apply to concrete slab, girder, T-beam and 
box beam bridges of short to medium span length, simple and 
continuous steel girder bridges, steel trusses, and prestressed 
beams (The enclosed material does not yet cover concrete slab 
or beam bridges. They will be integrated into the proposed 
specifications using results from NCHRP Project 10-15 
(NCHRP Report 292) before a final presentation.) 

General Procedure 

A load factor procedure is prescribed. The rating check is 
done by comparing the factored load effects (both dead and 
live) with the factored resistance at all critical sections. The 
output is a rating factor which determines the suitability of the 
given bridge for the loads under consideration. If the bridge 
rating is not acceptable, several options for a more detailed 
analysis are given. Each of these options is associated with an 
increasing level of effort and may be done if the rating engineer 
warrants their use. An initial screening level, however, is pro-
vided for routine investigations. 

LOADINGS 

Dead Loads 

The dead load of the structure is computed in accordance 
with the conditions existing at the time of the analysis. 

The prescribed dead load factor recognizes the uncertainties 
in the nominal dimensions and analysis of dead load effects. 
Overlay thicknesses are a source of greater uncertainty in the 
dead load, so they are assigned a 20 percent higher load factor 
unless cores or more detailed measurements are made. 

Live Loads 

The three AASHTO legal trucks are recommended as eval-
uation vehicles. States may substitute their own legal vehicles  

at this stage. These vehicles, together with the prescribed live 
load factors, give a realistic estimate of the maximum live load 
effects of a variety of heavy trucks in actual traffic. 

The load factors have been derived so as to maintain the 
AASHTO recommendations for both the number of loaded lanes 
and using a single truck loading per lane. For longer spans, a 
lane loading is specified in the evaluation. Reduction factors for 
live loading of more than two traffic lanes are provided. These 
rationally account for the lower possibility of such occurrences. 

Impact Loads 

Impact loads are taken to be primarily caused by the rough-
ness or unevenness of the road surface, especially the approach 
spans. Three values of impact factors are provided by correlating 
the roughness of the surface to the deck condition survey values. 
The information is more likely known during evaluation than 
in the original design. 

Lateral Distribution 

Lateral distribution refers to the fraction of the live load 
carried by the member under consideration. Methods in the 
AASHTO design specifications are followed. However, their 
conservative nature (for steel members) has been recognized by 
calibrating the load factors accordingly. Options exist for using 
tabulated values (NCHRP Report 301), more refined analysis 
(e.g., finite elements), and field measurements. Each of these 
options involves a greater level of effort and more accuracy, so 
adjustments to the basic live load factors are provided for both 
steel and prestressed concrete members. These adjustments im-
plicitly recognize that more refined analysis may in some in-
stances remove the implicit conservativeness present in some 
simplified distribution formulas and are therefore treated ac-
cordingly. 

Resistances 

Nominal resistances for members are based on AASHTO's 
design specification contained in the load factor section. This 
resistance depends on both the current dimensions of the section 
and the nominal material strength. Specifications for both these 
factors have been provided. Options exist for incorporating data 
on structural condition obtained from the site. Careful esti-
mation of losses and deterioration are awarded a higher resist-
ance factor. Similar gains are also given for vigorous 
maintenance and inspection schedules. Options also exist for 
obtaining more precise material strength through tests. 

Live Load Factors 

Live load factors have been provided to account for the large 
uncertainty of the maximum live load effects on a structure over 
a period of time. A large amount of field data has been modeled 
to estimate the maximum live load effect together with its un-
certainty. Based on these data, degree of enforcement, volume 
and type of traffic are isolated as the major factors influencing 
the live load effect. The live load factors have been derived from 
these data for bridges with a single lane, two lanes, and three 
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and four lanes. Instead of providing different sets of load factors 
for different number of lanes, only one set of load factors is 
provided with corresponding reduction factors for other cases. 

Four categories of live load are provided with varying volumes 
and degrees of enforcement, each with its corresponding live 
load factor. Site truck traffic data recorded by the engineer may 
also be included by reference to NCHRP Project 12-28(1) report 
(NCHRF Report 301). 

Resistance Factors 

Resistance factors account for uncertainties in nominal di-
mensions and material strength. A basic set of resistance factors  

is provided. The ieliability levels are calibrated to produce dif-
ferent resistance factors for redundant and nonredundant spans 
with the latter having lower (more conservative) factors. The 
redundancy definitions are the same as given in the present 
AASHTO fatigue design provisions. The resistance factors can 
be further modified depending on the amount of deterioration 
and type of inspection and maintenance. Options exist for con-
ducting detailed measurements of strength losses. Also included 
are benefits for vigorous maintenance schedules. This allows the 
evaluation to be flexible enough and also covers a large range 
of types and conditions of members that may be encountered. 

APPENDIX C 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

This appendix contains a set of 13 example bridges which 
illustrate the methodology of the proposed procedure. Included 
are the current ratings as obtained from the consultants working 
with this project. This highlights the differences and the in-
creased flexibility of the proposed procedure as compared to 
current practice. It also serves as a check for the proposed 
strategy, thereby ensuring that no vast differences in rating are 
encountered. 

Because the assembled bridges cover a large variety of spans, 
geometries, types, and conditions, it is hoped all the provisions 
of this specification have been tested. Also provided are a data 
sheet and rating sheet which incorporate all the provisions of 
the proposed specifications. Use of these sheets serves the fol-
lowing purpose: (1) standardizes the procedure, (2) ensures 
that no provisions have been omitted, (3) summarizes all the 
information necessary to do a rating calculation, and (4) eases 
the application of the proposed methodology. 

Illustrations of the uses of these sheets have also been pro-
vided. All the examples have been classified according to type 
and are given as: (1) Steel Pony Truss, (2) Thru-Truss, (3) 
Steel Thru-Truss, (4) Steel Deck Truss, (5) Pin-Connected 
Truss, (6) Steel Stringer, (7) Steel Girder, (8) Thru-Plate Gir-
der, (9) P/S Concrete Stringer, (10) P/S Concrete I-Beam, 
(11) P/S Concrete Box Beam, (12) P/S Concrete Box Girder, 
and (13) P/S Concrete T-Beam. 

A review of the following examples shows that, in general, 
the proposed ratings will reach or even exceed AASHTO op-
erating ratings for (1) good condition section, (2) redundant 
element, (3) smooth roadway, (4) low to moderate traffic, (5) 
vigorous maintenance, (6) detailed inspection, and (7) high 
dead-to-live load ratios. 

Conversely, the proposed ratings can fall even below current 
inventory levels for (1) nonredundant elements, (2) deteriorated 
condition, (3) rough roadway, (4) heavy traffic with numerous 
overloads, (5) intermittent maintenance, and (6) low dead-to-
live load ratios. 

The proposed ratings may be improved by the engineer by 
obtaining more traffic information, performing a rigorous dis-
tribution analysis, recommending resurfacing to reduce impact, 
detailed inspection, vigorous maintenance, and control over-
weights (reduce traffic categories). 

To summarize the results of the examples, the rating loads 
by rating vehicle 3S2 (i.e., rating factor * 72 kip) vs. existing 
ratings have been plotted for the different elements of the bridges 
examined and are shown in Figure C-1 (for nonredundant ele-
ments) and Figure C-2 (for redundant elements). For nonre-
dundant elements, the proposed ratings are compared to existing 
inventory values (because the calibration was to inventory 
levels), whereas for redundant elements, the proposed ratings 
are compared to existing operating ratings. Also shown in Fig-
ures C-1 and C-2 is a 45-deg line. Examples which give the 
same rating factor by proposed and existing methods fall on 
this line. All the points falling above this line imply higher 
ratings by the proposed specifications. All points falling below 
this line imply ratings lower than existing values. Figure C-1 
shows that a majority of points fall above the 45-deg line, in-
dicating that the proposed ratings are generally higher than the 
existing ratings. Figure C-2, however, shows similar number of 
points falling above and below the 45-deg line, which indicates 
that the proposed ratings are higher than the existing values for 
some cases and lower for other cases. The comparisons depend 
on the traffic conditions, condition of section, and so on. There-
fore, each bridge should be examined individually to obtain a 
clearer understanding of the underlying assumptions (resistance 
factor, live load factor, etc.) and their implications. 
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BBTA: Steel Pony Truss FILE: 	 DUE: 

E4r05IbDr10Fl flUar: 	Truss menberu 	BY: W. 

I TRAFFIC 

1 	ADS Low 

2 	ADDS (iF wocilable) Lees than 200D-  Granter than 20D0 - 
Ectitneted I roe ADS 	x 

3 	OVDSIARIR Freqannt lhaoy Trembo - Iemal 	X 

4 	LIVE LARD PPCISE 1.4 	II 	1.6 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	IMF9CT 

1 	DS0BD05 OF APOFANOAD R05 	S 	SEIJOB - 
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3 	lMPT FAdER 0.1 5 	0.2 - 0.3 - 3.3.2.3 
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0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 11 
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0-0 +0.5 	0-0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	QALM OF MAINIENRSKZ VISO1OEB 	 IN4flDG8S 
0-0+0.05 	 0-0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RADISEASKZ FAd101 0 0.80 FIQJOE 3 
TABLE 3 

cotn.ss Non-redundant diagonal of steel pony truss 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Pony Truss 	 ELEMENT: Truss member U2 L3  

3 (50K) 	I 	302 (72K) 	 3-3 (80K) 
METHOD 	- 	--------+---------------------------- 

PERATING INVENTORY PERATINC IRVERTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 	48 K 	34 K 	76 II 	54 K 	94 K 	46 K 

_J------------ 
Comments: Proposed ratings are lower than nperating becaune of non-redundancy. 

8R1: 	Steel Pony Truss FILE: 	 DUE: 
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1.03 V 
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II LIVE LARD FA17 48841515 1 
(3) 

VR]GICI.E 2 	P011515 
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Data Nmnt 

LIVE 10,D EBTECT + IIIPBCS 22.87 20.85 18.83 1o23x 
(4 • 1.0) 

6 	LIVE LARD FAdIER 1L 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLED 

7 	FAd1ERADLINE lARD EFFWr 32.02 29.19 26.36 

III RDSISIAS83E 
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IREXR: STEEL PONY TRUSS FILE: 	 ISlE. 
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TABLE 3 LI 
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TABLE 3 LII 
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TABLE 3 Vi 
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TABLE 3 

cotiBiss Floor beams assumed non-redundant. 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Pony Tross 	 ]KLEMENT: 	Floor Boon 	- 

3 (50K) 	I

----- 

302(72K) 	 3-3 (80K
METBOD 	I-------- -------- -------- --------

_ I  
EXISTING 	1 24 K 	1 	14 K 	I 36 K 	1 	22 K 	I 46 K 	I 	28 K 

PROPOSED 	---------2_5.K_I 	3 -
j 

Comments: 	Proposed rating s reach operating levels because of Ion traff I seven 
though they are assumed non-redundant. 

BBS.: 	STEEL PONY TRUSS FILE: 	 DAlI: 

ELEMENT RATIHE SIEGE 1 	OF  1 BY: 800: 

ELDI05r: 	Floor Beans 	 I FORCE: Bending/Span - 21 

I DAbS LEAD PIXCF.S ASPHALT 805A1N1740 

1 	CALcIUAIED D.L. BE BA 01204040 85014 iRAWDATA 	(.25K-ft 
8509 CORES 

16.7 K-ft 

2 	WAD LCAD FACTOR 1D  
FROM BA 80)10 	1.44 
FROM lINES - 1.20 1.2 - 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACI01EDI.L. olElniENr 18.0 K-ft 20.0 K-ft 

IBISL 38.04 K-ft -A 

II LIVE LEAD FIS 0014101.0 1 
(3) 

V83IICLE 2 	VBIICLE 
(3B2) 

3 	LAIR 
(3-3) 	(ii 

lEAD 
applicabi 

1 	C6ID.BA1ND LIVE 1.011 EPYKCT (K-fl 163.3 154.5 134.6 3.3.3.2 

2 	SISIRIBIJTICNY FACIER Simply Supportel Analyiis 3.3.3 

3 	lIRR)CTI09 10 DISTATAUTLIS1 FACIOl - - - TABLE 1 

4 	1114101 P10105 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3.2 
610 OFnmt 

5 	LIVE ISSDEFFECT+IPIPACT 179.6 169.5 148.1 

6 	LIVE LI3ADFIC105 	
l. 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE 2 

7 	F10IW2 LIVE I31SDSEFDGr 251.4 237.3 	207.3 

XII NSEISIMIEE 

1 	CAICULAIEDELD€NERESISIAI51 N 204.8 K-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPOCTI'f 810ETIVE FACIEP1 0 0.80 IOta Boot 

3 	P4010400 RE5ISTAEZ 	1 s 2 163.8 K-ft -B 

OR 	YDD - 	- (B-A)/C1  

IV POSTING LOIS VGAICLE I 
050 

000ICLE 2 
R.P.2  s72 

VO34ICLE 3 
R.P. 3  oHS 

25K 38K 49K 
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2. THRU TRUSS BRIDGE  
el.. 

V. 	 tie 	 I/ 	 tic FAAU- 
i.I 	 '• 	-

Lr 

HETA 01T 

BRIDHE 	Thru Truss Bridge Fuji 	 7.101 

atnor ISATA SHEET 1 	OF 	1 EL80RIIT: 	Stringers 	BY: R. 

I 	YSSAFFIC 

1 	*ur Low 

2 	BOlT (if 	eiloble) Less than MOD 	Greater than 21330 - 
Eotieated from AlSO X. 

3 	OVEALCAIN Freqosot laoy Treks - Noesal 	X 

4 	LIVE 106D FPICR 1.4 	I 	1.6_ 	1.8 	1.95 1.0541 2 

II 	IMIV9CE 

1 	WODITTISI OF APPRÜBOIIS 9807114 	I 	Rival 

2 	CONDITION OF 81.005741 Sf880101 9(1304 X 	013.7134 - 
3 	TMPT FACIal 0.1 	X 	0.2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	EtOlENI WNOITIIV1 

1 	10101 OF 448}4BHR PRESIRESSII1 - SIIVEL X 	- r.eort I - ssn-rn7.esiast - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SURR24SII4IEITJRE CONDITION NUMBEF NA. TABLE 3 II 

3 	IXISLRSJNATL014 (StE 	SOME 	HEAVY 
0 - 0.1 	0 - 0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	14015 OF SD7110N ESTIMATAD 	WASTREl 
00 +0.0 	00+0.05 

TABLE 3 LII 

5 	(3314110 OF MA.7NIEBRNZ - 
VIHEB(IIS 	I 	TNalNlrrIENr 

03+0.05 	 0.0-0.05 
TABLE 3 IV 

6 	Sf81210811 FACIal 4 0 = 0.95 + 0.05 < 0.95 
0 = 0.95 

FIQJOE 3 
TVBIE3 

0057121: Thru Truss FILE: 	 I 
EIDVE2IT RAiSJtE 501710 	1 	OF 	1 BY: 

EWIOfO: 	Stringers 	 ROlCE: 	Sending/Spas = 23 

I HEAD LEAD FIllIES ASPHALT 8OIAINIHE 

1 	CAICIO.AIED D.L FE 414 E1014021r FROI TP.04EI930 	7.14 K- 
FROM CORES 

f t 	3.70 K-ft 

2 	HEAl) LAID FACIal FROM 1019011980 	1.44 
FROA CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIFESO.L. 414 EIONO1r 10.20 K-ft 4.44 K-ft 

TOTAL 14.72 K-ft 

II LIVE lAID FV3 VFJ4ICIE 1 
(3) 

VIIICI.E 2 
(302) 

LAIR 
(if 

LAID 
applivabl 

1 	C61C1S.A 	LIVE 145421 E0101CT 81.5 74.44 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISTRIBUrS31 FACial 0.5 0.5 

E.10 

3.3.3 

3 	RHETEl1 TO DISIRIB1IrIOl FaCial - - tABLE 1 

4 	114P811 FaCial 0.1 0.1 . 3.3.2 
Isa Steer 

5 	LIVE Ifl4DOFFICE-IIMG 44.83 40.94 	36.90 1't2a3o 
(4 * 1.0) 

6 	LIVE IAIDFACEal 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE 2 

7 	FPCINRFSS LIVE IAID02FRET 62.76 57.32 	51.66 

III RESISTANCE  

1 	CAICUIAIED E1.5501'dr RESISIAS80 	R 93.23 K-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACITY 81130111044 FaCial 4 0.95 l54t.s Deer 

3 	FHCIOFED RIVLSTAZ80 	1 o 2 88.36 K-ft - B 

4R -YD  D - 	n  

	

L L 	(I * I) 

IV POSTING 1.04.0 VDIICLE 1 
S.F.1  o50 

VU4ICIE 2 
S.F.2  072 

V(211C1.E 3 
S.F.3  sOD 

59 K 93 K 	1 114 K 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

DRIVES. Thru Truss 	 IELEME9T. Stringers 

I 	3 (50K) 	I 	3S2 (72K) 	 3-3 (ASK) 
MET001 	I--------- --------t--7-8 

-------- 
--------------------- 

- 	 PIRATING INVENTORYPERATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

E115TIVG 	50 K 	34 K 	K 	52 K 	96 K 	64 g 

PD 114 ----------------I-------------_J--------------- 
Coeeneots: Proposed rating s exteed operating levels because of very low 

dead lead utriaRern assumed compact and low traffic. 

1044024101 Very low dead loud 



HETA 01042 

BRI: Thru Truss FOE: 

11fl4331( HETA SIARr lOP I EIEI1T: 	Floor beams 	BY: Off. 

I 	TIAFFIC 

1 	AOl 12500 

2 	AGIT (if 	vei1ab1e) Lass than 2003 - Greater than 2000 - 
Fetineted from ADr IC 

3 	000110610 Freqeent Heavy Traciso - Nermal IC 

4 	LIVE lD FICIUE 1.4 	1 	1.6 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	Door 

1 	0010111124 OF APPHEI61OF.S 0101751 	I 	012101_ 

2 	Q011DCI(O1 OF WEA1108G SURFO01 0103154 	I 	00J124 - 

3 	1MPl.FIER 0.1 	I 	0.2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	KLH4ENI WNDIIIIS4 

1 	112K OF M54500 PRESTRESSET 	FIND. I 	- ruiomlnst - - ro,s-rsdaalant IC TABLE 3 1 

2 	lUlSn11E1Ul.E CONDITION NUMBER TABLE 3 II 

3 	rEIF343IPA20IOI 1EME I 	SOME 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	1035 54 SECTION ESTD4ATAD 	 00000115 - 	0-0+0.0 	0-0*0.05 
TABLE 3 III 

5 	qALITY OF MHINIENNHEZ 911234010 	I 	Ilf4IT120fr 
0-0*0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	11010191020 FACIER 4 0.85 P110141 3 
TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Thra Truss 	 j1LiH1N1 Floor Bean 

I 	3 (50K) 	1 	312 (72K) 	1 	3-3 (80K) 

METHOD 	I-------- ---------+-------------------1 
I3PERATINCIISVENTORT bPERATINGI INVENTORY OPERATINGIINVENTORY  

EXISTING 	32 K 	I 18 K 	I 50 K 	1 	28 11 	1 60 K 	I 	34 K 

PROPOSED 	1 	41 K 	 1 	65 K 	 I 	80 K 

Coeneents: The prapased ratings esoeed sperating because of law craffir, good 
maintenance, I.,iepact and oanpac t section even thoagh the 
fleorbeams are assomed Ia heeoc-redaedant. 

1017020: 	Thro Troos FILE: 	 WE: 

11172012 0421710 SHEEr 	1 	OF 	1 
BY: 

Off: 

11171001: 	Floor Beamo 	 R9]ICt: 	lending/Spay 	- 	17.25 

I HEAD 1100 FIllIES ASPHAlT 14124414140 

1 	CNICIOAIED D.L. NEllIE (141109112 00124 I]1A100&B 41 K-ft 
FROM (10103 

25.95 	K-fe 

2 	WAD WHO P41110 Y0  00151 01)441310 c 	1.44 
FROM CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACTIREDD.L. 124 Ei.fl10}fT 59.04 K-ft 31.14 K-ft 

IOCNL 90.18 K-ft -A 

El LIVE lIED F143 VD4ICIE 1 
(3) 

VEHICLE 2 	VEHICLE 
(3S2) 

3 	1,6710 
(3-3) 	(if 

1102 
applicabl 

1 	CALCULATED LIVE 1175.0 KFF4(C 	(0.-f ) 107.5 98.73 89.36 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIS0TIOF4 FACI15V PRO AAS0TO 	ABLEO 3.3.3 

3 	(1004211(0 20 DISTATAUrI10 P41110 - - - TABLE I 

4 	0124011 P101110 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3.2 
Data OuHE 

LIVE 11790 O'Fr*D4R4CI (K-ft 118.30 108.60 98.30 1a2m3e 
(4 * 1.0) 

6 	LIVE IAHDFACIER Y ,  1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE 2 

7 	F41I10 	LIVE 1nHooF03r 'K-ftl 165.60 152.00 	137.60 

III 005101440K 

1 	CAICUIAItD ELSIENG RESISTAO03 0 267.50 K-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACIIY REOOTE124 P41110 4 0.85 Data Bent 

3 	FACI10ED 14051514703 	1 s2 227.38 K-ft • 

	

Go 	YDD 
R.F. 	- 	 - 

	

L 	(1 • I) 

IV 005T140 100,0 VEHICLE I 
usO 

VEHIClE 2 
E.F. 2  n72 

VEHICLE 3 
R.F.3  o HO 

41K 65K 80(1 



ABTIAG SHIRT 	 (71 
IBt.IA DIREr 	 00 

BRIIOE 	Thro Truss FLEE: 	 0531: 

ELBSIIOIT 11916 SIREI I 	OF 	1 EIfllOfr Trans member 02113 	BY: 

I TRAFFIC 

1 	AVE TA500 

2 	81111 (if exailable) .Losa than 2000-  Greater than 2(5)2 - 
VEinated I run AOl X 

3 	011115105L10 Freqeant Heavy Tombs - Alvesal 	X 

4 	LIVE 1.060 FACOR 1.4 	X 	1.6 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

1 	ORD0IE5A OF AFPFAAOAF.S 913301 I 	P5)JQ1 - 

2 	oBlorniel OF WEARING SURFACE 9DI I 	80J01 

3 	IMPr FOCIUV 0.1 I 	0.2 	0.3 - 3.3.2.3 

III 	O13O CONDITION 

1 	TYPE OF 941145111 PRESTRESSID 	SI. X 	- rmlamlutt - 

	

- eae-emdteslaxt 	X TABLE 3 I 

2 	SU193ASISO.EIIJRE 91tS)ITISHL 100451 N. A. TABLE 3 U 

3 	DETERIORATION 90041 	I 	SOME 	HEAVE 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	I05S OF SECTION ESTIMATED 	 WASJ9ED 
0=0+0.0 	0-000.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	QLK.ITY OF MAINIEMAMR VIICILOLB 	X 	INORILTIENE 
0=0+0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RESISTANCE FSLR 0 0.85 FIQJ0E 3 
TABLE 3 

crJtAflJIs: Concentrically loaded compression member 

P 	0.85 iF 

F = F (1 - F /4021  (K0 /r)2 ( cr y y 	 0 

K0c /r = (77.7)(0.875( 

F = 26 ksi 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Thrs Truss 	 ]ELEMENT: Truss Member 

3 (501)  	

U 

3S2(72K) 	 3-3 

 

(80K) 
METBOD 	 ------- 

FERATING INVENTORY bPERATINGI INVENTORY OPERATING  INVE 

EXISTING 	I 	64 K I 	38 K 	I 70 II 	I 	40 K 	I 74 K 	I 42 K 

PROPOSED 	L 	62 K 	 1 	68 K 	 j 70 K 

Coeasemts: The proposed ratings are slightly lover than operating because 
of non-redundancy and the fact that thE sisaconpressioomember. 
The ratings are helped by smooth surface and good main tooamce. 

BIUJTAi: Thru Truss FILE: 	 DATE: 

11.119001 RATING SF0011 	OF 	I 
BY:

. 800- 

ELB3ISSA1: Truss member 02113 	 FOAl: 	Axial 

I VEAD LOAD FORCES 85941811 RBTAAIIIIAK 

1 	CA1.CI.LATEI D.L. FORCE 451111140311 FROM IIAAWIBAD 45 K 
PRIM FIFES 

41.9 K 

2 	ORB 1.090 F/,Cl9R Y, FROM (PAAINES 	1.44 
FROM ORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	PAO1ORED I.L. 45111)21181 64.80 K 50.28 K 

TOTAL 115.08 K 

II LIVE 1125.0 FORCES V0IICLE 1 
(3) 

VO4ICLE 2 	VOAICLE 
(3S2) 

3 	lAIR 
(3-3) 	(if 

lOAD 
applicabL 

1 	C010)1.9303 LIVE LOAD EFFECT(K) 50.00 74.50 	71.18 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBIJrICR FAC1OR 3.3.3 

3 	IXERICTIAB TO DISTRINUTISI1 FACTIR - - - TABLE 1 

4 	GIPACr FPCIO1 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3.2 
BIa Bunt 

5- 	LIVE LOAD F.FFECr-rIMPA.cr  (K) 55.00 82.00 	78.30 hs2o3c 
(4 * 1.0) 

6 	LIVE 
LOAD 

 FIOA 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE) 

7 	FAC1IJ1ES LIVE LOAD VEFECT (K) 77.00 114.80 	109.62 -C1  

LII 80015191111 

1 	CALCULATED ELSIRNI RESISTANCE 	R 248.00 K 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACTIVREO.ETISIIPPCITR 0 0.85 DAta Bunt 

3 	FNEIOREB RESISTALAl 	1 e2 210.80 K - B 

OR 
R.F.5 - 	° 	- (B-A)/C. 

I. 	(I 	* I) 
IV P061ING ILIAD VDAICLE 1 

m 50 
VENICIE 2 	.VDAICIE 
R.F. 2  072 

3 
V.P.3  cOO 

62K 60K 70K 



CRTA SMEET 

BRIOZ: 	Thru Trues FILE: 	 TATE: 

ELOMEAIT DATA SIr1 	OF 	I ELGIECff: 	Truuu Member L2L3 	BY: 

I 	ITSAFFIC 

1 	ABC 5500 

2 	BOlT (if available) tees than 20CR Greater than 20E0 
Estinatml from HOT I 

3 	O5CRl1S Freqacnt Feovy Tra4se - CBceeal 1 

4 	LIVE ILIAD FPCICR 1.4 _2L 	1.6 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

Ii 	IMCRCT 

I 	OMIDETIOM OF APIP0MQR6 982051 -.2L 	P4501 - 
2 	OMIDEIICR OF WEARDS SURFALZ 98)751 	IC 	RCU3I - 
3 	IMPACT FACICR 0.1 IC 	0.2 - 0.3 - 3.3.2.3 

Ut 	ELIMINT ELolOrriOl 

I 	TIlE OF 851501 ?RFSIRDSFD 	5150. IC 	- rmleulant IC 
- anm-reAseant - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SU85lSfl0R01E 451DITICR NLMBEF N. A. TABLE 3 U 

3 	DEIP100RATI11I NIlE 	IC 	SOlE 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	lABS OT SECTION CRTD4H]ED 	 WASLRED 
0.0+0.0 	Ø-0 +0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

S 	q.l61.TIY OF MINIENANCE 5T1DIBl 	X 	ININIIITITAJI 
0-0+0.05 0-0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RES!StVNI FWEICR 0.95 FIQJRE 3 
TABLE 3 

cOCISATS 	Bottom chord ausomed redundant due to floor system 

A 	6.0 in2  

F 	26 bet 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

----------------------------------- BRIDGE: Thru truss 	 ]ELRKENT: Trues Member L. 2  L  3 

I
PE 

 3 (50K) 	 352 (72K) 	 3-3 (80K) 
METHOD ----------------- +------------------------------

PERA 

EXISTING 	1 48 K 	I 	12 K 	I 52 K I 	12 K 	I 	54 K I 	14 K  

lArDS SIT 

DR1: Thru Truus FILE: 	 I DATE: 

EIDICRT RAIDS SHEET 	OF I 
BY: 

Off: 

1120511F: 	Truus Member 	L 2  L  3 	 POSE: 	Aoial 

I HEAD 1065 FUM ASRIALI RI9AINIMT 

1 	CALOSAITD D.L. FOXE SI KERIOS 55041141111420 40.0 K 
550111185 

37.2 K 

2 	lIMO WvD FAdER YD  FRGM IN1MAINCE 	1.44 
FP1S4 	fS - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FWCIABD.L.slEwIENr 57.6 K 44.7 K 

ISEAL 102.3 K A 

II LIVE CABD FOShI VINICIE 1 
(3) 

VSIICIE 2 	MINICIE 
(3S2) 

3 lEE 
(3-3) 	(if 

1.090 
opplicabi 

I 	CALGlUTED LIVE lABS 11FIiCT(K) 35.0 47.1 	48.9 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBUTIGH FICIER 3.3.3 

3 	C0RRWTKN 10 DISTSXBIJIIBll FAdER - - - TABLE I 

4 	IMPACT FAdItR 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3.2 
SEA olmet 

S 	LIME inu.s EFFECT + IMPACT 38.5 51.8 	53.7 L'2x3x 
(4 + 1.0) 

LIVE 1060 FAC1ER Y1. 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE 2 

7 	FACIER85 LIVE 1ABDOTFT 417 53.9 72.5 	75.2 -C 

III RCRISTASEE 

1 	CAlCULATED ELSIENT BESISTAYCE K 156 K 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACSY P50201101 FAdER 4 0.95 Data Smet 

3 	FACCOMED HABISTASSE 	I e 2 148.2 K - B 

R.  -YD 
e 	

- (B41)/C 

n (I • I) 
IV POSTING 1.015 VDIICIE 1 

R.F.1  050 
VE3IICIE 2 
R.F. 	e 72 

VS4ICIL 3 
R.F. 	sOY 

43K 46K 	1 49K 

PROPOSED 	I 	43 K 	 I 	46 K 	I 	49 K 
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RETA SWEE 

RI: 	Steel Thru Truss Fill. 

ELEFRIII DATA SMELT 	1 OF 1 ELE2IENT: 	Truss Member VU 
	BY: 

REF. 

I IRAFFIC 

1 	ARt 

2 	AUt 	(if available) Less than 2031 X 	Greater than 2000 - 
Eatimated from AlIt - 

3 	OVO1IONIS Freqeaut }esy Treeks 	I 	Iluosel -. 

4 	LIVE 1.060 FACTOR 1.4 	1.6 	1.8 	x 	5.95 TABLE 2 

II 	SMN6C 

1 	IXSIDFTICM RE AP}RCOARNGS 9+2006 X 	EChOS -. 

2 	CONDITION OF WEARING 1URBAI RDS 	REESE x 

3 	IMPACT FACI(R 0.1 - 0.2 	2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

I II 	ELIMESIT Q)NSITICR 

1 	lYRE OF MINNIE WESIMFSBEI) 	SIVO. X - redcAlavt - 
- soe-eoieslurst X TABLE 3 I 

2 	SUNISTISIETIRE OBSIITLC*I NUMBEF N.A. TABLE III 

3 	U:iIrI06 STAR 	X 	SOME 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 IL 

4 	fINS RE SECTION ESTIMAIED 	WAIIRED 
0-0+0.0 	0-0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

S 	c1oi.trU OF NAIMIRMISCE 

	

VIOLS - 	IMSOFIITIENT-  

	

0-0+0.05 	 0-0-0.05 
TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RESIBTAOCE FHCIEAE 5 0.80 IIQJRE 3 
TABLE 3 

Per 

	

= F
y 
 1 - F 

y 	 C 
14cR (EL /r) 

KL /r= 19.15 

As  - 33.6 in2  

F 	= 0.85 FA cr s  

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

	

DRLIGE: Steel Thru Truss 	 IELEMENT Truss Member 0304  

I 	3 (50-K-- 	 3S2 72K) 	--3-I-3 -(80K) 
METROS 	 --- 	---- ---- ------- 

OPEA- 
 -- -- 

IGINVENTOR 

	

INCLYVETORY 	
-

NVENTORFERATN 	PERAT
- 	

-  

EXISTING 	125 K 	81.5 K 	133 K- 88 K 	1 	

- - 
Y 

98 K 

PROPOSED 	------------------j_------8-- J--------97 
Ceosnents: Ratings by the proposed speclEicatioos drop to Enventory levels 

because of non-redundancy, 0.2 impatt, frequent heavy trucks.and 
comprension member. 

R1USESL: 	Steel Thru Truss FIJI: 	 S6TA 

EIDREfF 002071 SWElL _L OF 	1 
BY; 

ELESIDIT: 	Truss Member 0314 	FOSCE: 	Axial 

I WAD LOSS ICSJCES ASPHALT 	. NE2EAINI7JG 

I 	CAlCUlATED I.L FE SI EllilIt PRIM SI 005 - None 
PROS RERIS 264 K 

2 	15.40 LARD FAllEN 	75 FROM56541545 - 1.44 
PIlls IRIS - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FPCIVEED D.L. ON ELNIENT - 316.8 K 

TOTAL 361.8 K 

II LIVE LARD FElINE 004ICLE 1 
(3) 

OD4ICLE 2 	VS2SICLE 
(312) 

3 	LAIR 
(3-3) 	(if 

lARD 
uppLicabl 

1 	CAIOJLAIED 5.071 lARD EFFECT (K) 103.7 139.6 	138.4 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISTRINOTION FAlSER - - - 3.3.3 

3 	AERHDTITA ID IiSmINllrlOY FAlSER - - - TABLE 1 

4 	IMPACT FAlSER 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
Data Isnet 

5 	LIVE lARD EFFECT*IIIPACT 124.4 167:5 	166.1 lols3e 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	LI4EI.ARDFACIISE 	Y1,  1.8 1.8 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	FAIERIS LIVE 1.ARDEFFECT 	(KS 223.9 301.5 	298.9 

III RISTITASCE 

1 	CAIC0IATEN tIDIEST NESISIeIETE 	Il 849 K 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAP/AROY RECIrTICRA FAlSER 0 0.8 Data Duet 

3 	FACIENEI RINISTASCE 	1 x2 679.2 	K 

y 

	

OR 	1 lI 
R.F. 	- 	° 	- (5-5)/C. 

	

L1 	* I) 

IV FlIRtING LAS) YDYICLE 1 
S.F.1  o 50 

VDSICIE 2 
S.F.2  0 72 

VDAICLE 3 
R.F.3  cOO 

81 K 87 K 97 K 



RATING S8LAr 	 -3 
EATA SIERT 	 Eu) 

REsI: 	Steel Thru Truss FILE: 	 HEll: 

ELGl19J 	5619 SBFEESF 	I 1w119fr: 	Fluor Beams 	BY: 00. 

I 	IILAFFIC 

1 	AlIT 

2 	AD1T (if unailable) lens than 2000 X 	Greeter than 2003 - 
Estimated f run AIr - 

3 	OV0)lD6lB Freqeest lavy Trunks 	X 	Noesal -. 

4 	LIVE lEAd) FPC1IN 1.4 	1.6 	1.8 	I 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	D1r 

1 	00450001 HE AW.CLEA3IES RWIM X 	ROJ(31 - 
2 	00LDEflSN HE WEARING SIRFAII Rfli - 	003134 I 

3 	DlPftcr F.WEI01 0.1 	0.2 	I 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	0)00041 CONDITION 

1 	lILA OF 8043434 PRESIS5.ESSEI) 	S1110. 	X - rnbnslant 

	

- ras-redunia,st 	I  TABLE 3 I 

2 	SU00LSDEITIURE 00LDITIIN NUNNEE NA. TABLE 3 ii 

3 	(19343O-31j1134 8045 I 	SEMI 	HEAVY 
8-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 LI 

4 	IINS HE SECTION ESTBIA3EI 	 WHORES 
0-0+0.0 	0-0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	(19LtlT OF MAINTENANCE VILB 	 IWLS]RRETIY21I 
0-0+0.05 	 0-0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RESISTALCE FAC101 0 0.80 F1O.SLE 3 
TABLE 3 

coNlolls 	F3Oksi 

380.45 in3  

8 = 951.13 K-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Thru Truss. 	 JELELSENT: 	Fleer Beams 

3 (50K) 	 302 (72K) 	 3-3 (80K) 

METHOD 	----------------- 
IPERATINGIINVENTORY FKRATI8G-INVEBTORY 	SPERATINGI I- INVENTORY 

EXISTING 	1 96K 	1 	63K 	1 151 K 1 	99K 	1 186 K I 	122 K 

PROPOSED 	I----------------I ------ ---------i--------------------- 
Cenusentu: Even though the member in assumed nun-redundant, the ratings 

are hiiher than inventory because of the good ceedltion of the 
member. The prepesed rating is reduned because of the ehservatien 
that there are frequent heavy (aver leaded) trunks at the site. 
Ratings can be improved by better enfercenent. 

RRILXA: 	Steel Thru Truss FILE: 	 5619: 

KLE3RILT RATING SLACT I 	OF 	1 BY: RAY: 

ELEMOLT: 	Fleer Beams 	 RNGE 	Bending/Span = 25.5 

I HEAD lORD FIRISS 4299611 REIHINING 

1 	CALCILRIED D.L HTPCE 04 11304045 
FROM 
	0ES 	N 98 4 K-ft 

2 	lEAD LORD FACI(R Y, PROS LReif 11834 - 1.44 
41834 ORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIEILEJ) D.L. 01 ELSEIENT - 118.1 	K-ft 

113161. - 	118.1 	K-ft 

EL LIVE LORD HhS VFJ4ICLE 1 
(3) 

'.IISLICLE 2IOOIICLE 
(3S2) 

3 lAIR 
(3-3) 	(if 

LORD 
spplicabL: 

1 	CAI0I.A00 LIVE lORD 45YECT(K-ft 213.0 194.2 	175.4 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBITIOLI FAC1L]L SIMPLY SUPPORTEI ANALYSIS 3.3.3 

3 	O3LILSCTICNI TO DSSHEINIJFIC1I F#CITR - - - TABLE 1 

4 	D4PACT FIER 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
Data Omet 

5 	LIVE LnRDF1FECT*D1r (Kft) 255.6 233.0 	210.5 lo.2e3n 
(4 • 1.0) 

6 	LIVE IORDFAC1TR V 1.8 1.8 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	F1IR02 LIVE 1.Q5D0)FECr (K-ft) 460.1 419.4 	378.9 

III RESISTALITE 

1 	CALCULATED ELEME!W RESISTANCE 	H 951.13 K-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPAITIY REISOTI(34 FAII00 0.80 

3 	FACIINED RESIS7A1 	In 2 760.90 K-ft - 
OR -YD 

R.F. 	- 	 - (1-4)/C. 

L L 	(1 + I) 

IV POSTING LORD VI3IICI.E 1 
E.F.1  n 50 

VD4LCLE 2 
E.F.2  s72 

VI3IICIE 3 
R.F. 	sHE 

70 K 110 K 136 K 



4. STEEL DECK TRUSS 

6L. ua Qj ¼ .Us .,. 



EATA SSFET 
	

4411010 SOUR 	
-3 

B81131: Steel Detk Truss FILE: 	 DATE. 

EL03S31 	AIR SARIS SOF 	I EIDI03R: Truss Member L41J 5 	BY: RCF. 

S 	IRIFFIC 

1 	ADr 

2 	MIST (if available) Less than 20EA X 	Greater than 2000- 
Estimated from ABA - 

3 	0VINLlTlR Freqannt Iuuy Tranka X 	Nsesal -- 

4 	LIVE IAVDFACIER 1.4 	1.6 	1.82 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	SAPN:r 

I 	AXRIDEAION OF APMACIAOAFS BWIIA 	 iosai 	I 

2 	EANDITIARA CF WEARING SURFAIV BDA I 	OILER 

3 	IMPACT FACILE 0.1 	0.2 	X 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	ELANENT EANDITICRA 

1 	lYlE OF NIMBLE FREBIOBTILE - 51133. 0 - rmAaslast - - 
- Aos-rmimMust X TABLE 3 1 

2 	SUNGASI1AIZILME CONDITION 100100 TABLE 3 II 

3 	LETE})AA.T10N fUR 	X 	SOME 	FIEND 
0 - 0.1 	0 - 0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	lIES CF SECTION ESTIMATED 	 €ASIIAED 
0=0+0.5 	0=0*0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	QJALM OF MAINLENAPCE VIARRUED 	 INIIRIATIENT 
0=0+0.05 	 0=0 - 0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RFSISTVLRE FACILE 0 0.80 FIOJOE 3 
TABLE 3 

CO3N113112 KLIr 66.20 

FCr 	
F II - F /420 (EN fr)2]= 26.55 kxi 

2 
A = 9.13 in 

Pa = 0.85 F cr A = 206 K 

COMPAIEISOR OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Dock Truss 	 ELEMENT: Member L405 

I 	3 (50K) 	I 	3S2 (72K) 	 3-3 (00K) 
METHOD 	f-------------------~_____________________________________ 

PE8A1INC INVENTORY FERATING INVENTORY OPERATING1

-15-3 

INVENTORS 

EXISTING 	183 K 	131 K 	199 K 	140 K 	216 K 	K 

PROPOSED 	I 	124 K 	I 	132 K 	I 	150 K 

Cxesneets: Esistiegtnvextory ratings are comparable to the proposed 

ratEngs. OperatEsg ratings are htgherbecasee of 0.2 impaxt 
and also because It isseon-reduedaetcomrreu sian member. 

811131: Steel Setk Truss FUR: 	 SLATE: 

EL13102Ir RATING SWECA _L OF 1 DV: RU: 

ElnoGAr: Truss Member L4G5 	 PUcE: 	Axial 

I WAD LOAD FUElS ASFI#iI NO3IAINING 

1 	CAICISETED D.L. PUCE U ElillElIr FROM IMAIJISAN 
FROM 	03 	

- None 15 53 K 

2 	TANS IIVS FACiLE 7D FROM 00141003 - 1.44 
P8131 WAB2 - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIUISID.L. ON ELEMENT  18.64 K 

lUCRE 18.64 K 

El LIVE LOAD OUCAS VISIICLE 1 
(3) 

VEHIClE 2 	VEHICLE 
(3S2) 

3 	LANG 
(3-3) 	(If 

LOAD 
applixabl 

1 	CAJCIJIATED LIVE SAND EBTECA (K) 27.2 36.8 36. 1 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBUTION FACILE 3.3.3 

3 	CLESSETIU 110 DISIRIBLYIICN FACILE - - - TABLE 1 

4 	DIPACr FACILE 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
sta ISLAeE 

5 	LIVE LOAD EFBWr+ILIPAZr 32.6 44.2 43.3 L'i2x3x 
(4 • 1.0) 

6 	LIVE IAADFACIUA 1.8 1.8 	. 1.8 TABLE 2 

2 	FACII]AED LIVE ILIAD EFFECt 58.7 79.6 78.0 - C 

III RBBISTMRE 

1 	CALCULATED ELEMENT RESISTANCE 	8 
206.5 K 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPOCtTI MEISILTICRO FACILE 4 0.80 TACa OmeE 

3 	FACIUCD MESISrASCE 	1 x2 164.8 K - 

)R 
R.F.1 	 - (D-A)/C. 

L L 
	(I • I) 

IV POSrINC 1.034) VGAICL.E 1 
x 50 

VEHICLE 2 
IF.2 s 72 

VEH ICLE 3 
R.F.3 x 80 

124 K 132 K 150 K 



TA DS 

NR1O: 	Steel Deck Trust FilE: 	 VETO: 

ELEIENT 5416 hART 1 	OF 1 EIII1DJhT: 	Fleor Deane 	if: RAF. 

I 	TRAFFIC 

1 	AlT 

2 	piyrr (if available) less that 	21 	Greater than 2" - 
fatinated from 

3 	OVDSIAAOP Froqoest Ibavy Troeka 	1 	Normal - 
4 	LIVE LIMO FACILE 1.4 	1.6 	1.8 X 	1.95_ TABLE 2 

11 	D4PALI 

1 	OWID1TODS OF APPNIMOIES 21H - 	VEIJOI X 

2 	CONDITION OF WEABLHE SSRFIAR BWIII X 	RILIQI - 
3 	IMPACT FACILE 0.1 - 5.2 X 	0.3 - 3.3.2.3 

III 	EIEIENT IMNDCIIhl 

1 	TORE OF RISIBLE R1FSIRESIBD 	STFE. II 	- rojeoulant 
- roe-rsEaslaot x TABLE 35 

2 	SIDGISD1SEISIRE IXRIDITI(eJ NUMBEF TABLE 3 II 

3 	IEIILIORATRCR HERE X 	SOME 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 11 

4 	lENS OF SECTION ESTSIATOD 	 11580101EV 
0-0+0.0 	0=0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

QJALIFY OF MAINENASEE VIIXSIOI.S 	 INIS]PIITIENT 
0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RFSSSTA10E FACTOR 4 0.80 510500 3 
TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Deck Trues 	 ELEMENT: Pleor Be... 

METHOD 
3 	(50K) 3S2 	(72K) 3-3 (VIE) 

OPERATING INVENTORY DPERATING INVENTORS OPERATING IHVENTORY 

EXISTING 56 K 36 K 89 K 56 K 100 K 69 

PROPOSED 35 K 55 K 68 K 

.Ceeeeents: Ae before, the effect of noN-redundancy is :a lower the 
ratings to entetiog inventory levels. Heeever • the advantage 
with the proposed specs is that they allow postlog loadv to 
be increased if the traffic is controlled. 

041150 DARt 

RRII33J: 	Steel Deck Trees FIlE: 	 5416: 

ELDIENT NATIVE SIECO 1 	OF 	I BY: OFF: 

ELOIBAI: 	Floor Beams 	 RLECE: 	Nendiog/Ipae 	22 

I VEA0 LIMO FENCES ASPII4LT 0hIAINI.NC 

1 	CAICI.IATEO D.L. OLECE ON ELIIOGAG SEEN IRAWGAR 	
None 52.7 	K-ft 

2 	DEAD LOAD FACTOR 	f, 
FRIll IXBES-l.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACTENED D.L. SI ELEMENT  63.2 K-ft 

TOtAL 63.2 K-ft =4 

II LIVE 1040 FCREF01 'ARGCIE 1 I 
(3) 

VD1ICLE 2 	4VYIICLE 
(302) 

3 	LAIR 
(3-3) 	(if 

11192) 
applicabl 

1 	CAIELI.ATOI LIVE ICED DTECT(K-ft 138.7 126.5 	114.2 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISTRIBIJIION FACYIR IIMFL SIPPORT ) ANALYS S 3.3.3 

3 	CORRECTION 10 IISIRTRIJflDI FACILE - - - TABLE 1 

4 	IMPACT FACILE 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
W. Vec 

S 	LIVE IDDFYFFCr+JJI.pAzr(K-ft) 166.4 151.8 	137.0 le2o3o 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	LIVE Ifl'DFACILR 3L 1.8 1.8 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	FPCILREV LIVE LQe.DEFFECT(K-ft) 299.5 273.2 	246.6 

III 0051010501 

I 	C41CIJLA3OD ELIMENT R05b0ISI15E 	R 340 K-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACII'f REGUTILE FACILR 4 0.8 Data hOOt 

3 	FACTENED REOISTADED 	1 o 2 272 K-ft B 

:55 - 	- (5-6)/C. 

L L
0  (l * I) 

IV P1.00150 1.040 VDOLCIE 1 
OF.1  uSA 

OFAIICIE 2 
R.F. 2  072 

VFJSICLE 3 
R.F. 3  oRG 

35K 55K 68K 



5. PINCONNECTED TRUSS 

FAMMEVAAIL 
L 	L1 	L 2 	L 	L4L. 	L 
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L 



MTI148 SFART 
080301825 

BR1l03: 	Pin-Commented Truss P112: 

01.0112CC 8418 044022 	1 	OF 	1 EWIE2I'r: 	Truss Member LOU, 	BY: 

I 1RMF1C 

I 	A112 

2 	61211 (if aoailable) Loss than 2003 X 	Greater than 2020 - 
Estimated C roe 0121 - 

3 	OVEilIilA25 Freqoent Noaoy Tombs 	0 	Normal 

4 	LIVE 12760 FRC1VE 1.4 	1.6 	1.80 	1.95 103152 

II 	O4PPCC 

1 	004811005 OF 42600401EV 943304 0 	02504 - 
2 	251001T106 OF 4E61U102 SORFP22 9DI 0 	ROAR - 

3 	SIPVCC FACIIR 0.1 	X 	0.2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	EWIEMI 054810103 

I 	T4140 OF 501825 PIIVSYTARSEV 	SlOB. 0 	- rnAaalamt - 	- X TABLE3I 

2 	S003&SIMI.CI1ARE OFN4DITICR4 ff8486 N. A. tABLE 3 II 

3 	OFICRCIORAIICO4 ROlE 0 	SOlE 	80403 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

tABLE 3 II 

4 	1.1205 86 SECTION ESTIMA100 	 IIASLR1D 
0-0+0.0 	0=0+5.05 

lABIA 3 111 

5 	QLALITY OF I18SNCR2HSST VISEROIS 	 iNinoimENr 
0=0+0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

14815 3 IV 

6 	ROSISTA1GE 6422120 A 0.80 FIO.31E 3 
03815 3 

001800110 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: PinCoenmxted Truss 	 ELEMENT 	Truss Member L..U, (compression) 

3 (50K) 302 (72K) 3-3 (80K) 
METHOD 

IFERATINGIINVESTORY OFERATOIGIINVEIITORY OPERATINGIINPENTORO 

EXISTING 27 1* 
no t 

available 32 Ks 
not 

I 	available  34 K* availnotable 

PROPOSED 24 K 28 K 31 K 

Comments: *Dased on ratings giver in AASRTO Manual for Maim teoamce 
Innpnction of Bridges, 1970. 

6022112: 	Pin-Conmected Truss FIlE: 	 tAm: 

EWIOOT RATLVI 5118Cr 	1 	OF 	1 
BY: 

. 880: 

ELEMOIT: Tr000 Member LOU, 	 I BINGE: 	Axial 

S 86=60 1060 FO4CES ASPHALT 68361351140 

1 	Cr021518030 D.L. Nt*CCE CDI E14I01r 41801 085.140003 
FOGY 122085 _ 	None 29.3 K  

2 	11800 1045 FACII]l 	15  FROM [1818407603 - 1.44 
FRIll 00125- 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIVIIED 5.1.. 04 ELE2IENI - 35.2 K 

TOtAL 35.2 	K 

II LIVE L04D R6S 4I7IICIE 1 
(3) 

5011210 2 	VGIICI.E 
(3S2) 

3 	1.0740 
(3-3) 	(if 

1052 
applicabi 

1 	161210.1825) LIVE 1045 EFFECt (K) 51.6 63.4 	64.7 3.3.3.2 

2 	DSSTRI8IJEIOB F0CltR 3.3.3 

3 	OORKWTICN TO DIS03JBIJIII*4 F0ClOF I's8LE I 

4 	IMPACT FEClOF 0.1 0.1 0.1 3.3.2 
Data Oseet 

1115 1040 0351CC + IP12ACT (K) 56.8 69.7 	71.2 1,x2x3n 
(4 * 1.0) 

6 	LI4ELO4DFRCI25 11. 1.8 1.8 1.8 TABlES 

7 	F1120EDL1VEI04DEFFECT 	(K) 102.2 125.5 	128.1 -C1  

III REDISTMITE 

1 	CAlCULATED ELCRIENr RESISTANCE 	
0n 106 K 

3.3.2.4 

2 	CAP00CrC RErorrool FACI25 0.80 Data Dtaet 

3 	FPCIINED RESISTACED 	1 02 84.8 K - B 

	

R 	YD = (8-18)/C1  

	

L L 	(1 + I) 

IV 51221040 1045 VEHICLE 1 
S.F.1  n50 

VEHICLE 2 
R.F.2  n72 

VEHICLE 3 
S.F. 3  x80 

24 K 28 K 31 K 



RAIT.AC S1ART 	 -.3 
0202 SHEET 
	 00 

BR1: 	Pin-connected Truss FILE: 	 l21.1t 

EL014J311 LI6TA SlICEr 	1 	OF 	I ELB3IENF: 	Floor Beams ' BY: 0E,. 

I 	TRAFFIC 

1 	4SF 

2 	IdOT (if anailable) less than 2000 2L Greater than 2004 
Eetic,atod from AU 

3 	0102104110 Frequent RAaoy Trucks I 	Nemsal 

4 	LIVE U21DFPC1IR 1.4 	1.6 	1.81 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	1MRE 

I 	0(010(110202 APPI0040IF.0 882001 I 	0.41131 - 

2 	(X3ADITITA1 02 WEARING SIRFPdO 8933111 	I 	MP201 - 

3 	IMPACT FI1.R 0.1 I 	0.2 - 0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	ELOIEOF WNUEIIIDI 

I 	TIlE OF 901102 t01ESlRR3 	- S. I 	- redsmiant 	x 
-ean-rnEeslant TABLE 3I 

2 	SUlSflSETl0E CIN1DITIQA NLMB9 TABLE 3 II 

3 	1E23II4TE02 NIlE X 	SOME 	IIEAW 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	LI20S OF SECTION FSTIMA]EO 	 WA&RED 
0-0+0.0 	0-0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	(24Lt8 OF 1041N10NO2CT VIOI10 	 INlRIslr10(Nr 
0-0+0.05 	 ØØ-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	REOISTA1€E FPCI02 0 0.95 

I 
FIOSIE 3 
TASLE3 

F - 30 ksi 

- 125 in3  

Rn = FZ - 312.5 K-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: PEn-Connected Truss 	 ELEMENT: Floor Beams 

METhOD 
3 	(50K) 3S2 (72K) 3-3 (00K) 

OPERATING IAVENTORY PCBATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 31 K * 47 K * 58 K * 

PROPOSED 31 K 47 K 61 K 

Cements: 

* nene available 

BRILX20: 	Pin-Conner ted Truss 

E1331541 RATIWE S}EZf 1 	OF 	1 	j BY: OAF: 

ELOIDOr: 	Floor Beams 	 bidE: 	Bending/Span -21' 

I (FAD 1.045 PIECES 12015011 I12IAINESKL 

1 	CALCSXATEI D.E. 002CR ON ELO31ENE 191131 IFAWIICX 	8.9 K-ft 
FOOl CORES 

35.9 K-ft 

2 	tRAIL 1045 FACIKE PROj 0231115KB ! 
FOOl ORES - 1.21 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACI02ESD.L. INEWIENI 12.9 K-ft 43.1 	K-ft 

11)011. 56 K-ft 

II LIVE 1.040 FLS 00111C1.E 1 1 
(3) 

VUAICI.E 2 	ODIICT.E 
(3S2) 

3 	1.43K 
(3-3) 	(if 

LOIS 
applicabi 

1 	CAEOSA(03 LIVE LOIS EFFECT FROM SBTO FL TI 3 3.3.3.2 

2 	DIS1RIBUION FAC1U1 3.3.3 

3 	(23011SFT102 10 DISTRIBIJTIIM P001110 - - - TABLE 1 

4 	IMPACT FACIlE 0.1 0. 1 0.1 3.3.2 
ta Slmet 

LIVE 1045 EFFSF 	A- IMpbcr(K- ft) 215.0 04.0 	174.0 lu2o3s 
(4 -r 1.0) 

6 	LIVE LO4DFOCL02 TL 1.8 1.0 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	FACL1ESL.IIEIOIDEFPTCT (K-ft 387 367 	13 -C1  

III RISISTAICE 

1 	CNLEYIATRDEI05IENTRESIST01EE 	R.  312.5 	K-ft 

2 	CAPACETY REIDETIRA FACIlE 0 0.95 

3 	P40102(5 NBSESrAN20 	1 x 2 20(,.9 	I-Fe - B 

OR - 	 - (B-4)/C. 

L L 	(I 
* I) 

IV PCSrING 11315 VOIICLE I 
R.F.1 

550!  

VEIIICLE 2 	1 
E.F.2  x72 

VDIICLE 3 
R.F. 3  

31 K 47 	K 	1 61 K 



6. STEEL STRINGER 
0404 SVELr 

BlILBB: Steel Stringer FILE: 	 Ohm: 

ELE024T 11414 5601! 	1 OF 	1 ELS7IENI: 	Stringer 	 BY: REF. 

I 	tRAFFIC 

1 	AUT 400 

2 	612CC (if available) Lens than 2000 - Greater than 20 
Fatinated from P2CC 2 

3 	0LEK1J0A04 Frt9eaflt Iany Treabn - Oheual I 

4 	LIVE 14165 FACTOR 1.4 	I 	1.6 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	S4PVET 

I 	W04FCIIN OF APFRQ9GHES 568)304 	 80401 	I 

2 	TANOITITA OF JEAIUNG SURF0I2( 56$ThA 	I 	110101 

3 	IMPACE FACl 	 - 0.1 	0.2 I 	0.3 - 3.3.2.3 

Ill 	ELSIIENT EANICCION 

1 	TYPE OF 9121001 IVASIRESSI2) - SY. 	I - redaedavt 	I - ean-rninulast - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SE6M00!IUOE UNIDITIU1 NLMBEF TABLE 3 IL 

3 	E€TIRIOIATIO8 18)61 	SOME I 	HFAW 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 LI 

4 	IOlS OF SF511131 ESTBIASFI 	 A€ASIRED 	I 
0=0+0.5 	0=0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	(1hLITf OF NOINSFM101 VIUNSIB 	 INI0144TLLNT 
0=0+0.05 	 pO-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RFS!STA2OE FSCIOI 11 0.85 FIQJAE 3 
TABLE 3 

COANGIIS 	 3 
= 37.82 in (102. lenses; 1/16 from both flangeu) 

F = 33 ksi 

104 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: 	Steel Stringer 	 ELEMENT 	Stringer 

3 	(50K) I 3S2 	(72K) 3-3 (00K) 
METHOD 

OPERATING INVENTORY 3PERATING INVENTORY OPERATING I INVENTORY 

EXIS TING 48b 34b 76k 54k 92k 64k 

PROPOSES 49k 78k 95k 

COMMENTS: Even thnugh the sectien is nermoded, ratings reach enistiegn 
operating levels because of low traffic 

RATING SHEEt 

BR1110_: 	Steel 	Stringer FIlE: 	 0415.: 

ELDIG4T RATING SRCT 	1 OF 	I BY: Off 

EWIURt: 	Stringer 	 FOCI: 	Sending/Span = 21.9' 

I 6111514145 FLECES ASP,4ALT OI34N1NLNG 

1 	COLCLLAIES D.L. OE 124 EUYROlr 02(0101616001 	1.g k - 
FROI 12800 

ft 	5.04 k-ft 

2 	SF1111 1.015 FACICE 	YD  FROM 017141101 0  1.44 
FROM TAlES -1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACTOOEI D.L. 04 E1.DIENT 2.6 k-ft 6.05 k-ft 

tOTAL 8.65 k-ft 

II LIVE 16848 FCNGVE VORICLE 1 
(3) 

VGIIC1L 2 	ODIICLE 
(312) 

3 	LAI61 
(3-3) 	(if 

1.4195 
applicabi 

1 	CAI41O.ATA5 LIVE IA'S EFFEEE (k-g 2 	38.6 34.9 31.8 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBUtIVE FPCITR 1.26 1.26 1.26 3.3.3 

3 	UNREETICII TO 5150404111104 £051481 - - 1651.1 1 

4 	IMPACT FACILE 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
sea Beet 

5 	LIVE lAND EFFECC+IMPP2CT 58.4 52.9 48.1 lx2nit 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	LIVE 1.1.SADFOC1LR Y 1.4 1.4 1.4 TABLE 2 

7 	FPCIOAES LIVE lEftS 02FF5r K-ft 81.8 74.1 67.3 C1  

III NEFISTAIOE 

1 	COAGULATED ELOAENT NESISI62KZ 	11 104 k-ft 3.3.2.3 

2 	CAPACCrI REISILTITA FACI04 4 0.85 Data Beat 

3 	P0510419 RFSISCA1EZ 	1 n 2 88.4 k-ft -B 

	

OR 	Y9 D 
R.F. 	n 	

(8-11)/C. 

- 	L L 	
(1 + I) 

IV REElING lAND VEHICLE 1 
050 

VEHICLE 2 
R.F.2  x72 

VEHICLE 3 
R.F. 3  cOO 

49k 1 	78k 95k 



7. STEEL GIRDER 
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0414 SEEC 

RElISTA: 	Steel Girder FILE: 	 0414: 

SWEET ii EWIGEF: 	Main - 

1 	VIII 

2 	hEAT (if aeeiiabie) Less thai, 2000 	Greater than 2 
Estimated from AGE - 

3 	OVEIOANEE Froqeant IFavy Tratks - No,enal 	x 

4 	LIVE LOAD FACTOR 1.4 	1.6° 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	DOPACT 

1 	WlDfION OF APIMEOS3IES 940UM 	 RLiJQI - 

2 	EENDLTION OF WEARING SURFALE IFflI - 	ELDER 

3 	IMPACT PACIUE 0.1 	0.2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

Ill 	ELEqior CONDITION 

I 	TYPE OF HEARER RYiSIOES&i) 	01521 	- redaedaist 
- mae-rniandent 	x TABLE 3 I 

2 	SIJTOISII0ICIUEECT*YDITIEA 010101 TABLE 3 II 

3 	VETB3EIORATLIN NilE 	0 	BOlE 	SF410 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	LESS OF SOCTION ESTOIAVED 	 Vf.A2ERED 
0-0+0.0 	0=0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	(5141..STY OF MAINDENANM Vl.O1E 	 IRllfl00lr 
o=O-o.os 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	NFSISTAP01E FACIT31 S 
0.75 

FIG.SPE 3 
TABLE 3 

COHIFJST 

F 	33 huE 

= 6497.6 1n3  

17868.4 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: 	Steel Girder 	 lElEHEHT 	Main Girder 

METHOD 
3 (50K) 3S2 (72K) 3-3 (80K) 

OPERATING INVENTORY - :FERATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 454k 308k 568k 386k 6426 I 	436k 

PROPOSED 320k 401k 453k 

COMMENTS: Even with non-redundancy and poor maintenance, the ratings are 
very high indicating the coneervati.sn  of the original design. 

However, existing inventory ratings are comparakin to the 
proposed ratings. 

PATING SHGET 

SF1121: 	Steel Girder FLEE: 	 1414: 

EWEHIAE RATING SlEET 	1 OF j_ 
BY: 

RET 

EWIGYII 	Main Girders 	 BEE1 	Bonding/Span = 82.67 

I ERAS LESS FERCES ASPIALI RETAINING 

1 	CALCULATED D.L. FCFCE ER ELA7IFJ1T FOOl DuylNGs70.7 	k-ft 
FROM COPES 

1774.5 k-ft 

2 	tEAS LEES FAdER I FROM tRAAINGE - 1.44 
FROM 	ES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIIRED D.L. ER EIDIENE 101.9 k ft 2128.4 k-ft  

TOtAL 2231.3 k-ft 

11 LIVE 1ASsD PIECES VEHICLE I I 
(3) 

VEHICLE 2 	VEHICLE 
(3S2) 

3 	LAtE 
(3-3) 	(if 

1(115 
applicabi 

1 	CALDJI.AIFi LIVE 1(140 EFFECt 908.3 1043.7 	1026.5 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBI2EIO8 FAdER AASR TO Mainton 	ce Mane 1 3.3.3 

3 	CORRELTION TO DISIRIBOTIER F#CILR late 3 TABLE I 

4 	IMPACT FACIlE 0.2 	1 0.2 0.2 
- 

3.3.2 
Data lovE 

5 	LIVE 5345 0B 	IMPACT 1090.0 1252.4 1231.8 L's2x3x 
(4 * 1.0) 

6 	LIVE U34DFACII]E I ,  1.6 1.6 1.6 TABLE 2 

7 	}3CIEREDLIOE LESDEFFFrr 1744.0 2003.8 	1970.9 -C1  

III RERISTASEE 17868.4 k-ft 

1 	CAIEUIAIEI ELX€NT RESISTAPEE B 0.75 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACCIT REOIITILE FACIlE 4 13401.3 k-ft 04ta SteeL 

3 	FACIEHED RESISrAIST 	1 o 2 -D 

l 	Y D D 
R.F.i - 
	n 	

- 

YLmn(1 Al) 

IV F0b11701 LEES VEHICLE I 
ii 50 

VEHICLE 2 
E.F.2  s72 

VEHICLE 3 
S.F.3  sOS 

320k 401k 453k 

22 



00 
5.., 

BR.1: 	Steel Girder FlEX: 	 0531: 

11.05488? PArolE 511110 	1 	OF 	I BY: 

E1124?: 	Floor Ream 	 OO: 	Nending/Spen 	21 

I ZAD LOAD FUTIRS ASPHALT R0481M1783 

1 	CAIcTBAZO D.L. 	E 054 Elk34? 00114 IFAWIM3) 4.1 k-ft 
??RE21 

93.1 	k-ft 

2 	0180 TOlD FACITR 3D .85.04 1R41I$3) 4  1.44 
FMPI CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	PACIOTIRO.L. 054 E1B€T4? 3.9 k-ft 111.7 	k-ft 

10185. 117.6 	k-ft 

II LINE SiNG FA3 4PATICIE 1 
(3) 

V11TICLE 2 
(352) 

0114111.1 3 	lAIR 
(3-3) 

1.1240 
(if applicabi 

1 	WCULAIED 1.101 hOlD FYFECT k-ft 171.5 163.0 141.3 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIB\Jfl054 PeCTIN AASHTO aintenan:e Manual 3.3.3 

3 	1100IRTDN ID DTSGATALIrI514 FAC1IN Pie e 	3 1401K 1 

4 	D4PACT FeCIIN 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
Data BEet 

5 	LIVE LUND 05SYCT*IN}'eCr (k-ft) 205.0 195.6 169.6 lx2o3o 
(4 • 1.0) 

6 	LIVE LUNDFACIEI( YL 1.6 1.6 1.6 TABLE 2 

7 	FECIIN05LLVE T.UNDOFFr 	(k-ft 329.3 312.9 271.4 

III R10ISTAO4?E 

1 	ClOSETED E120€Nr RESISTANCE 8 771.7 	k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	GAPACOY REZ*LTI05 FACIIN 
0.75 Data9Eot 

3 	FACI11TED RESISTANCE 	1 o2 
578.8 k-ft 

OR 	YDD 
R.F. 	- 	 (B-*)/C. 

(1 +1) 

IV POFTIJAC LUll 0101111 I 
oSO 

VIXICIE 2 
R.F.2  x72 I 

VUIICIE 3 
IF.3  n80 

70k 

I 	
106k 0364 

UNTA Rft 

SR1: 	Steel Girder FILE 

ELGIOC SAGA Slr 	OF 11.05054?: 	Floor Seam 	BY: R. 

ISPAFFIC 

1 	ADr 

2 	812?? (if available) lens than 	- Greeter than 2000 x 
Estimated friss AIR - 

3 	OVT]TIDAIS Freqaent PAnsy Trucks - PAensi 

4 	LINE 1.080 FACICH 1.4 - 	1.6 	, 	1.8 	1.95 - TABLE 2 

II 	IMruCT 

1 	ELND05 IF APPRQTDAES FNXTDI _.RL 	8111114 

2 	CWJTICN IF WRAJ1ING SLTRFAIX 1105304_ 	813X11 

3 	IMPACT FACIER 0.1 	5.2 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	15.0110? TAWImUN 

1 	TOOl OF 111110831 PRIRIRESS10-  S1. 	- rmkenlant 
- ron-rm8ie.est TABLE 3 I 

2 	SSNDSDOIITIIBE IVOIIITLIM 0111Sf 1811.1 3 II 

3 	IRIOgATICt4 NOW 	x 	SOlE 	81400 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	L011 IF 05115114 IROSIA1ED 	8818213153) 
0=0o0.0 	0-0*0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

S 	(14LGY OF T(AINIETANM3) VI0lB 	 I24lIT1BNT 	x 
0=0*0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RS3)ISrA0?E FAC1EE 4 
0.75 

P5050K 3 
TABLE 3 

CaqqM  F = 33 kni 

280.6 

= 771.7 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: Steel Girder 	 ]ELEMENT: Floor Seem 

- J__ 
METHOD 	-----+ 

3(50K) 1 312(728:) 	 3-3(808:) 
----- 

PIRATING INVENTORY PERATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORS 

EXISTING 	88k 	50k 	1324 	88k 	170k 	1134 

PROPOSED 	I 	70k 	I 	106k 	I 	1364 

COMMENTS: Proposed ratings are midway ketween operating and inventory 
ratingn kecaune of non-redundancy and 0.2 impact. 



8. TORE-PLATE GIRDER 

BRI: 	Thru-Plete Cirder FlEE: 	 0410: 

ELEMENT DATA SHEET 	1 	00 	1 ELNIB2IT: 	Floor Seems 	BY: 

I 	IYAFFIC 

1 	5121 01300 

2 	iDlY (it available) Iss than 2 	- Greater than 2103 
Fatcoated from stir 

3 	0001053500 Freqaent tauy Trks - trmal 

4 	LOBE IDFHC1IR 1.4 	1.6x 	1.8 	1.95 THREE 2 

II 	D4FPAT 

1 	008011110 HE APFN00I3IES SWIM 	 015101 a 

2 	00NDITISH HE WEARING SURFALI 5807151 0 	 003151_ 

3 	IMPHET PHETER 0.1 	0.2 	0 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	11101101 HENorrItol 

1 	rOPE OF 000IBUR PRE5300SSO2) - STalL o - rede51ant 	0 - nun-evd,,slaot - TABLE 3 I 

2 	SUtSno2117jRE cINDITIcO1 NLMBEP TABLE 3 Ii 

3 	t€lIl5ATL08 t011 	0 	SOME 	HEAW 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	lalS HE SECTION ESFOIAOED 	 1115011 
0-0+5.0 	0-0+0._05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	051ALSTH OF IALINIEBHS80 VIcORCIE 	 I811lTcORr 0 

0-000.05 	 0-0-0.05 
TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RHEIVEAS11E FACIlE 0.90 FIOJHE 3 
TABlE 3 

F = 30 kni 

136.9 in3  

R = 342.3 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

ELEMENT: Floor Beam 

- 302 (720) 	 3-3 (800) 

TINGINVENTORY OPERATING OBOE 

PROPOSED 	L 	20k 	 326 	 386 

COMMENTO: 	Prepened ratings are higher than operating because traffic 
c is enfored at this site. 

0011331: 	Thru-Flate Girder F1Lfi  

EIDID1T 0011W SHElf 	OF BY: 	 - RET: 

Ewofr: 	Floor Seam 	 FIRCE: 	ooedieg/SFOC - 23.5 

I IliAD IABD FOldS ASFSALLT RO2IAINIIIG 

1 	cAIEIOATED D.L. lINdE ON ELEMENT fp.j UOMDO  34.5 k-ft 
FROM EERIE 

07.7 	k-ft 

2 	RID LOAD FACIlE 55  FROM DRAWINGS 	1.44 
0004 CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIOAEDD.L. 104 EIDIENI 49.7 	k-ft 1 	100.2 	k-ft 

TOTAL 154.9 	k-ft -A 

II LIVE 1.41912 0080511 VEHIClE I 
(3) 

VDIICI.E 2 	VI2AICI.E 
(302) 

3 	LAtE 
(3-3) 	(if 

14190 
applicabi 

1 	C44CIS.A1ED 1.0011005 oyfdr(k-ft) 206 103.7 100 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIBUIIN1 FACIlE simply supporte 	one lysE a 3.3.3 

3 	EEPRETT100 10 01010.0501105 FACilE TABLE 1 

4 	IMPACT FACIlE 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
ta Seat 

5 	LIVE lOAD HEFECI H IMPBCE (k - fl) 244.8 220.4 201.6 102030 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	1001 1.090 FACilE 5L 1.6 1.6 1.6 TABLE 2 

7 	FACIO1ED LIVE 1.OADOFFECE 	(k-ft 3917 3526 	3226 

III 00515151110 

1 	CAICIJIATEO ELft0lT 8121015183 	Rn  342.3 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACCIf RE1WTION FACIlE 0 0.90 Data Neat 

3 	FOCIINED RosIsrAlgI 	1 s2 308.1 5 

50 -YD - 	n 	
(B-A)/C1 

IV RIOTING LOSS VDAICI.E 1 
o 50 

VDIICIE 2 
R.F.2  072 

VDAICIL 3 
R.F.3  0 80 

20k 	- 32k 39k 

BRIDGE Thro-Flate Girder 

3 (50K) 
METHOD 	I------------- 

00 
103 



W.TA Nftr 	 RATIHE SHIEr 	 00 

BRi1: 	mm-Plate Girder P114: 	 jEll: 

E1ThF241 1414 sir 	I  OF  1 E1fl1Y2iT: 	Girder 	 BY: ROF. 

I 	TRAFFIC 

1 	ADT 11300 

2 	dOlT (if available) less than ZU-  Grealer than 2 
fatiueted from AlE - 

3 	0VI2fl6lE Frequent Heavy Trunks 	,esaa1- 

4 	LIVE Ifl4DFSU1 1.4 	1.60 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

IMPACT  

I 	lEMDITICM OF 4PHICI80IF.N HWIH - 	dOIGI 

2 	lEH1DITTOI OF 81481181 SUHEaII 9fJ.31H 0 	 Pj - 

3 	IMPT FACTCR 0.1 	5.2 	a 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	ELDIENT Q)NDEEI(R1 

I 	TO1E OF 801814 PRESITI 	F. 0 	- rniasslaot - 	- eso-rnAeafeet TABLE 3 I 

2 	SUNDSSULIURE CONDITION NLMBEF TABLE 3 II 

3 	IEIIEIORATIOA 8011 	SOME 0 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	LOlS OF SD=M ESTD4A3ED 	 81421180) 	X 

0-0+5.5 	0-0+0.05 
TABLE 3 LII 

5 	1.LFIY If 8I4INIXNAYKE VIHE 	 INIEENTITEHT 0 

0-0+0.05 	 0-0-0.05 
TABLE 3 IV 

6 	50)14167811 FBCIOF 0 
0.85 

FIOJAK 3 
bAIL 3 

F 	30 ksi 

665 in3  

V = 1662.5 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE: 	Thrn4'Iate Girder 	 IELEMENT: Girder 

I 	3 (500) 	I 	3S2 (720) 	 3-3 (800) 
METHOD 	i----.----------------+------------------------------- 

PIRATING LHVENTORY PIRATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 	58k 	26k 	846 	38k 	1066 	466 

PROPOSED 37k 	 I 	 57k 	 I 	72k 

COVOIENTS: Proposed rating is below operating doe to deteriorated girder, 
ietermi ttent maint enante and uneven deck approach 

BRi: 	Thrn-Pja te Girder FIlE: 	 5411: 

ELOIGYF 8611781 SHEEf 	V  OF 1 BY: 

EIBIDII: Girder 	 I F1]ICE: Rending 

I HEAD hAD F(RCES ASPHALT 8174410181 

1 	CAIKELATED D.L. HE 174 ELOIOIF 814171 HEAWII4$ 161.8 k-fi 
FREA 14140) 

488.4 k-ft 

2 	FRAIl I.CAD FACII]l 	15  FROM IPNJI1HJA It 1.44 
FDO4 CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	F104EDD.L. 04118011 233.0 k-ft 586.1 	k-ft 

1017:1 819.1 k-ft -A 

II LIVE I.CAD F0) VD4ICLE I 
(3) 

VEHIClE 2 
(302) 

9041111 3 	lASH 
(3-3) 	(if 

1D 
applinabi 

1 	CALCULATED LIVE IflD EPFECF(K-ft 417.4 389.1 345.8 3.3.3.2 

2 	DI9IRIBUrI144 PACER 3.3.3 

3 	ELRRIErIOI 112 DISIRTAIJrIHE4 FACER TABLE 1 

4 	iMPACT FACIER 
0.2 0.2 0.2 

5 	LIVE lflVDEN'FWF+DffRCT (k-ft) 500.9 466.9 ks2x3n 
(4 n 1.0) 

6 	LIVE IAVDFACIII( 1.6 1.6 TABlE 2 

7 	FAC1U4FELIVEID4D58YIEF 801.4 747.0 

tO 

-C1  

III RVYISTAS11E 

1 	CAlCUlATED ELD80IT RESISTANCE 7: 1662.5 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACTrY REOLTI58I FACIU1 4 0.85 Data HEnet 

3 	FAC1TEED ROIS1AICT 	1 x2 
1413.1 k-ft 

	

Og 	YDD 
R.F. 	- 	- (B-6)/Ci  

	

1. 	(1 -A I) 

IV 4C17B1 LQVD VR7UCLE 1 
o 50 

VD4ICI.E 2 
IF.2  x 72 

VOIICIT 3 
HF. 3  n 80 

374 576 724 



9. PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRINGER 

00 



INTA RND 

. P/S Concrete Stringer FILE, 

EIfl4F2RT DATA SLr1_OFJ_ - EWIENT 	Stringer 	 BY: Na'. 

IIBAFFIC 

1 	AlIT 

2 	817Cr (if anailable) I.ess that, 2DOO n 	Greater than 2000- 
Fatitsated fran ALIT 

3 	OtIINIR Freqtatnt }esy Trankn 0 	haeaal - 

4 	LIVE IINDFACTIN 1.4 	1.6 	1.8n 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 	IMF 

1 	7C00)ETISN a' APFRGAOIFS H833Th 	 PEROS 0 

2 	CrMDITIcR OF WEBIW81 SURFALI Dni x 	 - 

3 	IMPr FACItR 5.1 - 0.2 n 	0.3 - 3.3.2.3 

III 	ELEMENT URNICrIUR 

1 	TAlE OF MONROE F1FS1RO2 	0 	53 	- rnl,aslant 
- ,atn-red,oslant - TABLE 3 I 

2 	SUSSOITSJRE CONDITION NINRO TABLE 3 II 

3 	LRIN2UORATAIN NIlE 0 	SOME 	BEAU 
-O.1 	0 -O.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	irgs (P ROITTION ESTOIA1ED 	 BEASLRED 
0..0+0.0 	0 =0.c0.05 

TABLE 3 LIt 

5 	q.I6LIIY OF MAINIENASa VI0IS 	 IL04iTlEMr 
0..0+0.05 	 Op -O.Os 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RFSISTAOGE FACItNI 0.95 FIQLRE 3 
TABLE 3 

CGtOONrS M = 3251 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE, P/S Concrete Stringer 	I 	IRLEMENT 	Stringer 

I 	3 (50K) 	I 	302 (72K) 	 3-3 (00K) 
METHOD i -----------~_____________________________ 

PERATING INVENTORY PERATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 	91k 	93k I 115k 	liNk 	132k 	1344 

PROPOSED 95k j---------100k 

COMMENTS, 	The following formulas were used by the rating agency fur 
interpreting rating for eointing AASHTS; Consequently inventory 
may eoceed operating by these equations. 

R.F. )WSD (Operating)] = 0.70 H-S 

MLLI 

	

R.F. INNS (Scvoetory)J 	
- DL ± f prestress 

LL+I 

Mini mom vu Sue at different Sovels 
of section chosen 

Proposed ratiogn are Sowee because of the 0.2 in pact an snenforced 
traffic. Any type of weight enforcennent and smoothness of roadway would 
load to higher ratings. 

WETIOG SHEET 	 00 
CI 

BRI 	P/S Concrete Stringer FILE: 	 I 
ELUIEJdT RATINI SlEET 	1 OF 	I BY: Na': 

EIBISHE: 	Stringer 	 fORcE: 	Bending/Span = 78.67 

I 15145 lABS F1PS ASFNALE RA]IAINIJMO 

1 	CAICIJLAIEI D.L. fORCE ON ELIDNIJI FROM (NA4DAR 
FROM a'a' 	Noon 956 k-ft  

2 	tEND LABS FACICR 	0 FROM IRROFISME - 1.44 
0034 ORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACI(NES5.L. (NE1.SIOENT 1147.2 k-ft 

10151. 1147.2 	k-ft 

II LIVE lABS pi17 NDJICIE 1 
(3) 

VEHICLE 21 VE3JICI.E 
(302) 

3 	lAiR 
(3-3) 	(if 

10011 
applicabl 

1 	CATCaATED LIVE 52ND IDTECT 415.9 470.3 458.6 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIRIDUTION F/CILR 1.45 1.45 1.45 3.3.3 

3 	ORRECTION 10 SISTHSBurIcBJ FlOR - - - TABLE 1 

4 	IMPACT F1OR 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.5.2 
its Omen 

5 	LIVE IosDa'FEcrino'Arr 	(k-ft 723.6 818.4 798.0 

1.8 

ls2x3s 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	LIVE ABS FACICR 0L 1.8 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	FIiRES LIVE 1(N,D REFECE 	1k-ft 1302.5 1473.1 	1436.4 

III NINISTASEE 

1 	CA1CUIAIED ELROIE7s'r RESISTANCE 	R
n 3251 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAP8CUYREE*ETISIJFACIOE 4 095 TArs Emet 

3 	FACTORED NESISCAECE 	1 o2 3088 k - ft 

R.F. 	n 	Oil5 	
(B-#.)/C1 

.LLO(I +1) 

IV NDuIJJI IABD VEHIClE 1 
R.F.1 sOS 

VDIICI.E 2 
S.F.2 072 

VDOICI.L 3 
R.F. 3 c 80 

75k 95k 108k 



10. PRESTRESSED CONCRETE I-BEAM 

45" x 22" (TYPE III) 

U 

SECTION  
NTS 



EATA SWAr 

Rp1 	P/S Concrete I Beam FILl: 	 EATE: 

ElBIOJY 4401 S1101r 	1 OF 	1 ELB300ft: 	I-Beam 	 BY: BOF. 

I 	TRAFFIC 

I 	051 

2 	AIIIT (if anallable) luen than 2000-  Greater than 2110 
Fathneted from ABC 

3 	045110111 Frequent faoy Trueko - koenel 

4 	LIVE lOAD F1EH 1.4 	1.6 	0 	1.8 	1.95 1051.1 2 

II 	1111 

1 	CONDITION IF APIVGAOA01 Swill 	 00J51 0 

2 	OBASETIVE OF WEARI3IC SIRFII 9iH 0 	 RO1 - 
3 	IMPACT F1ER 0.1 	0.2 	0 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	EWIENI VENDIIL(SA 

1 	TIRE OF MIRROR PRESIT1F.VSBD 	e 	STEEL. 	rnkaulatt 0 - ren-redtoelant TABLE 3 I 

2 	SUFB2ISfl0lUfE ILR1DITIIRA NLMBEF TABLE 3 LI 

3 	BCIEAIOPATI(8l 1011 	SOlE 	HEAVY 
-0.l 	9-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	1015 OF VETT1011 ESIIMA2ED 	 HEASLIlElI 
0-000.0 	90+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	(5IALIEY OF AAAJRTEMAIKI P10010110 	 51101811T0111 
0..9*0.05 	 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

b 	RRSISTAY11E FltH 4 095 FIGJ0E 3 
TABLE 3 

M 	2610 k-ft (AASHTO 9.17.3) 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AID EXISTING RATINGS 

00 
00 

BRS1: 	/s 	Concrete 	I Beam FILE: 	 j 06.01: 

tillABlE RATIAB sIRzr 	OF By: RET: 

EluDer: 	IDeam 	 leedio/Opan- 75.25 

I WAD lOAD IRI1EIS ASNAIX RI1I4SNI711 

1 	C.eACIJATED D.L FORCE 01 ELlIBJIE FROM 1181090 
FROM 11811 	None 932 k-ft 

2 	WAD lOAD FAC1EH 35  FIlipi ISAAIJINTA -  1.44 
84 CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACTORED D.L. 0111101181 1118.4 k-ft 

TOTAL 1118.4 k-ft -A 

U LIVE 1016.9 851 VEHICLE 1 
(3) 

VEHICLE 2 
(302) 

VEHICLE 3 
(3-3) 	(if 

LAIR lOAD 
applicakL 

1 	CAIOJLAWA LIVE 11199 IRyECr(K-ft 396.9 448.1 430.6 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISIR1BUrITA4 FACI01 1.14 1.14 1.14 3.3.3 

3 	ISIRHETIIR TO DISTRTAUrI(Rf FPCI51 TABLE 1 

4 	DIPACr PACtEl - - 3.3.2 
Data Bet 

5 	LIVE lOAD EFFECT +XhtP8C1 (kf t) 0.2 0.2 0.2 Io2x3x 
(4 + 1.0) 

6 	
LIVE 

 LOAD FACIlE 1.6 1.6 1.6 TABLES 

7 	FAC1UAESILIVE LLSVD}FFECr (k-it) 868.8 980.8 942.4 -C1  

III REFITFA111E 

1 	CALCULATED ELEMENTRISISTAJEE H 2610 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPACTEY REOTTLCR1 PACITR 0.95 Data Inot 

3 	FAC1IF.ED RESLSLV41E 	I e 2 2479.5 k-ft • 

	

48 	VDD - 	n 	• (B-#.)/C 

. 71.L(1+1) 

IV POSTING lOAD VEHICLE I 
e50 

VEHICLE 2 
R.F.2  o72 

VEHICLE 3 
R.P.3  cOO 

78k lOOk 1164 

BRIDGE:P/S Concrete I Beam 
------------------------------- 

I 	3 (50K) 
METROS 	- 	--------- 

bPERATIRG II0VENTORY 

ELEMENT: I-Beam 

302 (72K) 	I 	3-3(80K)
TINGINVE0TORY IPIRATINIIIA1VENTOBY 

EXISTING 	I 	684 	I 	.0k 	I 	94k I 	126k 	I 	100k I 134k 

PROPOSED 	---------------------------LOOk j---------1164 

CONSIENTS: Proponed rating may be improved wEth better deck approach. 
Inventory ratings greater than operating benaunn of different formulae 



11. P/s CONCRETE BOX BEAN 

-01 

 

I 	 2.G.-O Zo.15 	 --- 78 

I 	 ROADWAY 	 SIDE WALJC 

tHARRISTOWN ROAD BRIDGE 	 I 

r— 
EPDXY 	

/ /  SEAL COAT 

4usN. 

OtOOtOOtOOtO otoot 
! 	TRAN5VE5E TIE 	 PRECA5T PRE5TRES5(D 
ROD e 14#-5PAN 	 CONC. 80X BEAM 3GX 'r 

FA 5C/A 
LINE 

METAL RAILING 
/(JRAIL ALUMIPI(./M) 

r ROUGHEN CONCRET, 
<TDER PARAPET(TYF. 

2L+i 

511EA 
/ KEY r a4e121  

3 a5  

HQ9) (Ht,)Hr 

	

I - ++. - 	•+-+-. 

	

38 	
-14Ql2 	

3fl 	I04 

	

94 	14 	94 	STRANDS 
S 	I  

2-112 

SECTION B-B 
SCALE: 1" = 1' - 0 

00 
'.0 



TA RF 
	

FarING OBESE 	 40 
0 

s&i• P/S Box Beam FILE 	 D43E 

EIflNFI4C DATA sm 	S  OF  I Box Beam 	- 	60 Rr 

S 	IBAFFIC 

1 	ART 

2 	4011 (if anailable) leon than 2000 	Greater than 2 
Fatimated from ADO- - 	- 

3 	0VER.101 Freqeant l'eavy Tronke - Meenal 

4 	LIVE IESNDF,cItR 1.4 	1.60 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

II 

I 	RTeISITSOI OF APVEÜAQIF$ Rfl1 - 	PEIJQI 0 

2 	CONDITION OF JOBBING SURFACE SMOUTH 0 	 ABI - 
3 	SPACE FAdER 0.1 	0.20 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	ILBI11 RTNDmOF 

1 	TYPE OF MOSSAB PNES11UYP 	0 	SI. 	- red,aslant - eao-reAeeiant - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SUPOBSSGrRJBE CONDITION 101151 TABLE 3 II 

3 	IEIF1110RATICeJ lADlE 	SOME 	ISOAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 11 

4 	10100 OF SECTION ESOBIAXED 	 IRAIII1ED 	0 

0=0+0.5 	0=000.05 
TABLE 3 III 

5 	114LSTY OF MUNTIMAhCE VIOLBIOIB 	 INIMMI1TIXSJO 
0-0+0.55 	 0=0 - 0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	ROFSSTASJOE FAC1531 4 0.90 FI(.DJVE 3 
TABLE 3 

COMMENTS  H = 267.6 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSES AND EXISTING RATINGS - 

----------------------------------- BRIDGE, P/S Concrete Box Beam 	]ELEMENT Box Beam 

kERATING]INVENTORY 
METROS 

	3PERATINSJINVEBT0RY OPERATINGJ100EN1000 

EXISTING ¶ 90 I 	50 I 134  I 74 I 178 I 98 

PROPOSED 	I 	65 	 I 	103 	I 	130 

COMMENTS: 	Propoeed rating woald increase if ci tker approack condition 
eas improved and/or maintenance level was higher 

5R1JED 	P/S Box Beam FILE, 	 I 
EInlSOdr RAJING SIREr 	1 OF SY RD' 

EIDAEST, 	Box Beam 	 P0101: 	Seeding/Span = 32.14' 

I WAD I.OMS PERIlS ASPHALT ROIN6INI.NG 

1 	CAICIIA1ED D.L P010101 011100110 FIRM IRAWIBKR 18.1 k-ft 94.3 k-ft 

2 	WAS LAND PALlOR 11101 OFABIBAD 	1.44 
FF09 ED1IS - 1.25 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIEREDD.L. 010111119ff 26.1 k-ft 113.2 k-ft 

10011. 139.3 k-ft 

II LIVE LEAD FOIlEhI SDIICI.E 1 
(3) 

VI2AICIL 2 180AICLE 
(3S2) 

3 lASt 
(3-3) 	(if 

142ND 
applicabl 

1 	CAIQJLAIED LIVE IEDD EFPECI(k- ft 68.3 61.5 54.3 . 3.3.3.2 

2 	DOBIRIBUrIOBA P00111 0.6 0.6 0.6 3.3.3 

3 	(XRSBTTICFA 3D D1S351m11r1c81 F0010A - - - TABLE 1 

4 	D'IPACT FAC1U1 	- 0.2 0.2 	0.2 3.3.2 
Data Omet 

LIVE LAND 01TFCT*DIPACT(k-ft) 49.2 44.3 39.1 lis2o3x 
(4+1.0) 

6 	LIVE IANDPACIOR 1.6 1.6 1.6 TABLE 2 

7 	FACIVPED LIVE LANDOFFCT 	(k-ft 78.7 70.9 	62.6 -C4  

III 8ABISTAS10E 

1 	CALCUlATED ELSIJONT RESISTA2AI 	N 267.6 	k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 . CAFACIr8 RKSOCTI01 FACtOR 4 0.9 Fata Smet 

3 	FACrCRED RESISTANCE 	1 x2 240.8 k-ft -B 

4R - 	R.F.4 - 	n 	
(B-A)/C. 

L 
1. 	(1 + 1) 

10 PEHOISAI LOINS OOIAICI.E 1 
N.E.1  o 50 

VOAICLE 2 
N.E.2  072 

VOFICLE 3 
N.E.3  oAO 

656 1036 	I 1304 



12. PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BOX GIRDER 

/ 

95 	7' J'95' 	 7-' - 46-6 
- 	-.I 	- - 

TYPICAL SECTION 
SCALE: 1/8tOt  

7-9 - 

TYPICAL GIRDER 

'' 	flFed 

•- 

I c-6 	 7tq.5 * 
p 	 4 

f1J,, 15iP.p 	 - ,80e/2 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 
NO,  S(ALE 



pjjy.P/S Concrete Box Girde F11E 	 .IE. 

EIAB}Nr BElA B?G 	1 OF _L E1A71874t: Box Girder 80 891. 

I 	TAAFFIC 

1 	AOl 

2 	412FF (if anailokle) less than 2000 o 	Greater than SLED - 
EOtiated from 9121_ 

3 	OVF1IIO8IB Freqeant 1axy Tronko o 	Bee,a1 - 
4 	LIVE LOAD P1tR 1.4 - 	1.6 - 1.8 x 	1.95 - TABLE 2 

II 	IMPACT  

1 	EDIIFrICH OF APFNINaIFS 913381 5 	 101.811_ 

2 	05101108080 8E801182 SUFTACE 8020121_ 	POSI 

3 	IMPACT FAC1UL 0.1 - 0.2 x 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

III 	ELgl17gr OSNDIIILSJ 

1 	TYVE OF #1118111 1i1ESIRF.S 	x 	STIRL - - rolxedoot - one-n loslont - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SIND1SDILCIIRIE IXDIDITI17J 101180 TABLE 3 II 

3 	BEIFJUOPATY18I 10111 	e 	SOlE- 	HEAVY 
0-0.1 	0-0.2 

TABLE 3 II 

4 	L011 OF SSCITON CSTS4A3ED 	 HEASOPED 
0-0+0.0 	0-0+0.05 

TABLE 3 LII 

5 	qJAI.Iri OF PIAINIENASHI P118110111 	 INlrri11Nr 
gO0.O5 	 0-0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

6 	RISISTAJCE FPCICR 8 
0.95 

F1OJRE 3 
TABLE 3 

C 	8909 k-ft 

COMPARISON-OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING RATINGS 

BRIDGE P/S Concrete Box Girder 	ELEMENT, Box Girder 

METHOD 
3 (50K) 

-- I 
	3S2 (72K) 	 3-3 (80K) 

f___-----------+ 
PERATINC INVENTORY PERATINI INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

EXISTING 
I 

133k 	76k I 166k 	88k 	166k 95k 

8811118 DOPEY 	 40 

BP1 	P/S Concrete Box Girder PIiE 	
I 

EIEID1T #911711 SIEYF 	1 	OF 1 BY: 891: 

EL85IIS,T: 	Box Girder 	 I PIJHEE: 	Heeding/Span = 	113.8' 

I 80.60 14540 P01GEV 45111011 	- RkYtA1N1J45 

1 	CA1CIIAIED D.L. NE 01 EL1M129r 18131 IPAWIIAO 
None PROlIX1lEV 2671 k-ft  

2 	IRkS 1.1545 	
'4D 111011 (PAJINEV. - 1.44 

FIlIDI ED1ES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	PACIPEED D.L. 0111.8511MG 3205.2 k-ft 

TOtAL 3205.2 k-ft 

II LIVE 14540 }t11 VDIICLE 1 
(3) 

VDIIC1.E 2 
(352) 

VTAICLE 3 
(3-3) 

lAIR 14541 
(if applixabl 

I 	CA1C.IA 	LIVE 11541 01155Cr 6333 783.8 807.2 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISTR1SIJFI0HFACICH 1.11 1.11 1.11 3.3.3 

3 	031HICTICH Ti) IISIRIBU1I01 FACICR - TABLE 1 

4 	IMPAGT FACICH 0.2 0.2 0.2 3.3.2 
Data 11met 

LIVE ln4DEVs5Cr.cInr 	(k-ft 843.6 1044.0 1075.2 12o3o 
(4 • 1.0) 

6 	U4EI45ADFACIO( Y 1.8 1.8 1.8 TABLE 2 

7 	FACIVEEI LIVE  1.QADOFFECY 1518.5 1879.2 1935.4 

III 88511181Cr 

1 	cAlcUlATED ELSHENT RESISTAIRT R 6909 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	GApASTYf REsirrItol FACIUL / 995 5488 

3 	FAC1ULSI RESIEGA1KT 	1 mm 2 6564 k-ft 

OR -Y 5 - 	n 	I 	- (B-A)/C. 

- 	L 1. 
	(1 • I) 

IV FOSrING LOAD VOIICLE 1 
H.P.1  o 50 

VOIVCLE 2 
R.F. 2  072 

VOIICLE 3 
R.F.3  080 

111 129 139 - 
PROPOSED 	I 	111k 	I 	129k 	I 	139k 

COMMENTS: 	 - 

H.P. (Operating) = 0.75 M - D 

MLL+I 

H.P. (Inxentory) 	
a11owah1e - EIL + 

 
fPrestress 

1LL+I 

Ratings can be improved by enfercemen t and by a omooth roadway 



13. PRESTRESSED CONCRETE T-BEAM 

P'(bP,,Itd Sp.n  
£760. 

isr•o. -- 	. - 	)8-0 

_ 	TTT_ 

SPAN LENGTH E BRG to BRG = 115' - 6" 

ç Roadway 	 .47( /A/,q/4e 	4' 'R2 
F-u Line -.. 

_i-r 	 -9.. - ------ r 	 wuy I 
- 6Y• .ij 	'4•0 	 14.O_ - 	L. 

--- 
Jrf  

L' 1JEJE 



EATA SHEET 

1011130: P/S Concrete T-Neae FIlE: 	 0530. 

EL11IISIT 0530 SHEET _L OF 	1 11 	IlIAC: 	T-Beav 	 BY: 0FF. 

I 	TRAFFIC 

1 	dIll 

2 	dOlT (if available) Less than 21870 - Greater than 21803 
fstimated from ABE - 

3 	OVFIIIOACN Frequest Heavy Tranks - Normal 

4 	LIVE LOADFICBIN 1.4 	1.6x 	1.8 	1.95 TABLE 2 

LI 	DINACT 

1 	CONDITIONOFAPPNEEC8ES 7837111 	 P11J111x 

2 	CTNDITICRA OF WEARING SGRFN30 9m x 	RCUCSI - 

3 	INDICT F?CIUR 0.1 - 0.2 	x 	0.3 3.3.2.3 

LIE 	ELOIENC IVNDFIICHI 

1 	1510 OF MGIB8IE IRESTRfSSED 	x 	B1 	- rodImrt - rme-ro11ra-tt - TABLE 3 1 

2 	SGF87A000rIINE FF51511105 100150 TABLE 3 II 

3 	CNIVIUOPATEEA NiNE 0 	SOlE 	I15AV10 
9 - 0.1 	9-0.2 

TABLE 3 11 

4 	1.000 OF SEOTION ESTIMATES 	 I8ASIJRED 
ØØ+O.Q 	0=0+0.05 

TABLE 3 III 

5 	QUALITY OF 9IIINILNALCT VI18IAOIS 	 INTS3NICEIE1AC 
0=0+5.05 0=0-0.05 

TABLE 3 IV 

RTAISEQACE F/C105 0.95 FIOJOE 3 
TABLE 3 

N 	5125 k-ft 

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED AND EXISTING SATIN9 

1811121: 	P/S Concrete T-Beam Fill: 	 I 
ELOSIEST RATING SWECI 	1 	or 	S BY: g. 

ELOHEAT: 	1-Beam 	 P11100: 	Bending/Span = 115.5 

I 058018745 FQVCES ASPrIALT RE1lAINilaI 

1 	CAI.CUIAIEID.L. IOPCEOACI7)AEPG 91071 9tIFI105 	286.8k- 
FROI FFRBS 

f 1 	1584.2 k-ft 

2 	lEAD 11160 FACIER 3D FROM IRHIINIR 	1.44 
FNDI CORES - 1.20 1.2 3.3.2.1 

3 	FACIISAED D.L. 181 ELOAENT 413 k-ft 1901 k-ft 

AL 2314 k-ft 

U LIVE LOAD FCMCAB VOIICLE I 
(3) 

0011111 2 	YDAICLE 
(352) 

5 	I.A0E 
(3-3) 	(if 

lOrD 
applioabl 

I 	C81DOAIES LIVE LOAD EFFACE 645.2 806.8 825.3 3.3.3.2 

2 	DISTRIS0rIONFACIIV 0.916 0.916 0.906 3.3.3 

3 	CORRECTION ID DLSIDTAIJI105 FACItE - - TABLE I 

4 	IMPACT FACIIR 0.2 0.2 5.2 33.2 
bra ShavE 

5 	LIVE IFFDEFFfCT*IlEFAZr(kft) 709.2 880.8 907.2 Ix2o3s 
(4+1.0) 

6 	
LIVE 

 I11ADF#CICM 	
L 	

- 1.6 	1 1.6 1.6 TABLE 2 

7 	FPCIU1EOUVE LOADEFFECE(k- ft) 1134.7 	1 1409.3 	1451.5 C0  

III REAISEAS€E 

1 	CAlCUlATES EIJOICNT RFSISTAN30 	R 5125 k-ft 3.3.2.4 

2 	CAPHC11fREOETIIMIFACI05 0.95 Ibta NMOE 

3 	FACIO1ED R8SSSTA1WJO 	1 s2 4868.8 k-ft - 
R.F. 	 (B-dr)/C. 

- 	L L 	(1 * I) 
IV R3JTING ILIAD VV3AICLE I 

o50 
VDAICLE 2 
R.F.2  072 

VOAICLE 3 
R.F. 3  oNG 

113 131 141 

BRIDGE: P/S CONCRETE BEAN 

I-PERATINGENVENTORY 

 3 (50K) 
______________ METhOD 

 

EXISTING 125k J 73k 

PROPOSED 	I 	113k  

jELEMENT: T-NEAM 

352 (72K) 	 3-3 (80K) 

RATING INVENTORY OPERATING INVENTORY 

1441, 	84k 	155k 	911, 

131k 	 141k 

COMMENTS: Proposed ratings can be improved by kaving a snootk roadway 



9' 

9' - 6" 

Figure C-3(b). South Los Angeles underpass. 

95 

As part of the discussion on redundancy, the project sought 
to identify cases of nonredundant concrete spans. One such 
example is trough-shaped railroad bridges introduced by the 
California Division of Highways in 1965. Design of the Cordelia 
underpass substituted a trough-shaped section characterized by 
somewhat massive, 3-ft thick slabs and webs for the deep steel 
trusses and heavy, riveted steel plate girders used previously. 

Advantages of the superstructure configuration are evident. 
Its smooth profile is aesthetically superior to the clutter of truss 
members or the multitude of crimped stiffeners, angles, rivets, 
and splice plates characterizing steel structures. The concrete 
trough is readily adaptable to curved alignment. It is not vul-
nerable to the extended closures that may result when derailment 
with the confinements of steel structures destroy the inner knee 
braces; moreover, it is more likely to confine a derailed railroad 
car than is a deck structure. Initial cost of such a structure is 
less than comparable to riveted or welded steel structures, and, 
lacking painted steel components, it is certainly more mainte-
nance free. Additionally, this structure type allows crossings to 
be provided with a minimum of embankment fill costs. Cali- 

- 3" 

1 

Figure C-3(a). "F"Street underpass.  

fornia, at the time of this writing, has eight trough-shaped con-
crete railroad structures open to traffic. Listed in order of time 
of completion, they are: 

Cordelia Underpass, Cordelia 
R Street Underpass, Sacramento 
Antler Underpass, Lakehead 
F Street Underpass, Chula Vista 
Reed Avenue Underpass, Broderick 
Land Park Underpass, Sacramento 
North Auburn Underpass, Auburn 
South Los Angeles Underpass, Los Angeles 

Sketches of five of these are shown in Figures C-3(a) through 
C-3(e). 

8' 

Figure C-3(c). Antler underpass. 

 

Figure C-3(d). Cordelia underpass. 

Figure 3-C(e). "R "Street underpass. 
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APPENDIXES D, E, AND F 

UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL 

Appendixes D, E, and F contained in the report as submitted 
by the research agency are not published herein. Their titles are 
listed here for the convenience of those interested in the subject 
area. Qualified researchers may obtain loan copies of the agency 
report by written request to the NCHRP, Transportation Rc- 

search Board Publications Office, 2101 Constitution Avenue, 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20418. 

The titles are: 
Appendix D—Review of WIM Data 
Appendix E—Mathematical Aspects of Reliability Theory 
Appendix F—Detailed Illustration of Betas 

APPENDIX G 

SIMPLIFIED METHODS FOR LIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

The proposed evaluation specifications contain options for 
conducting more accurate live load distribution analyses, e.g., 
using charts or tabulated values or using more accurate for-
mulas. This appendix gives a summary of recently developed 
methods that are seen to give more accurate results than the 
present AASHTO specifications with a minimal increase in the 
amount of time and effort. Most of these methods have been 
developed during the course of NCHRP Project 12-26, which 
also identifies some more complicated methods that can be used. 
Another method as proposed by Bakht and Moses is also re-
viewed. 

METHODS REVIEWED IN NCHRP PROJECT 12-26 

A large number of formulas have been reviewed and tested 
on a data base of bridges assembled in NCHRP Project 12-26, 
"Distribution of Wheel Loads on Highway Bridges." An excerpt 
of the simple and more accurate formulas is presented below. 
For further details, the reader is directed to Ref. 36. 

The first formula was developed at the University of Illinois 
and is given as g = S/Q, where g = wheel load distribution 
factor, S = girder spacing, in ft; Q = (0.01538 + S/150)(L/ 
H°5) + 4.26 + S/30; L = span length, in ft; H = EgJ,,/ 
LD: Eg  = modulus of elasticity of girder; 'cg = moment of 
inertia of composite girder (transformed to girder properties); 
D = Et 3 / 12(1 - v 2,; E = modulus of elasticity of the slab; 
t = slab thickness; and v = Poisson's ratio of slab. 

As explained in Ref. 36, the only drawback of this method 
is that it gives errors on the unconservative side for a few isolated 
cases. 

The other method was developed during the course of 
NCHRP Project 12-28 (6) and is identified as IAI-4. The girder 
distribution (applied to a wheel line) is given by 

g = 0.1 + (S/3)16  (S/L)°2  [(1 +Ae2)/L 5)}° t 

where I = moment of inertia of girder only (transformed to 
slab material); A = area of girder (transformed to slab mate-
rial); and e = distance from neutral axis of girder to mid-depth 
of slab (eccentricity). 

Other methods identified are those developed by Sanders, 
Henry and at Lehigh. However, as shown in Ref. 36, results 
from these are not as accurate as those given above. 

Another method has been recently developed by Walker (51) 
by AISI Project 332 entitled, "Lateral Load Distribution for 
Multi-Girder Bridges." Three analytical models have been im-
plemented in this study and the applicability and limitations of 
the AASHTO S/D rule have been explored. The use of a grid 
model to represent the essential predictions of the more exact 
analytical models has been explored. The grid model is seen as 
a useful option for a lateral load distribution provision in the 
specification. A simple microcomputer implementation of a grid-
model-based provision is seen to be a workable possibility. 

BAKHT AND MOSES METHOD 

This method (41) is applicable to slab on girder bridges with 
little or no skew. It has been derived from further simplifications 
of the Ontario methods. The formula retains the essential sim-
plicity of the AASHTO distribution method; however, it gives 
better results because it accounts for the major parameters af-
fecting bridge response. It is given as g = S/Dd, where Dd  
D[l + ( L C1+ Ce)/100], in which: 

p. = (W - 11)/2 < 1.0; 
W = width of design lane, ft;  
C = correction factor for design lane width; 
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C, = correction factor for edge stiffening and vehicle edge 
distance; 

S = spacing of girders, ft; 
D = basic value. 

This approximation was developed based on the same principles 
as used in the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code, OHBDC, 
i.e., orthotropic plate theory. The application of this method 
requires determining the value of D depending on the span of 
the bridge, the type of girder (external or internal), and the 
number of lanes from Figure G-1. Equivalent spans for contin-
uous bridges are shown in Figure G-2. Correction factors are 
then applied to this basic value of D to obtain the design value 
Dd. These correction factors also depend on the span and the 
vehicle edge distance and are obtained from Figures G-1 and 
G-3. 

The validity of this method was established by comparing the 
results to those obtained by the rigorous finite-element analyses 
of several actual bridges. For example, consider a right single 
span bridge with steel girders (41), having a span, L, of 110 ft 
and a lane width of, W, of 14 ft. The center-to-center spacing 
of the girders is 8.5 ft. It is required to determine the design 
value of D, i.e., Dd  for moments in internal girders corresponding 
to the strength design. From Figure G-1, the values of D for 
internal girders and C,- are found to be approximately 5.8 ft and 
8 percent respectively. The value of ti is found to be 1.5. Sub-
stituting the values of D, C1, and tt in the equation above gives 
Dd  to be equal to 6.6 ft. It is noted that this design value of D 
is 20 percent smaller than the corresponding AASHTO value 
which is equal to 5.5 ft. A rigorous finite element study for the 
same bridge (36) gives a D value of 7.0 ft, which is a deviation 
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of 6 percent from that obtained using the proposed procedure. 
Further examples and comparisons are also given in Ref. 41. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The above two sections show that a variety of reasonably 
simple and more accurate methods (as compared to AASHTO)  

exist. An option for the use of such methods is provided in the 
proposed specifications, however, with certain documented cor-
rection factors that reinstate the bias implicit in current prac-
tices. Thus, with a small degree of effort, the evaluator may be 
able to obtain improved ratings, at the same time maintaining 
an adequate level of safety. 

APPENDIX H 

DETERIORATION OF STRUCTURAL MEMBERS 

This appendix examines the effects of deterioration of mem-
bers due to natural causes. Damage caused by accidents is spe-
cifically not considered (a methodology for evaluation and repair 
due to accidents is provided in NCHRF Reports 226, 271, and 
280. 

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION OF STEEL MEMBERS 

To obtain some measure of the amount of degradation that 
can occur over a period of time it is necessary to collect data 
on the atmospheric corrosion of metals used in bridges (typically 
carbon or weathered steel). Fortunately, a large body of data 
is available in the form of tests conducted by ASTM over a 
large period of time and at sites all over the world. Unfortu-
nately, deriving generalizations using these data is difficult. 

At the outset of this discussion it should be realized that this 
is by no means an exhaustive account of the effects of the 
atmosphere on steel bridge members. Moreover, the aim is to 
examine trends in light of assumptions rather than to specify 
absolute numerical values because doing this would require an 
extensive amount of data. 

Atmospheric corrosion of bridge members depends both on 
the macroenvironment, which refers to the general atmosphere 
at and around the bridge; and on the microenvironment, which 
refers to localized conditions, like leaky expansion joints, which 
might alter considerably the deterioration due to just the ma-
croenvironment. This is also referred to as service corrosion. 

Both the macroenvironment and the microenvironment play 
an important role in determining the deterioration of a bridge 
element, and it is the latter which compounds the difficulty of 
obtaining any generalization or conclusions from the experi-
mental data collected. 

Study of atmospheric corrosion of metals has been an im-
portant activity of ASTM and of many other private and public 
agencies. Information has been obtained on corrosion loss of 
numerous metal samples exposed at sites throughout the world. 

ASTM Standard Practice G 1 (53) establishes the method-
ology for establishing the corrosion effects of the atmosphere 
on test specimens. Results are established in terms of average  

corrosion penetration per side, which is calculated from the 
mass lost during the time of exposure. 

These test specimens have been exposed to a variety of ma-
croenvironments, broadly classified into rural, urban/industrial, 
and marine depending upon the aggressiveness of the environ-
ment to steel. 

Rural environments are not very aggressive towards steels 
because of the absence of corrosive agents like carbon dioxide, 
sulfur oxides, and so on. 

On the other hand, urban and industrial environments contain 
all of the foregoing which, along with moisture, promote the 
corrosion of steel. 

The losses from corrosion are greatest in a marine environ-
ment because of salt spray, humidity, winds, and daily temper-
ature fluctuations. 

A measure of the magnitude of these losses in different en-
vironments can be obtained from the calibration of atmospheric 
test sites conducted by ASTM committee G- 1 which annually 
exposed carbon steel specimens at a number of sites around the 
world. A compilation of their results is given in Table 19 in 
Ref. 27, which summarizes the average corrosion penetration 
per side (in m) for carbon steel specimens after 2-year exposure 
periods. Also given is the rating of each site relative to the 
corrosion penetration measured at State College, Pennsylvania, 
a rural site where the data were most neaily reproducible. It is 
apparent that a wide diversity in atmospheric corrosiveness ex-
ists between the various test sites. This can also be seen from 
Figure H-i (28) which shows the range of corrosion (with a 
low of 1.1 mils/side/year for rural environments to a high of 
40 mils/side/year for marine environments). 

This ASTM study suggests that rural atmospheres are less 
corrosive than industrial atmospheres and much less corrosive 
than marine atmospheres. But as mentioned before, the micro-
climate may play a very important role in modifying this be-
havior. For our purposes corrosiveness will be classified into 
(1) severe (for marine atmosphere), (2) slight or medium (for 
urban/industrial atmospheres, and (3) light or normal (for 
rural atmospheres) 

Such an explicit relation between the macroenvironment and 
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the amount of corrosion is also given by the West German 
specifications (Ref. 54). 

Albrecht (27) has conducted a regression analysis of the cor-
rosion data from various sites and has fitted it to a power 
function given by 

C=AtB 	 (H-i) 

where C = average corrosion penetration in m determined 
from weight loss, t = exposure time in years, A = regression 
coefficient numerically equal to the penetration after 1-year 
exposure, and B = regression coefficient numerically equal to 
the slope of Eq. H-i in a log-log plot. Such an approach has 
also been followed by Bohnenkamp and Townsend. 

Based on the ASTM data, the values for the constants in Eq. 
H-i have been determined (27). Average values for carbon steel 
for different environments are: 

Corrosion of Section 	Type of Environment 	Eq. H- 1 

Normal, good condition 	 Rural 	 C —  34t°65  
Medium, slight corrosion 	Urban/industrial 	C=65t° 5  
Severe corrosion 	 Marine 	 C= 80,08 

These equations imply that, on the average, corrosion penetra-
tion per side will be of the order of 2, 3.5 and 5.5 mils for 2 
years in rural, industrial, and marine environments respectively. 

Using these averages as base values, the cumulative effect of 
the microclimate has to be determined as applicable to bridges  

for each of the above environments. These, in turn, will deter-
mine the statistical parameters for the resistance of deteriorated 
members. 

The corrosion behavior of steels under localized or microen-
vironmental conditions is more typical of the service conditions 
encountered at bridge sites. The main effects are due to initial 
climate, sheltering, orientation, angle of exposure, time of wet-
ness, atmospheric pollutants, and salt. Extensive data and sub-
sequent analysis are given in Ref. 27. Only a brief summary as 
relevant to the discussion will be provided here. 

Initial climatic condition—This refers to the climatic con-
dition at the beginning of the exposure period. Enough evidence 
exists to show that up to a twofold difference in corrosion 
penetration can exist, depending on when the steel was initially 
exposed. 

Shelter and orientation—Tests conducted by Larrabee 
have shown that exposed (skyward) surfaces corrode less than 
sheltered (groundward) surfaces because of washing of the sky-
ward surface by rain and also because of more rapid drying. 

Tests done by Cosaboom and Zoccola confirm that shelter is 
detrimental to corrosion with the corrosion rates varying from 
1.65 to 6 times that of boldly exposed specimens in industrial 
environments. 

Other tests by McKenzie show that for rural environments, 
there is not much difference between open and bridge shelter 
environments. At marine sites, however, the opposite is true, 
indicating the adverse effect of chlorides under sheltered con-
ditions. 

As a rough estimate, the following values are adopted: 
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Environment Corrosion for sheltered conditions 
Corrosion for exposed conditions 

Rural 1.0 
Industrial 1.7 
Marine 2.0 

Angle of exposure—It is observed that under bold exposure, 
vertical and horizontal specimens corrode more than specimens 
exposed at an angle close to the latitude of the site. 

Vertical specimens should corrode more than horizontal spec-
imens in bold exposures, but not in sheltered exposure. Some 
data confirm these expectations; other data do not. Hence, this 
variable will not be taken into consideration. 

Continuously moist conditions—Continuously moist con-
ditions are seen to be very detrimental to steel elements. Tests 
by Larrabee have shown that under sheltered conditions, the 
corrosion under continuously wet conditions is about 3 times 
that in dry atmosphere which, in turn, is twice that of corrosion 
under bold exposures. 

Continuously moist conditions (as opposed to wet conditions) 
are obtainable when the relative humidity exceeds a certain 
critical level. As developed by Sereda, the ,percentage of time 
this critical humidity is exceeded, called the "time of wetness", 
is a very important factor promoting the atmospheric corrosion 
of metals. 

However, the time of wetness of bridges at different locations 
can be greatly influenced by local atmospheric and service con-
ditions. There is at present no reliable method of estimating the 
time of wetness for various surface conditions from meteoro-
logical records. 

Deicing Salts—Deicing salts spread on highways during 
the winter can create a more corrosive environment for the 
bridge than that encountered at marine sites. On heavily salted 
highways, the salt contaminates the steel structure in the fol-
lowing ways: (a) Salt water leaks through the bridge deck, 
mainly at expansion and conStruction joints, and drains longi-
tudinally along sloped bottom flanges. (b) A mist of salt-water 
runoff is kicked up in the wake of trucks passing beneath the 
bridge and settles on the steel structure. (c) Dust containing 
salt particles is blown against the steel structure. 

As noted by Albrecht and Naeemi (27), the corrosion due to 
salt is approximately 2.75 times the corrosion in the absence of 
salt. Because this factor is independent of the type of environ-
ment, the increase in corrosion due to salt will be taken as 2.75 
for both rural and industrial environments. The effect of salt is 
also included for marine environments even though it may be 
implicitly present. 

The foregoing discussion has established the base values for 
amount of deterioration and has also identified the major quan-
tifiable factors that affect these base values. Using these estimates 
establishes the following comprehensive values for deterioration 
over a 2-year period as a function of environment (or condition 
of section) 

Condition of Section 	Amount of Thickness 	Loss per Side, mils 

Good condition 	 6 
Slight/mild corrosion 	 17 
Heavy corrosion 	 30 

Using these values one calculates the mean amount of reduction 
in section modulus for a typical beam, say a W 27 X 94 (assuming 
constant losses on all surfaces). 

Condition of Section 	 % Reduction in Section Modulus 
(mean, 2-year period) 

Good condition 	 1.8 
Slight/mild corrosion 	 5.0 
Heavy corrosion 	 9.0 

Even for the severest corrosion, local buckling of either the 
flange or the web does not occur. Hence, the strength is governed 
by the reduction in section. Because the bias for a good condition 
section is taken to be 1.1, the bias for slight corrosion and severe 
corrosion equals the remaining percentage of section multiplied 
by the original bias, which is calculated as 0.95 * 1.1 = 1.05 and 
0.91 * 1.1 = 1.0 respectively. 

Another important point to note here is that for evaluation, 
one already has a certain record of the corrosion rate for a site, 
so extrapolating for a short period of 2 years is not as difficult 
a task as for a new bridge. 

Establishing the coefficient of variation, COY, for deteriorated 
steel members is more difficult. As noted by McCrum et al. 
(28), the statistical analysis of any detailed measurement re-
garding corrosion losses in bridges is quite difficult because of 
the wide tolerances in initial starting sizes. Hence, relying on 
site data alone would lead to overly penalizing situations. There-
fore, some subjective estimates are made at this point, the im-
plications of which are examined in Chapter Four. Summarizing 
the values for bias and COY one gets: 

Bias COV 

New condition, steel members 	 1.10 	12% 
Partially corroded with some section loss 	 1.05 	16% 
Severe corrosion with considerable loss of section 	1.00 	20% 

The increase in COY with increasing corrosion recognizes the 
added uncertainty of the section available to resist the loads in 
increasingly severe environments. 

Careful inspection implies using more detailed measure-
ments/refined techniques to obtain a better picture of the con-
dition of the bridge which has undergone some kind of 
deterioration. In turn, this means that one is more certain of 
the remaining section left for resisting loads. Therefore, a cor-
rection factor to the value of 4 can be applied to avoid the 
penalizing situation for the case where such measurements are 
not available. Similarly, efficient maintenance strategies would 
help in reducing further section losses that would take place if 
unchecked. Thus, the values of COY as derived above can be 
reduced. The converse is true for intermittent maintenance 
schedules. Correction factors for either case have then to be 
applied to the basic capacity reduction factor. However, there 
are no data available to guide us regarding these issues. Hence, 
some values were arbitrarily selected and the implications of 
their use are examined in Chapter Four. 

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE MEMBERS 

Repair and evaluation of damaged prestressed concrete gir-
ders has been the subject of an extensive study in NCHRP 
Project 12-21. However, it dealt mainly with accidental damage. 
The typical causes of damage are (29): 

1. Overheight vehicles—Vertical clearance may be insufficient 
either because of illegal height of the truck, reduced clearance 
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(e.g., an old bridge), or because of dynamic forces inducing 
vertical motion of the truck and cargo. 

Corrosion of strands—The direct cause is insufficient cover 
either because of sloppy construction and/or gradual reduction 
of the concrete wearing surface. The problem is particularly 
critical in the case of post-tensioned girders. 

Corrosion ofjoints—Joints often leak, causing serious prob-
lems like deterioration of concrete and corrosion of strands. 
Epoxy injections are used to repair the damaged concrete. 

Fire—Fire under the bridge (vandalism) causes deterio-
ration of concrete, loss of concrete cover for strands, and cor-
rosion of strands and may lead to replacement of the girder(s). 

Sloppy construction—Prestressed girders are often exposed 
to critical stress conditions during construction or transporta-
tion. Inadequate understanding of structural behavior may lead 
to damage of the girder. 

Overheight vehicles account for about 80 percent of the dam-
age and fire causes about 2.5 percent of the damage. Of the 
reported damage (30), minor and moderate damage account for 
80 percent of the damages. Minor and moderate damage may 
involve loss of concrete up to the extent of exposing the pres-
tressing stands and reinforcing bars. Severe and critical damage 
is due to major losses of concrete or damage to the reinforcing 
elements. 

The above-cited study (30) indicates that load capacity is by 
far the most important rationale for selection of repair method 
(i.e., whether to repair-in-place or replace). A survey of the  

practices of various departments of transportation showed that 
inspection of damage ranges from visual means with varying 
degree of inspection detail, to structural analysis of the damaged 
girder compared to the original design. Serious damage is in-
variably inspected by licensed structural engineers. Most damage 
reports are in letter form and include damage description, se-
verity of damage, repair recommendations, and estimated cost 
of repair. 

Up until now, the discussion has been limited to damage due 
to accidental causes. The effect of atmosphere on the strength 
of prestressed concrete members is a largely unexplored area 
primarily because they are of recent vintage and not many 
problems have been reported. Studies (42.43,44,45,46) do exist 
which discuss the durability of prestressed concrete beams and 
also the corrosion of prestressing tendons; however, none of 
them provide data which could be used by the research team 
directly. 

For purposes of this study, the statistics of the strength of 
damaged and deteriorated prestressed concrete members have 
to be determined. Unfortunately, there are practically no such 
data available. Because inspection of prestressed concrete girders 
is invariably detailed in nature (specially for severely damaged 
members), it is postulated that the resistance factors for carefully 
inspected and deteriorated steel members will also apply in this 
case. Such a stipulation is necessary because of the uncertainties 
that may still be present even upon a detailed inspection. These 
factors have been derived in Chapter Four of the main text. 

APPENDIX I 

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION 

A modern highway bridge is a very costly and complex struc-
ture. The elements of the structure, from the foundation to 
parapets and railings, must interact with each other in a unique, 
efficient way. The malfunction of one element can affect the 
overall operational efficiency of the structure. 

As soon as a bridge is constructed and put into service, de-
terioration may begin. The changes that develop are gradual 
and usually slow and there is a tendency to give them little 
attention. Experience in highway operations shows that contin-
uous and systematic maintenance of a bridge will extend its 
service life and reduce its operating expense. Nevertheless, main-
tenance of bridges and their approaches is often the most ne-
glected phase of highway operation. This appendix attempts to 
identify the major types of preventive maintenance and inspec-
tion that can be associated with the main elements of a bridge 
(37). Existence of such procedures can provide a basis for choos-
ing the various options on maintenance and inspection in the 
proposed evaluation specification. The main elements with 
which one will be concerned are the roadway and approaches, 
superstructure and, to a certain extent, substructure. 

ROADWAY AND ROADWAY APPROACHES 

The bridge roadway includes the deck, wearing surface, joints, 
railings, parapets, curbs, sidewalks, and drainage systems. 

Periodic maintenance should include cleaning and flushing 
of concrete decks, lower chords, expansion joints. This prevents 
ponding of water and accumulation of debrisand salt-laden dirt 
which may cause scaling, corrosion of reinforcing steel, dete-
rioration of paint systems, and corrosion of supporting members 
and deterioration near cracks and joints. 

Sealing of cracks and treatment of decks for protection against 
moisture and effects of deicing chemicals are necessary to pre-
vent corrosion of reinforcement and spall development. 

Cleaning expansion joints and expansion devices of any in-
compressible material is necessary for them to function as de-
signed. Failure to do so could lead to crushing of the deck or 
girder ends, undue pressure on the superstructure bearings, and 
cracking or spalling of superstructure caps. 

Deck drains should be periodically cleaned to prevent ponding 
of water which might promote rapid deck deterioration. 
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Bridge approaches should be leveled to prevent excessive live 
load impact. 

Build-up of approach roadway shoulders should be checked 
regularly to avoid any ponding of water.  

looking for during his inspection. Hence, this description will 
be categorized on the basis of materials and will give an overview 
of what could be considered good inspection practice. 

SUPERSTRUCTURE 

The superstructure component includes main members, floor 
system, secondary members, and bearing elements. Main mem-
bers are those whose failure would result in collapse of the 
structure, including girders, truss chords, diagonals, and ver-
ticals. Floor systems include members which transmit loads from 
the roadway to the main members. Failure of the floor system 
members would usually have only local effects. Secondary mem-
bers add stiffness to the main members. Bearings transfer the 
loads from main members to the substructure and also allow 
for longitudinal and rotational movements of the main members. 

Preventive maintenance for most steel superstructures in-
volves keeping the integrity of the protective coating intact. 
Areas where the prime coat has failed and corrosion has begun 
must be spot cleaned, primed, and top coated promptly to pre-
vent further corrosion. 

Areas like open deck expansion joints, lower flanges of outer 
girders, and lower chord and floor beam connections on truss 
spans should be properly cleaned and maintained on a regular 
basis to prevent debris accumulation which may lead to cor-
rosion loss. 

Preventive maintenance of concrete members involves sealing 
of any minor crack or spall with an appropriate grout or patching 
compound. 

Bearings should be regularly cleaned of debris so as to prevent 
any chance of "freezing" which could cause undue stresses in 
the girder or substructure cap leading to some sort of damage. 

SUBSTRUCTURES 

Substructures transmit loads from the superstructure down 
to the soil and include two types: abutments and interior sup-
ports. Routine maintenance involves cleaning of dirt and debris 
accumulated on caps under open expansion joints that may cause 
deterioration and spalling of concrete and corrosion of rein-
forcement. 

The foregoing list of desirable maintenance procedures, al-
though not exhaustive, should serve as a guideline for what can 
be regarded as vigorous maintenance schedules. For a more 
detailed discussion of preventive maintenance strategies, the 
reader is directed to Refs. I and 38. 

The foregoing discussion was for preventive maintenance stra-
tegies. The proposed specifications also provide options for cor-
rective maintenance inspections which involve determining the 
extent of any deficiency if present. Such a procedure involves 
recognizing various kinds of bridge deterioration, pinpointing 
its location, and categorizing and describing its severity. 

The type of materials used in the bridge will establish initially 
the particular kinds of deterioration the inspector might be 

CONCRETE 

The major types of deterioration associated with concrete 
include the following: 

Scaling—The inspector should describe the character of 
scaling, the approximate area involved, the location and also 
the depth if possible. 

Cracks—Cracks can be classified into 8 major types (trans-
verse, horizontal, longitudinal, vertical, diagonal, pattern, D, 
and random cracks). Irrespective of their type, inspection re-
ports should include size, length, direction, and location of the 
crack. 

Spalling—The location of the spall along with its size, 
area, and depth should be measured. Existence of any hollow 
areas should be documented and their location determined if 
possible. 

Joint spalls, pop-outs, mudballs—In recording these de-
fects, their type, depth, dimension, and location should be de-
scribed preferably with a sketch, drawing, or photograph as 
appropriate. 

Deterioration—Any adverse change of normal mechanical, 
physical, and chemical properties (disintegration, distortion, pit-
ting, erosion, leaching, wear) should be recorded with sketches 
and measurements wherever possible. 

STEEL 

The major types of deterioration that may be encountered 
are as follows: 

Rust—This might vary from light rust to severe scaling 
or pitting. The inspector should note the location, the charac-
teristics, and the extent of the rusted areas. The depth of heavy 
pitting should be measured, and the size of any perforation 
caused by rusting should be recorded as accurately as possible. 

Cracks—Any type of crack is serious and should be re-
ported immediately along with a description of the location, 
length, and size of the crack. 

Buckles and kinks—Members damaged in such a fashion 
should be noted along with the type, location, extent of damage, 
and amount of deformation if possible. 

Stress concentrations—Fine cracks in the paint around the 
connections should be -noted. Also, sheared or deformed bolts 
and rivets should be marked. 

As before, the foregoing list is certainly not complete in na-
ture. However, it may be taken as one of the possible means of 
determining if the actual inspection can be categorized as de-
tailed, or not according to the proposed evaluation specification. 
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APPENDIX J 

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 

a Constant which relates load effect to a reference R Resistance 
loading model R Mean resistance 

A Area of girder, regression coefficient (Appendix Rm  True mean resistance 
H) R.  Nominal resistance 

ADT Average daily traffic R.F Rating factor 
ADTI' Average daily truck traffic S Loads, spacing of girders 
B Regression coefficient 3 Mean loads 
Bi  Bias of variable i (bias equals ratio of mean to Si Force in member i 

nominal value) S.F Safety factor 
C Average corrosion penetration in .&m t Exposure time in years 
C, Correction factor for edge stiffening and vehicle t Thickness of slab 

edge distance udi Uniformly distributed load 
C1  Correction factor for design lane width USD Ultimate strength design 
COY Coefficient of variation V COY (coefficient of variation = sigma/mean) 
D Dead load effect VA  COY of analysis 
e Distance from neutral axis of girder to mid-depth VD  COY of dead load 

of slab V, COY due to fabrication 
Eg  Modulus of elasticity of girder VHW. 95  COY of projected load effect 
E, Modulus of elasticity of slab VM  COY of material properties 
E[RJ Expected value of system resistance V COY due to scatter in prediction theory 
fx(x) Probability density function of X VR  COY of resistance 
Fx('x) Probability distribution function of I VS  Poisson's ratio 
g Safety margin or girder distribution factor Var [R] Yariance of system resistance 

Mean safety margin Var [S] Yariance of loads 
G,,, Maximum lifetime response W Environmental load effect 
H Influence of multiple presence W, Width of design lane 
Hmoment  Influence of multiple presence on moment W. 95  Characteristic truck weight at a site 
HSh,. Influence of multiple presence on shear WSD Working stress design 
HW Projected load effect WSR-I Working stress resistance (inventory) 
I Impact WSR-O Working stress resistance (operating) 
'cg  Moment of inertia of composite girder a Ratio of live load effect to dead load effect 
I, AASHTO impact 13 Safety index 
L Nominal live load effect due to traffic, span (Ap- /3, Element safety index 

pendix G) System safety index 
LFD Load factor design YD Dead load factor 
LFR-I Load factor resistance (inventory) YL Live load factor 
LFR-O Load factor resistance (operating) Capacity reduction factor 
LRFD Load and resistance factor design 1 Normal probability distribution function 
LSD Limit state design Standard deviation of member dead load 
m Influence of dominant vehicle type and configu- o, Standard deviation of variable i 

ration at site Standard deviation of member live load 
M Predicted maximum load effect Standard deviation of member resistance 
M.  Nominal moment ORSYSORS Standard deviation of system resistance 
P1  Probability of failure 
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The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of dis-
tinguished scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance 
of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the 
charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to 
advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Frank Press is president 
of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the 
National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is au-
tonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National 
Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National 
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encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. Dr. 
Robert M. White is president of the National Academy of Engineering. 

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to 
secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy 
matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given 
to the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal 
government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and 
education. Dr. Samuel 0. Thier is president of the Institute of Medicine. 

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 
to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's purpose of 
furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with 
general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the principal operating 
agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineçring 
in providing services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering com-
munities. The Council is administered jointly by both Academies and the Institute of Medicine. 
Dr. Frank Press and Dr. Robert M. White are chairman and vice chairman, respectively, of 
the National Research Council. 
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